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ABSTRACT 
 
Elijah Gaddis: Processional Mobility and Celebratory Culture in Black North Carolina, 1865-
1945 
(Under the direction of Bernard L. Herman) 
 
In the three-quarters of a century following Emancipation, Black people moved to 
southern cities in search of commonality, community, and pleasure. This dissertation examines 
that movement through the lens of emergent celebratory public cultures. Seeking the 
intersections of pleasure and mobility, I focus on the experience of Black Southerners in 
celebratory procession. Understanding these performances as an index of affective experience in 
the transforming places of the New South, I argue that we can see the emergence of a New Black 
South in the urban spaces of a region being transformed by intraregional migration. These 
ambulatory landscapes functioned as roving centers of African American social and cultural life 
and established claims to public, civic, and domestic space, even as the South moved toward a 
re-institutionalization of white supremacist governance.  
 In this dissertation, I focus on three performative celebrations in three North Carolina 
cities: Emancipation Day celebrations, the masked processional holiday celebration of Jonkonnu, 
and the tobacco warehouse dance called the June German. My insights on these cultural 
institutions are informed by a broad and interdisciplinary archival study. This methodology has 
meant the use of a variety of sources and approaches--newspaper articles, advertisements, maps, 
architectural plans, cultural landscapes, oral history interviews, data visualizations--all intended 
to help recreate worlds of experience that remain on the margins of conventional historical study. 
iv 
 
Structured around these three central manifestations of Black public culture, this study concludes 
with my examination of each of these forms of celebration in a contemporary context. This 
consideration of Black pleasure and celebration in our current landscapes suggests both the 
transtemporal centrality of movement and urban space, and its continued importance in public 
memory and history.  
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Introduction: White Pleasure, Black Terror, and the Politics of Celebration 
 
 
I begin with the problem of pleasure. In the years following the end of the Civil War and 
the dissolution of Reconstruction’s radical apparatus for equitable governance, public cultures of 
celebration, festivity, and enjoyment flourished in the landscapes of the New South. These public 
cultures were often related to more prominent and documented cultures of resistance, though not 
exclusively. Instead—as with the examples of Emancipation Days, Jonkonnu, and the June 
Germans—these were moments of Black cultural expression that self-evidently evinced their 
own arguments for equality and ascendancy in an era when white supremacist culture and 
governance was being reasserted and codified. 
Each of the public cultures of celebration that I write about rose from and informed 
everyday life in the places they were practiced. While they sometimes got their starts in the plans 
of the burgeoning group of middle class African American political and social leaders, these 
events each became powerful expressions of mass culture for hundreds, or sometimes thousands, 
of participants. The June German, of early twentieth-century Rocky Mount, North Carolina, for 
instance, began as a middle class Black appropriation of white cotillion culture, but quickly 
turned into a massive event replete with jitterbug contests, live radio broadcasts, and crowds of 
up to 25,000 people. That its existence was fleeting only added to its importance in the months 
between. In a slightly earlier period, Emancipation Day celebrations likewise drew massive 
crowds to cities throughout North Carolina, including Charlotte, the growing center of New 
2 
South enterprise. And in early twentieth-century Wilmington, the processional, masked culture 
of Jonkonnu served as an important signifier of Black presence in an old port city being remade 
by social and political transformations. Indeed, the places in which these events were staged and 
in which these cultures emerged are an integral part of the story here. Wilmington and Rocky 
Mount, where two of my stories are centered, exemplify the different types of cities that were 
being made and remade in an early twentieth-century region that was beginning its century-long 
move away from a rural culture. Wilmington was a port city deeply connected to the old 
southern Atlantic world. Rocky Mount grew from the agrarian world and an increasing emphasis 
on the tobacco trade. They exemplify the rocky transition toward urbanism that most often 
resulted in geographic marginalization of African American residents.  
Each of these concerns inform a central issue, the problem of Black pleasure. This is a 
problem both historical and historiographical in nature. Uncovering enjoyment, an experience 
that is often played out in brief moments and that derives much of its importance from continued 
and personal recall and imagination, is a task that moves beyond the recorded. These fleeting 
moments, ones Kathleen Stewart calls “ordinary affects,” are brief experiences that add up to, in 
the aggregate, lasting perception. The accumulation of “the forces that come into view as habit or 
shock, resonance or impact” coalesce into memory and imbue an object, place, or event with 
meaning that is not bound by anything but the limits of communal experience made personal. 1 
 The larger public cultures that I uncover here are made of up of many small 
moments of experience that sometimes resist being captured entirely in the written word. The 
meaning of public cultures and mass events depends on both individual and collective meaning. 
One’s identity, as manifest in a crowd, “is something that is, simultaneously, intensely personal 
                                               
1 Kathleen Stewart, Ordinary Affects (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2007), 1. 
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and irreducibly social.” 2 But crucially “what happens in crowds has an impact far beyond those 
who    actually participate.”3 The power of a mass event is its ability to reach beyond the 
immediate occasion and instead be held in the memories of and enacted in the daily lives of 
participants, observers, and even those for whom experience of the event was secondhand. As 
crowd psychologists Stephen Reicher and Clifford Stott suggest, “many of the categories which 
are fundamental to us (class, gender, nation, and so on) have to be imagined since they are far 
too large for us ever to know or meet with all other members.” The crowd becomes the 
manifestation of Benedict Anderson’s imagined community: “what happens in crowds can 
therefore be read as emblematic for all those who identify with the social identity shared 
amongst crowd members.” 4 The crowd holds the tension between what Charles Taylor calls 
microchoices and macrodecisions. This is the understanding of each individual member of a 
society (or in this case, a crowd,) that individual decisions are part of larger systems of meaning 
that Taylor defines as social imaginaries.5 A social imaginary then is the underlying structure of 
everyday life that goes mostly unnoticed, “the way people imagine their social existence,” an 
understanding that is most often “carried in images, stories, and legends.” 6 To that list, I would 
add mass demonstrations and celebrations, and the ensuing wake of memories and stories 
recalled in the months afterward. The emergence and expansion of African American celebratory 
                                               
2 Stephen Reicher and Clifford Stott, “Becoming the Subjects of History: An Outline of the Psychology of 
Crowds,” in The Street as Stage : Protest Marches and Public Rallies since the Nineteenth-century, ed. 
Matthias Reiss (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 31. 
3 Reicher and Stott, “Becoming the Subjects of History,” 37. 
4 Reicher and Stott, “Becoming the Subjects of History,” 37. 
5 Charles Taylor, Modern Social Imaginaries. (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 23-25. 
6 Taylor Modern Social Imaginaries, 23. 
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public culture is a story told in the mixture of the high and low, the individual and the personal, 
in the moment and in the days and months afterward.  
Celebratory and Commemorative Spaces 
Apart from the institutions dedicated to leisure and amusement, cities in North Carolina 
were also marked by their widening spatial divisions. Wilmington was among the first cities in 
the state to erect a monument to the Confederate dead in 1872, while the citizens of Rocky 
Mount dedicated a massive Corinthian column commemorating the Confederate cause in May 
1917. 7 These monuments were the most visible and permanent manifestations of a white 
supremacist culture intent on “colonizing public spaces with their version of the past.”8 As the 
Civil War and antebellum culture faded not in memory but in the kind of daily consciousness 
that helps orient a person and direct their actions, white southerners (principally women) sought 
to re-place slaveholding ideology at the geographic and social center of urban life. In both the 
new and parklike cemeteries and downtown civic spaces, they had that memory rendered visible 
in stone and bronze. As W. Fitzhugh Brundage observes, “when white southerners set about 
codifying their heroic narrative and filling the civic landscape with monuments to it, they were 
conscious that the rituals of Black memory represented a form of cultural resistance”9 The 
creation of a white landscape was one designed to stifle Black expression and obliterate Black 
claims to public space.  
                                               
7 “Confederate Soldiers Monument, Oakdale Cemetery, Wilmington,” Commemorative Landscapes of 
North Carolina, http://docsouth.unc.edu/commland/monument/291/. “Nash County Confederate 
Monument, Rocky Mount,” Commemorative Landscapes of North Carolina, 
http://docsouth.unc.edu/commland/monument/269/.  
8 W. Fitzhugh Brundage, The Southern Past : A Clash of Race and Memory (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 2005), 6.  
9 Brundage, The Southern Past, 10. 
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The battle for this public space was not a new one. Mary Ryan argues that civic space 
was integral to the definitional work of citizenship in America nearly from its beginnings. 
Americans, of all regions and less frequently all races, “entered into public time and space to 
represent themselves in a profusion of custom-made identities.”10 Never uncontested 
geographies, the town centers and public squares in the postbellum transition to the twentieth-
century became battlegrounds between the performative and the permanent. Large crowds of 
African American people took to the streets, while elite groups of white people put up 
monuments in an attempt to permanently mark the place and obscure any claims toward 
promised democratic ideals. These commemorative activities were only the most well 
documented of broader, often competing public cultures that were strictly stratified on the basis 
of race and, increasingly, class. They manifested in civic space, usually either in implied or 
direct contradiction to the more permanent displays of civic celebration represented by 
monuments and other memorials.  
But civic spaces were not the sole province of communal celebration. Public cultures 
occurred in public spaces as well: those not owned by the mass of people but intended for their 
patronage. Amusement parks, pool halls, restaurants, dance halls, music clubs and other, often 
improvised or repurposed structures, served as venues for recreation, leisure, and celebration. 
These spaces and this kind of public have been less often the subject of scholarship, though 
cultural and social historians have been interested in the creation and emergence of cultures of 
leisure and fun for the past several decades. John Kasson’s Amusing the Million, was perhaps the 
                                               
10 Mary Ryan, Civic Wars : Democracy and Public Life in the American City during the Nineteenth-century 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 59-60. 
 
6 
first and remains among the best chroniclers of the practices of the “new mass culture.” In his 
depiction, Coney Island is a place of carefully managed amusement that “promoted a sense of 
spontaneous gaiety through calculated means.”11 Those calculations often reflected everyday 
life. Many of the multitude of commentators on the island’s parks reflected on the way that “the 
amusements to which people flocked resembled the features of their daily life.” 12 In both form 
and content, rides and games amplified and repurposed the everyday cultures of people in the 
process of adopting identities as workers and consumers. In these same transitional years of the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth-century, travelling vaudeville acts, movies, and burlesque 
shows brought the communal experience of amusement into growing towns and cities of the 
South. Writing both about the national context of amusement and its local peculiarities in 
Lexington, Kentucky, Gregory Waller claims, “leisure time...was increasingly seen as an aspect 
of daily life to be filled, regulated, and exploited for profit.”13  
Movies were perhaps the most integral part of this culture of mass amusement. By the 
early twentieth-century, movie theaters situated in repurposed storefronts and grand new 
constructions, were thick on the ground in any Southern city big enough to warrant the name. 
But these films were only part of a range of activities on offer to residents both of southern cities 
and the surrounding countryside. These years also marked the belated emergence of consumer 
culture to the burgeoning, urbanizing South. Whereas major port cities like Charleston or 
Wilmington were long enmeshed in commodity markets, the rise of mercantile stores throughout 
                                               
11 John Kasson, Amusing the Million : Coney Island at the Turn of the Century (New York: Hill & Wang, 
1978), 2. 
12 Kasson Amusing the Million, 74. 
13 Gregory A. Waller, Main Street Amusements : Movies and Commercial Entertainment in a Southern 
City, 1896-1930 (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), 39. 
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the former backcountry meant an increased exposure for what had previously been a world made 
isolated by design. For African Americans especially, this new consumerism helped solidify ties 
beyond their immediate proximities and build stronger ties of race and region. 14 Despite the 
recent historical focus on stores and other markers of a new consumerism, buying and selling did 
not mark the entirety or even majority of public cultures in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth-century South.  
Indeed, apart from the religious and educational institutions that made up so much of 
Black life in this period, African Americans formed a variety of official and vernacular groups 
with their own practices and places. Chief among these were a wide variety of organizations 
often segregated on the basis of sex. Dedicated to mutual aid, temperance, commemoration, or a 
myriad of other high-minded virtues, these groups also served as outlets for public amusement 
and celebration. I write, for example, about the range of connections inspired by a single lodge of 
one such group, the Good Samaritans and Daughters of Samaria. 15 In short, urban, southern 
African Americans were both exposed to many more opportunities in these post-Reconstruction 
years and made much of their own lives in these southern cities despite continued and renewed 
obstacles to their economic success and social and cultural well-being. Offering portraits of 
                                               
14 See, for instance, John Giggie’s argument about the role of Black consumerism in the growth and 
change of religious practices: John M. Giggie, “Refining Religion: Consumerism and African American 
Religion in the Delta, 1875-1917,” in Dixie Emporium: Consumerism, Tourism, and Memory in the 
American South, ed. Anthony Stanonis (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2008): 137-174. 
15 Perhaps the most accessible overview of fraternal organizations in African American culture is Trotter, 
Joe W. "African American Fraternal Associations in American History: An Introduction." Social Science 
History 28, no. 3 (2004): 355-66. John Giggie has written more specifically about these lodges in the 
postbellum South, though with a focus on their religious, rather than secular mission: John Giggie “For 
God and Lodge: Black Fraternal Orders and the Evolution of African American Religion in the Postbellum 
South,” in The Struggle for Equality: Essays on Sectional Conflict, the Civil War, and the Long 
Reconstruction, eds. Vernon Burton, Jerald Podair, and Jennifer L. Veber (Charlottesville, VA: University 
of Virginia Press, 2011). And Carter G. Woodson’s essay “Insurance Business Among Negroes,” Journal 
of Negro History 14, No. 2 (1929): 202-226, charts the growth of fraternal and mutual aid organizations 
into more formal businesses using the example of the insurance industry.  
8 
individual cities as they were impacted by mass celebrations and entertainments, I build on the 
narratives of other historians writing about southern cities during the period. Especially 
instructive is Earl Lewis’s In Their Own Interests, which catalogues the ways in which African 
Americans in Norfolk, Virginia, “transformed the city to meet their own needs.”16 Lewis tells the 
story of a socially diverse set of African American citizens who sought to make those changes 
not simply in reaction to white racism, but rather through the creation of a social and cultural 
order that was at once reactive and insular, focused on African American interests but responsive 
to both the potential and the pitfalls of a city in many ways much like the ones discussed here. 
African American people in Norfolk, in Charlotte, Wilmington, Rocky Mount and a whole host 
of other southern cities were beginning the process of creating a Black South. These public 
cultures were the steps toward envisioning a South of their own making, where African 
American people held both political and social power.17 These public cultures would later be 
translated to the streets of places like New York or Philadelphia, cities that “brought to life new 
black metropolises,” in the wake of the Great Migration.18 But for three generations, African 
Americans forged these public cultures in southern cities as they sought to remake the region. 
Indeed, Norfolk could become an important center of African American life because it, 
like Wilmington, Rocky Mount, or Charlotte, was quickly becoming part of regional urban 
                                               
16 Lewis, Earl. In Their Own Interests : Race, Class, and Power in Twentieth-century Norfolk, Virginia. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 3.  
17 For thoughts on the way expressive cultures can be the basis of an identity group’s construction of a 
utopia, I am indebted to Jose Esteban Munoz’s important work on queer futurity. Muñoz, José 
Esteban. Cruising Utopia : the Then and There of Queer Futurity. New York: New York University Press, 
2009. While his work is not explicitly a part of the Afro Futurist scholarly endeavor, I have relied on it for 
guidance in large part because of his insights into the uses marginalized groups can make of their own 
visions of utopian futurity in hegemonic spaces.  
18 Clare Corbould, Becoming African Americans : Black Public Life in Harlem, 1919-1939, (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2009), 6-7. 
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growth. Though these changes were certainly propelled in large part by economic growth and 
activity, I am particularly interested here in the cultural institutions that arose as a result of those 
new sources of income. Wilmington was in the midst of a transformation toward mass culture in 
1889-90. In those two representative years, the old port city had three booksellers, five 
confectioners, four fish and oyster dealers, three firms selling and repairing pianos, six 
restaurants, eighteen saloons, several nearby beaches and hotels, and dozens of fraternal and 
benevolent societies that catered to and celebrated a variety of ethnicities and professions.19 
Twenty years later and one hundred and fifty miles inland, Rocky Mount was freshly 
incorporated and locked in the full embrace of the new mass culture of amusement. Ahead of 
prohibition the next year, the city in 1908 possessed two distilleries, three fraternal lodge halls 
(though none for African Americans,) an ice cream parlor, five pool rooms, more than a dozen 
eating houses and restaurants, and two “Theaters and Places of Amusement:” the Gem and the 
Opera House. 20 Wilmington was still an old city whose institutions were gradually adapting to a 
kind of sociality that could extend beyond one’s own familiars. And Rocky Mount was a town 
built on the tobacco industry and its mingling of different classes, if not races, in both working 
and recreational life.  
Elsewhere, both in and outside of the South, spaces dedicated to leisure increasingly both 
reified the color line and became venues for the protests against its normalization. Victoria 
Wolcott writes that these often-unremarked sites of protest were in fact symbolically central to 
the burgeoning movement for civil rights. By demanding accommodation “African Americans 
                                               
19 Julius A. Bonitz, ed., Directory of the City of Wilmington, North Carolina, 1889. (Wilmington, North 
Carolina: Messenger Steam Presses, 1889), 158-176. 
20 Rocky Mount, N.C. Directory 1908-1909 (Rocky Mount, NC and Richmond, VA: Hill Directory 
Company), 158-171; 175. 
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challenged essential racial hierarchies when they occupied the most coveted forms of public 
space.”21 Before even the earliest formal attempts at integrating these spaces, African Americans 
were protesting prohibitions that kept them from an equal share in leisure time activities. Often 
this meant the creation of a space or adaptation of an existing form. Andrew Kahrl’s work on 
African American beaches is one such example. In his telling, coastal real estate and attractions 
owned and run by African Americans became an important vacation spot for Black middle and 
working class people.22 Kahrl’s important work on land ownership in a coastal context has its 
corollary in Anthony Stanonis’s Faith in Bikinis.23 Besides the obvious overlap in geographic 
subject matter, both books stem from historical source material that shows the genesis of 
southern spaces as sites of leisure and recreation. Related to a growing literature on the South 
and tourism, these books pioneer a broadening of our understanding of the region as a place for 
pleasure, even or especially amid the daily indignities of Jim Crow. 24  Still, none of these books 
look at pleasure and celebration as affective experiences worth studying themselves, 
concentrating instead on political or economic structures. My work focuses on recovering the 
experience of African American pleasure and celebration in the Jim Crow South. It foregrounds 
the social imaginaries of diverse groups of people as they moved through the early part of a 
                                               
21 Victoria Wolcott, Race, Riots, and Roller Coasters : The Struggle over Segregated Recreation in 
America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012), 7. 
22Andrew Kahrl, The Land Was Ours : African American Beaches from Jim Crow to the Sunbelt South 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2012). 
23 Stanonis, Anthony J., Faith in Bikinis : Politics and Leisure in the Coastal South Since the Civil War. 
Athens ; London: The University of Georgia Press, 2014. 
24 On the South as a tourist destination and southerners as tourists see: Cox, Karen L. Destination Dixie : 
Tourism & Southern History. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2012; Starnes, Richard D, editor, 
Southern Journeys : Tourism, History, and Culture in the Modern South. Tuscaloosa: University of 
Alabama Press, 2003. 
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century marked alike by the legacies of antebellum enslavement and Reconstruction radicalism. 
Their lives speak to the truth and the prescience of W.E.B. DuBois as he inaugurated the century 
with his observation that “the problem of the twentieth-century is the problem of the color 
line.”25 Those lines that served as the opening salvo of his first history of Reconstruction, “Of the 
Dawn of Freedom,” were preceded only by words from James Russell Lowell’s The Present 
Crisis. Lowell represents, and DuBois invokes, a “death grapple in the darkness” between old 
systems and the truth, observed if not presided over by a “God within the shadow/keeping 
watch.”26 That sense of watchfulness, of a watching and being watched that was ever-present if 
not omnipotent, was itself an important part of the emergence of Black, public celebratory 
culture.  
There was a tension inherent in these celebrations between eluding and attracting notice. 
Some events were spectacular in their presentation, often occurring in civic or public spaces and 
in disruption of ordered calm or countervailing defiance of similar white display. Grace Hale 
writes about the way that lynchings were part of a larger “spectacle of Black otherness,” that 
witnessed the display and performance of African American people as a form of inherent 
entertainment. 27 To have that spectacle turned on its head, as Black-organized parades and 
dances did, disrupted expectation and establishment. Still, as Saidiya Hartman suggests, these 
kinds of spectacles were not always representative of Black agency but were sometimes horrific 
scenes “in which terror can hardly be discerned.” This “enactment of subjugation,” in Hartman’s 
                                               
25 W.E. Burghardt Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk, 2nd edition (Chicago: A.C. McClurg and Company, 
1903), 13. 
26 Du Bois The Souls of Black Folk, 13. 
27 Grace Elizabeth Hale, Making Whiteness : the Culture of Segregation in the South, 1890-1940. 1st 
Vintage Books ed, (New York: Vintage Books, 1999), 205.  
12 
terms, “reinforce the spectacular character of Black suffering.”28 Hartman finds the origins of 
these impulses in nineteenth-century enslavement, a “promotion of innocent amusements and 
harmless pleasures” designed to “cultivate contented subjection” in enslaved people, which 
carried over into the twentieth-century. 29 Hartman’s is the most complete history of the origins 
of this subjection and the tension in celebratory forms between the unconscious capitulation to 
hegemony and the conscious expression of freedom. I extend her insights into the world of Jim 
Crow and its ever more complicated formulations of power and race. Hartman’s work adheres to 
a binary construction of subjection and resistance, a construction that has only recently begun to 
be challenged by scholars in African American studies. Indeed Kevin Quashie, a pioneering 
voice in the conception of Black culture “beyond resistance,” looks too at a variety of visual 
spectacles: the raised fists of Tommie Smith and John Carlos, Elizabeth Alexander’s reading at 
Barack Obama’s inauguration. He moves beyond the narrowly political though to think about 
interior life beyond public expression, suggesting that to do otherwise “is to disregard the 
richness of life.”30 Quashie is interested in the means of expression, rather than its ends. What I 
examine here are the expressive cultures often associated with Blackness and the way those 
expressions are manifest in something other than resistance alone. I am interested then in the 
limits of resistance, and the way that these forms of public spectacle contextualize individual 
experience as a part of a larger whole. In building from this scholarship on spectacle, I am 
mindful too of its unconscious affirmation of the primacy of the visual as a field of study. I 
                                               
28 Saidiya V. Hartman, Scenes of Subjection : Terror, Slavery, and Self-making in Nineteenth-century 
America. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 3-4. 
29 Hartman, Scenes of Subjection 45 
30Kevin Everod Quashie, The Sovereignty of Quiet : Beyond Resistance in Black Culture. (New 
Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press), 2012, 8-9. 
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address the multiple materialities that informed both the public spectacle of celebration and the 
more quiet exercises of its planning and memory. The seen can reveal interiority, but spectacle 
also obliterates subtly by its very nature. I look to other sources then less as revealing the truth 
than as countering narratives most visibly told.  
Celebration and festivity are most often a way of articulating a complex individual and 
collective worldview. They exist as a sort of challenge to the constraints and boundaries of 
everyday life, and can make manifest the deepest longings and greatest joys of a group brought 
together by common desire. The sort of archive necessary to understand that cultural work, one 
constructed out of silences and incidental mentions, is what I use here. The construction of that 
archive is one that requires a methodology deeply attuned to the rhythms of life for everyday 
people in the past, and mindful of the structures of power that can both reveal and disclose. The 
productive tension inherent in this source material necessitates a balance between the aggregate 
and the individual, and a reliance on frameworks that can treat meaning at multiple scales. 
Accordingly, I want to turn now to a discussion of the archival methodologies that I have 
employed here. Their construction is deeply implicated in our emergent understanding of Black 
public cultures of the twentieth-century, and tied to the competing narratives of Black public 
cultures that cohered around racial constructions of whiteness and Blackness in the twentieth-
century South. 
Archival Scarcity and Performative Materiality 
The sources in most of my chapters appear relatively conventional. I cite primarily 
newspapers and archival manuscripts. The cliché—that newspapers serve as the first draft of 
14 
history— helps to animate my interpretations. 31Glenda Gilmore, in her introductory remarks to 
Gender and Jim Crow, observes that her research on Black women’s activism began with “the 
‘made up’ quality of white accounts in archives.”32 Still, scouring archives for the kind of 
sources housed Gilmore mined has been frustrating and only rarely fruitful. Sources that reveal 
the names, let alone give insight into the experiences of ordinary people, are rare. Even less 
frequently are these sources written in their own words, or even as a representation of the 
interests of individuals among the mass of people participating in various manifestations of 
celebratory public culture. That absence comes from people separated from the present only by 
the time span of a few generations, but whose presence and activities largely eluded recording in 
the kind of written sources that are routinely saved and formally archived. The challenge is not 
just how to begin to write about these histories, but also what violence of obliteration we might 
enact or reify in trying to construct narratives around personages whose lives are already 
separated from us by the mediating influence of newspapers, government records, and other 
archival sources. In these records, I often read absence as revealing as much about history as 
archival presence. Indeed, as Trouillot suggests, “mentions and silences are the active, dialectical 
counterpoints of which history is the synthesis.”33 
My interest here is in an archive of source material that encompasses more than the 
written word. That does not mean that I am solely in search of orality. The assumption of African 
American orality, particularly among twentieth-century, urban dwelling African Americans 
                                               
31 My use of “silencing” should be an indicator of the significant intellectual debt that I owe to Michel-
Rolph Trouillot’s Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995.) 
32 Glenda Gilmore, Gender and Jim Crow : Women and the Politics of White Supremacy in North 
Carolina, 1896-1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996), xvi. 
33 Trouillot, Silencing the Past, 48. 
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educated in and living amongst dominant white culture, is problematic. Whatever the truth of 
claims about orality, that particular assignation has long been used to justify omissions from 
written historical narratives (in Trouillot’s terms, active silencing.) Certainly, African Americans 
in early twentieth-century Wilmington communicated orally and in large measure their 
community may have been formed around a culture of conversation not unlike the sensus 
communis David Shields captured in eighteenth-century salon society.34 They also read 
newspapers and books, gave speeches and marched in parades, and otherwise communicated 
both within their community and to the larger population of the city and state. It is through 
interpretations of these forms of performative communication that I base much of this 
dissertation. Through modes of performance like processional culture, African American people 
were clearly staking out a role in a discursive community whose expressive lives went mostly 
unrecorded. 
Still, there are traces of materiality and performance in archival collections. Following 
Ann Laura Stoler’s lead, I approach archives “as spaces in which the senses and the affective 
course through the seeming abstractions of political rationalities.”35 The paradox of this research, 
and indeed perhaps most historical research in a world of digitization, is that it is subject to both 
archival abundance and scarcity. As Lara Putnam suggests, “our ability to read accurately the 
sources we find, and evaluate their significance,” is not keeping pace with the rapacious growth 
of digital source material.36 Scholars are confronted with a corpus of material whose context and 
                                               
34 David S. Shields, Civil Tongues and Polite Letters in British America. (Chapel Hill, NC: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1997.) 
35 Ann Laura Stoler, Along the Archival Grain : Epistemic Anxieties and Colonial Common Sense. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009), 32. 
36 “Lara Putnam, “The Transnational and the Text-Searchable: Digitized Sources and the Shadows They 
Cast,” American Historical Review 121.2 (2016:) 377. 
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presentation is both vast and perhaps incompatible with longstanding research methodologies. 
Surfeit begets opacity.  
The source of this abundance is evident. Recent advances in a variety of digital 
technologies make it possible to marshal the resources that inform this dissertation. I have been 
able to access a corpus of millions of pages of digitized content, almost all of it converted with 
reasonably accurate optical character recognition.37 Less clear is the paradox of archival riches 
and inadequate interpretive frameworks. Large, searchable archives inspire more questions than 
they can answer, both at the level of the collection and with individual items within that 
collection. My chapter on Emancipation Days attempts to mediate scarcity with abundance by 
dealing with things at the scale of the collection, by treating historical knowledge as data.38 I 
combine that approach with individual narratives that stem from and are informed by that 
broader contextualization. Individual items though obscure as much as they reveal. A finer-
grained reading that seeks to treat the deeper implications of a particular text is often stymied by 
the apparent lack of much context or textual source of deeper information. As Katherine Hayles 
suggests, “narratives remain ... the perspectives that invest the formal logic of database 
operations with human meanings and gesture toward the unknown hovering beyond the brink of 
what can be classified and enumerated.” 39This is a problem of archival scarcity, less in number 
than in conception. Digital sources allow for archival searches that permit the researcher to pay 
                                               
37 Specifically, my institution was among the first to partner with a for-profit company to embark on large 
scale digitization of pre-1923 newspapers, affording me with some three million pages of digitized, 
searchable newspapers. This is in addition to a robust and longstanding program of digitization and digital 
archiving like Documenting the American South.  
38 I hesitate to use the cliched “big data” in part because it implies a kind of computational analysis which 
I have not performed. My method is far more mechanistic and a bit finer-grained.  
39 Hayles, Katherine. How We Think : Digital Media and Contemporary Technogenesis. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2012), 183. 
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attention to narratives constructed on the margins but discoverable by the brute strength of 
repeated Boolean-enabled searches. Those narratives though are still often marginal and 
incomplete, lacking in many ways the broader contexts afforded more prominent actors and 
events. While that last is only the most recent version of a problem at least as old as the study of 
social history, it is one that can be mitigated in part by a methodology rooted in spatial and 
performative context. The digital turn in historical studies then must occasion new 
epistemologies. In order to better use digital resources, we must advance new modes of 
understanding that put our production of knowledge in sync with the possibilities of digital 
research and representation. 
Spatial and landscape sources require method that tends to their materiality, one that we 
might think of as textually absented in the same manner of digital material. Absented material 
does not mean immateriality; rather, we might think of it as Johanna Drucker and others have, as 
a kind of performative materiality. Performative materiality “suggests that what something is has 
to be understood in terms of what it does.”40 This requires us to push aside the textual metaphor 
and think of using sources, rather than reading them. What I offer here is an attempt to do that, to 
re-animate a series of materials that exist primarily as traces of past contact. As in postcolonial 
theory, that has often meant reading against or around the explicit meaning of textual sources. I 
take biases as a given: not necessarily details to be unpacked but a general viewpoint to be 
mindful of. Textual sources do a particular kind of work, both in the context of making history 
and in writing it. I try to be mindful of both of those uses. The kind of literal materiality that 
informs most readings of textual material is “based on a mechanistic model that suggests that the 
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Humanities Quarterly 7, no. 1 (2013), 4 http://digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/7/1/000143/000143.html. 
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specific properties of material artifacts or media can be read as if meaning were a self-evident 
product of form.”41 Clearly that is not the case and each piece of archival material, whatever its 
form, has a kind of “contingent materiality...exposed by performative dimensions of 
use.”42Because my primary interest lies in the histories of landscape and movement, I rely on the 
representational. In Henri Lefebrve’s schema, I am attempting to bridge the divide between 
representations of space and representational spaces.43 The sources for the history of 
representations of space are relatively numerous. They include the maps, diagrams, and official 
records that I utilize here. Uncovering the histories of representational space is a bit trickier. It 
necessitates a reading of the landscape for the historical meaning that it holds, as well as reading 
historical representations for the ways they might suggest meaning. I do that here, for instance, 
by interpreting the meanings of spatial proximity, by speculating on routes and paths, by paying 
attention to the way that people walked, marched, and otherwise moved, and how those practices 
changed over time. My evidence then often comes not just from what people said but through the 
ways that they performed their own, often multiple identities. I conceive of this an ethnography, 
an attempt to thickly describe the cultures and environments of a particular place and time. While 
my intent is not holistic re-creation of those worlds, I do depart significantly from existing 
historical scholarship, which has focused on other aspects of a place and time that historians 
struggle in common to better understand. 
 
                                               
41 Drucker, “Performative Materiality and Theoretical Approaches to Interface,”14. 
42 Drucker, “Performative Materiality and Theoretical Approaches to Interface,”15.  
43 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Oxford, UK ; Cambridge, Mass., USA: Blackwell, 1991), 38-
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Histories of Commemoration and Celebration 
Previous work on the growth of African American public cultures in the post-
Reconstruction South has focused principally on activities memorial or commemorative in scope. 
Kathleen Clark’s Defining Moments for instance, looks at the rise of commemorative cultures 
and middle class African American leadership in the fifty-year period following the passage of 
the Emancipation Proclamation. These commemorative cultures, ones that “had for a time 
dominated public culture in many parts of the urban South” likewise form part of the basis of my 
own work here.44 Like Clark, I am particularly interested in the rise of Emancipation Day 
celebrations as visible expressions of community value and solidarity. But, whereas Clark uses 
these celebrations to chart the emergence of a middle class African American leadership cohort 
well versed in what would later be called “accommodationist” political practices, my work looks 
instead at the way these kinds of celebrations spawned vernacular public cultures. Clark’s book, 
like Mitchell Kachun’s Festivals of Freedom, looks at the emergence of historical narratives that 
came from leaders in African American communities. Kachun in particular views emancipation 
celebrations as the kind of precursor to “the beginnings of African American historiography.”45 
He acknowledges the variety of different commemorative activities, but admits that his focus on 
the national picture largely obscures significant variations in regional, state, and local meanings 
that these events formed.46  
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Kachun and Clark both focus on what we might term official culture, the more amply 
documented events and persons that often come to stand in for a representation of entire 
communities or entire practices. Both scholars are relying on the perception of a class of leaders 
and politicians for whom these celebrations served very different purposes than that mass of 
participants. Brundage’s work, discussed earlier, opens up a world of commemorative activities 
practiced by mass groups of African American people. The multiplicity of voices that he relies 
on move past the ranks of the emergent elite, though his regional scope also means that many of 
these stories are mentioned in passing. 47  William Wiggins’s earlier scholarship is nationally 
focused and, perhaps more than the others mentioned here, explicitly reflects on the continued 
importance of African American freedom celebrations. His title and stated purpose, though, do 
reflect the longstanding focus on celebrations of freedom, rather than any other sort of emergent 
celebratory culture. 48 This drive toward understanding purposeful celebration mirrors the 
respectability politics that dominated the most-frequently referenced articulations of African 
American life in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Viewed in this light, the 
distinctions between W.E.B DuBois and Booker T. Washington seem less stark and their 
respective visions a manifestation of two competing ideologies of middle class status. Freedom 
mattered. Perhaps it was even at the center of many definitions of Black life. But it was also not 
the only organizing principle around which individual communities came together.  
In the absence of hundreds of individual recollections, particularly of the Emancipation 
Day celebrations that form the basis of so much previous work, I turn to the combination of 
                                               
47 In particular, see Brundage, “Celebrating Black Memory in the Postbellum South,” The Southern Past 
55-104. 
48 See  William Wiggins, O Freedom!  : Afro-American Emancipation Celebrations, 1st ed. (Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 1987). 
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aggregated data (for its potential to show the constellations of purpose in which these 
celebrations arose,) and fine-grained interpretations of particular events, particular places, and 
particular people. And while these “festivals of freedom” were incredibly important to the 
emergence of an African American culture not defined by slavery alone, they were also not the 
sole manifestation of that culture. 49Rather than concentrating on the larger ramifications of 
political economy, I tend instead to the cultural realm and the meaning and change that stem 
from the individual among the crowd. These were public cultures that were purposeful and 
individual and not concerned with the narrowly political, but with outright societal 
transformation.  
Those larger social changes, particularly in the South and particularly, in the post-
Reconstruction period, have been broadly conceptualized by historical scholarship in particular. 
The past two decades have seen scholarship that grapples sensitively with the emergence of 
communal histories and memories. These scholars seek to understand the processes at work in 
the distinctions we make between informal and unreliable memory and authoritative and rigorous 
history. What each of these writers―a group that includes Clark and Kachun, Brundage, along 
with David Blight, Caroline Janney, and others―tries to accomplish is an understanding of the 
moment at which the individual morphs into the collective and memory turns into history.50 My 
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objectives are similar, focusing on the retroactive assessment of memory turned into history and 
in the ways in which personal enjoyment gets turned into broader and often collective meaning. 
Akin to memory studies in an historical context, this is nonetheless a slightly different object of 
study whose interest lies more squarely in the immediate use of memory. This is an alchemical 
transformation that we often think of as memory, but that exists outside of the moment. As 
Trouillot suggests, “remembering is not always a process of summoning representations of what 
happened.” It is only later, that we come to a realization of a thing’s importance and we “only 
remember the revelation, not the event itself.”51 For my purposes, this field of historical memory 
studies seems to have much in common with some of its predecessors in historical studies. The 
anthropological shift in cultural and social history, somewhat neatly joined with memory studies 
in one of the early and definitive statements of that field, Pierre Nora’s “Between Memory and 
History.” What Nora’s essay shared with many of its immediate predecessors was a commitment 
to an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary explanation of “pastness.” Indeed, though 
practitioners of this field since have delved much further into neurological and other scientific 
explanations of memory, Nora suggested an almost evolutionary approach to the study of 
memory that was out of step with a field (history) whose lingering scientism was a remnant of an 
earlier belief in objective truth rather than an embrace of contemporary theorizing. “It is no 
longer genesis that we seek,” wrote Nora “but instead the decipherment of what we are in the 
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light of what we are no longer.”52 Memory, in Nora’s definition, is a kind of repertoire, a 
practice that “attaches itself to sites,” rather than the events around which we create history.53 
His is a method that looks for meaning and creative purpose in the everyday. 
My method is premised on these same interdisciplinary strategies. Concerned less with 
large moments or major historical actors, I instead look at small things made large by their 
significance in everyday life. Much of this work is necessarily speculative. As Clifford Geertz 
suggested four decades ago, “cultural analysis is (or should be) guessing at meanings, assessing 
the guesses, and drawing explanatory conclusions from the better guesses, not discovering the 
Continent of Meaning and mapping out its bodiless landscape.”54 Geertz’s notion of thick, close 
description helped give life to a school of historicism that deeply valued materiality and insights 
into the social world. One of the major contributions by American and Americanist scholars was 
to refuse the separation between the social and cultural worlds dictated by the French Annales 
school which helped inject more social theory into social and cultural history. Instead we find, as 
in the work of the American French historian Robert Darnton, meditations on the deep 
interconnections between individual and society, between the social and cultural.  
Darnton mandated that scholars “stop straining to see how the documents ‘reflect’ their 
social surroundings, because they were imbedded in a symbolic world that was social and 
cultural at the same time.” 55 Darnton thus sought historical incidents that were lively and 
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demonstrative, events that under close scrutiny revealed themselves as meaningful rather than 
reductively representative of an entire group or culture. Following Darnton, I look into the 
meaning created through vernacular forms of celebration, to see how people “think with things, 
or with anything else that their culture makes available to them, such as stories or 
ceremonies.” 56 For Darnton, and other scholars of early modern worlds, this often manifests 
itself in studies of procession and movement. Rhys Isaac structured The Transformation of 
Virginia around a perspectival lens that sought to capture both instrumental and expressive 
actions. Viewing historical actors as just that, Isaac suggested that we might combine the tools of 
ethnography and drama to help stage historical actions in place.57 Isaac, Darnton, and others like 
Simon Newman and Susan Davis find in the space of the emergent worlds that they write about a 
performance of creation and becoming.58 This is both a conceptual space and actual place, a 
world emerging out of the material facts of locality.59 These sources then act as a kind of guide 
for my own work, in large part because they are each concerned with “the world struggling to 
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182. 
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emerge.”60 These scholars of the early modern world recount the pangs of new communities and 
new societies struggling to be birthed. 
In this way, those histories inform the experience of African Americans in the 
postbellum, post-Reconstruction South. Having finally taken at least a small part of their 
promised civil and human rights, they were then stripped of them through both everyday 
indignities and spectacular violence. What struggled to emerge in this time and this place was a 
culture that could encompass that shared history, but not be enslaved to it. A culture that could 
balance racial pride and the hidden relationships, networks, beliefs, and ceremonies forged in 
slavery with the promise of entrance into the citizenship of the broader nation. If a world had 
been forged by the crucible of slavery, these emergent public cultures of celebration were ones 
grappling with the formation of an African America, a nation that encompassed both the promise 
of its founding ideals and the many and continued contradictions in its treatment of people of 
African descent. That these struggles played out on and around the spaces of the United States 
and particularly of the South is no surprise. It was the South that served as the first site for these 
struggles, and for the competing visions of two new souths formed along racial lines. Public and 
civic space is perhaps the most visible and the most contested value in American life and its use 
often demands a struggle. I note the recurring theme of place in these earlier works because it is 
so central to my own work here. My argument coheres in both the particularities of Southern 
space, and in the abstract constructions of place and space. In what follows, I track the 
emergence and movement of public celebratory cultures through the changing spaces of early 
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twentieth-century North Carolina and chronicle the ways these celebrations sought to create 
African American places.61 
 
Placing Black Public Cultures 
 Crucial to the understanding of these performances of festivity, community, and 
pleasure, is the broader spatial context from which and in which they function. Each chapter 
builds on a history of a particular city at a particular time. My case studies are based in North 
Carolina, a state representative of broader shifts and trends in the South at the time. The Old 
North State was then emerging as an exemplar of new southern culture, with significant 
urbanization and industrialization and widening spatial segregation. The North Carolina of the 
period that I write about was in the midst of transforming itself into a state whose reputation for 
moderate progressivism helped mask the emergence of a post-slavery white supremacism as 
pervasive as any in the country. North Carolina fits as my subject here then both because of the 
stories unique to it and because of its ability to simultaneously embody these defining 
contradictions of the New South. 
My first chapter pairs Concord and Charlotte, two emerging cities just twenty-five miles 
apart. Charlotte in some ways typifies the New South city as the center of shipping and 
commerce, while its neighbor grew from a combination of proximity and the burgeoning 
Piedmont textile industry. From this beginning, I move to Wilmington, a North Carolina city, 
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Old Southern in its origins, built on connections to the Atlantic world, as it adapts to an influx of 
industry and rural immigrants. I end with Rocky Mount, an inner-eastern North Carolina city 
largely created by those same forces, but adherent to the whims of twentieth-century North 
Carolina’s king crop: tobacco. These are all species of different urbanisms in an era that saw 
both cities and numerous small towns pop up amid an increase of five million in village, town, 
and city populations between 1880-1910. 62 Millions among that number were African 
Americans leaving the familiar countryside for the uncertain promise of the city. Once there, 
many of these new and generally young migrants, sought to “look out for new opportunities, 
resist indignities, and join new organizations.”63 They did so most often not by recreating the 
work and family structures of their rural pasts, but by adapting to the economic and social 
necessities of the city. They left the country to go to seed in the hands of their parents and 
grandparents, but did not forsake its cultural forms. With them to the city they brought both the 
political formations their immediate ancestors had forged within the midst of the institution of 
slavery and, as with Jonkonnu, some of its cultural practices as well. Theirs was a New South 
still very much ruled by the rural. Jack Kirby exposes the fallacy of “the New South” urbanism 
in a region that remained largely rural and poor into the twentieth-century. Cities thus acted as 
cultural and social hubs for the surrounding countryside well into the 1900s. 64 Materially, 
growing cities functioned as market and gathering places. Their symbolic function was perhaps 
greater, and the city, however small, still held a degree of promise for those living in its shadows. 
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This complex region, populated by a people centered squarely between the rural tobacco fields 
and the city’s tall stone buildings, is both the backdrop for this story and in some ways the story 
itself. It is a character here, a place whose streets and alleys, intimate corners and massive 
warehouses, act often as both the instigator of and stage for the emergence of these complex 
African American public cultures.  
 To that end, I engage frequently with theories of space and place, landscape and 
locality. Thinking in an abstract way about the concrete realities of lived experience in place 
helps us comprehend the worlds of historical people trans-temporally. In general, I refer to the 
complex interactions of people and locality (or place if you prefer) as landscape, rather than 
making what can sometimes be a pedantic distinction between place and space. I do this because 
landscape better suits the range of comprehension and use that describes human interaction in 
place. The geographer Paul Groth suggests that “landscape denotes the interaction of people and 
place: a social group and its spaces, particularly the spaces to which the group belongs and from 
which its members derive some part of their shared identity and meaning.”65 Landscape suggests 
space that is not inert. Rather, it is alive and in possession of a constellation of meanings, a 
material thing with, around, and in which people interact. Much of my interest and the story I tell 
here thus relies on movement in landscape. To walk in the city, Michel De Certeau says, is to 
enact “a long poem” one that “manipulates spatial organizations no matter how panoptic” or 
otherwise invested in power they may be. 66 In his formulation, “to walk is to lack a place...is the 
indefinite process of being absent and in search” of a fulfillment of some lack, whether it be 
                                               
65 Paul Groth, “Frameworks for Cultural Landscape Study,” in Understanding Ordinary Landscapes, ed. 
Todd Bressi and Paul Groth (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997),1. 
66Michel De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 101. 
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tangible or rooted in the ineffable. 67 These kinds of movements (procession, flow, or even the 
stolid insistence on not moving) are ones most clearly articulated in African American culture in 
the migration narrative. 68 Though I do attend to narratives of migration here (including the one 
that we have now universally dubbed “Great,) I see the migration narrative as simply one way of 
speaking about the importance of moving through and navigating landscapes. Movement—in the 
form of walking, dancing, marching, driving, riding—is both restrictive and freeing, something 
compelled and something volunteered, a performance of the liminal and marginal amid the 
established and ancient. It is a new thing among old ways and an old solution to problems 
created by new economies and renewed structures. The forms of cultural practice that I write 
about here are sometimes quite literally practices of navigation. In what follows I mark people 
moving in the particularities of the places in which they live. Intent on celebration, it is their 
performances in and of place that I chart here.  
 
Chapter Outlines 
 The first chapter is a hybrid of sorts. It consists of a data visualization that maps 
the coincident rise of Emancipation Day celebrations and lynchings in North Carolina. An 
extended essay compares two instances of these competing forms of celebration in the 
neighboring cities of Charlotte and Concord. In comparing the visual and material rhetoric of 
each of these forms, I suggest the ways in which Black celebration was in a kind of dialogic with 
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celebrations of whiteness and condemnations of Blackness. This chapter sets the stage for the 
following two case studies in its reflections on the changing state of late nineteenth-century 
North Carolina and by dealing with the larger social context of Emancipation Days, which were 
the most visible and prominent form of African American celebration for a generation. 
My second chapter deals with the processional culture of Jonkonnu in early twentieth-
century Wilmington, North Carolina. Jonkonnu was an Afro-Caribbean masking tradition whose 
long history of performed resistance was quickly being regulated and co-opted out of tradition in 
post-1898 Wilmington. My story follows a woman named Maggie Washington on her journey 
through Wilmington one evening in 1911 as she transgressed spatial and social boundaries of 
race, class, and gender in her own performance of the tradition. I contextualize her movement on 
that night within the larger traditions of spectacular and quotidian mobility in Wilmington, 
paying special attention to both processional culture and everyday movement. I use Maggie 
Washington’s own history and mobility as a way of understanding a city and region transformed 
by African American migration, first to its growing cities and eventually out of the South 
altogether. This chapter is a story of the promise and potential of the southern city, and of the 
movements into and out of its borders as that potential alternately grew and collapsed in the early 
years of the twentieth-century.  
My third case study is of the June German, an appropriation of staid white cotillion 
culture that became the largest African American celebration in the South in the early years of 
the twentieth-century. Held on a Monday night in a lavishly decorated tobacco warehouse in 
Rocky Mount, the June German illustrates the transformation cultures of celebration had on 
spaces of labor. In terms both temporal and spatial these events were transformative and 
transgressive. By celebrating on the start of the working week and attracting a Black audience 
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that nearly equaled the city’s population, the crowd at the annual June German suggested the 
ways in which celebration could present a vision of Black cultural and social power in a space 
that symbolized the foreclosure of economic advancement to most African Americans. In the 
tobacco warehouse they set about bringing both the population and the culture of a Black 
metropolis to Rocky Mount. 
 Finally, I conclude with an examination of each of these cultural forms in the present. 
The specific, localized celebrations of emancipation and freedom have given way to the 
nationalized multiculturalism of Juneteenth. Jonkonnu exists now primarily as a yearly, living 
historical re-creation amid a largely white colonial capital. And the June German slowly petered 
as African Americans left Rocky Mount and the circuits of prominent Black entertainers were 
increasingly closed to small Southern cities. Little remains in that city which has been decimated 
by the systemic forces that the June German represented a bulwark against. Each of these events 
take place against a backdrop of racist claims to public space that is now national in scope, but 
rooted in the cultures of the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century South. We are seeing not 
a revival of the kind of racial violence that marked that period and that so deeply informs the 
celebratory cultures that I write about here, but rather its return to centrality and prominence. 
Across boundaries of time and space, these cultures speak to us in our present moment. In many 
ways, we are heirs to the world they left us, though we have not necessarily fulfilled the promise 
embedded in these cultural performances. Ours too is a state, region, and country where space is 
still contested and white supremacy remains embedded in our landscapes. And sadly, ours is a 
world where Black people, whether they be engaged in celebration or protest, continue to attract 
official attention leading to regulation, arrest, death. It is fitting then that I end with the temporal 
and spatial migrations of these cultures to the context of our own contemporary moment.  
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Along those lines, I feel like I must transition us into what follows with an 
acknowledgment of my own voice. I will say, finally though perhaps most importantly, that it is 
a privilege of my being a scholar, a privilege of my whiteness, and a privilege of my place in 
time that I am able to call for a focus on the fun and pleasure that was had on city streets and in 
tobacco warehouses. I am not blind to those affordances. I also recognize that pleasure and pain, 
fun and degradation, are not always far removed from one another. But there is also a way in 
which the stories of racial uplift, the concern with civil rights and equality, masked a day to day 
form of living that remains almost entirely inaccessible to scholars. I recognize the irony and 
danger in trying to uncover this archive by focusing on events that were spectacular in their 
execution and rare in their occurrence. And yet, they allow a clear window into practices and 
perceptions that we might otherwise lose. In their exaggeration of the everyday and their 
stretching of the borders of propriety, the public cultures of celebration that I write about here 
powerfully if implicitly challenged the racist spatial order of their day. My work unveils those 
historical precedents as people of color find spaces and enact practices of pleasure and 
celebration today. 
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Chapter 1 Emancipation Day: Visualizing Public Spectacle 
 
 
On January 1, 1899, thousands of African American celebrants streamed into the small 
town of Louisburg, North Carolina. An accounting written by local leaders S.P McKnight and H. 
Harris and published five days later set the scene. “Early Monday morning, people began to 
gather from all parts of the county, as they always do.” These visitors, from all over Franklin and 
nearby counties, came to “give their expressions of gratitude and joy...and review their history” 
in order that they could “correct their mistakes and receive counsel for the future.” By 12:30, the 
crowds had amassed and “the people were ready for the parade.”69 This was the centerpiece of 
the annual celebration of Emancipation Day, put on by the Franklin County Emancipation 
Society and attended by thousands of African Americans from smaller towns and rural 
communities nearby. McKnight and Harris reserved their most effusive description for the 
midday procession, writing about small town streets veritably choked with humanity, a crowd so 
dense that “there was no space in the streets from the Court House to the Academy Grove.” “It 
seemed,” they wrote, “as if the town authorities had given us control of the town.” 70  
The success of their celebration was rivalled at other Emancipation Day celebrations, as 
in the “monster mass meeting” of Wadesboro in 1910 or the tables groaning under “six hundred 
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pounds of barbecue, numerous chickens friend [sic] and baked and many other good things” at 
1913’s Emancipation Day in Elm City.71 Their control of the city was likewise duplicated 
elsewhere, with a parade “about a mile in length” in Oxford, ten thousand spectators along the 
parade route in Kinston, or the parades and addresses held annually for decades in places as far 
flung as Asheville, Elizabeth City, and Winston-Salem.72 And this was not a spectacle confined 
only to the landscapes of North Carolina, but a commonplace annual celebration in every 
southern state and throughout much of the United States. In the final years of the nineteenth-
century, Emancipation Day was perhaps the most visible form of African American celebration 
in the United States.  
But the control of the city, as these correspondents well knew, was also fleeting. 
Emancipation Day represented the performance of a variety of freedoms—of travel and 
movement, of celebration― but was undertaken in landscapes marked by an increasing hostility 
to African American residents. The principal material form that this oppositional culture of 
institutionalized racism took was the in the variety of memorials erected to the lost cause of the 
Confederacy. As W. Fitzhugh Brundage suggests, this was a period “when white southerners set 
about codifying their heroic narrative and filling the civic landscape with monuments to it,” 
conscious all the while of the “rituals of Black memory [that] represented a form of cultural 
resistance.”73 These monuments were permanent reminders, as one 1910 account from and 
emancipation celebration in Oxford, North Carolina put it, of the “Confederate dead, who fought 
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heroically for what they perceived to be right [emphasis mine.]”74 These two reckonings with the 
recent past, one material and permanent, one performative and ephemeral, represented the 
conflict between the emerging public cultures of the New South. But it was the spectacular 
violence of lynching that created an environment of fear, terror, and disorder, and a landscape 
symbolically marked by its seemingly totalizing power. To reckon with the history of 
Emancipation Days is, in part, to reckon with its ghastly opposite, the mob lynchings that scarred 
the landscapes of the South in the same spaces and across the same years that African American 
people took to the streets to celebrate their freedom and visibly, powerfully assert their presence. 
In what follows, I examine these overlaps in visual, spatial, and material registers. Far 
from suggesting any kind of equivalency between Emancipation Day celebrations and mob 
lynchings, I instead look at their common origins in a society navigating expressions of fear and 
power. Through a reading of the visual rhetoric of each of these spectacles, I examine the way in 
which they spoke to each other, sometimes directly, sometimes implicitly, as public spectacles 
emerging amid the tumult of a redefined nation and region. Lynching and emancipation 
celebrations came to serve as exemplars of white and Black public cultures, respectively, and 
functioned as the most visible public expressions of a divide that played out in the contested 
geographies of the transforming region. Lynchings sought to obliterate, to do violence to both 
physical bodies and to the emergent Black body politic. Emancipation Day celebrations 
destabilized that uninterrogated power and gave overt and visible expression to  Black progress 
and orderliness in contrast to white savagery and disorder. The power of these Emancipation Day 
parades was as a counterspectacle, one designed to refuse the obliterating power of mob lynching 
and establish expressive, visible Black public culture. 
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This balance between African American celebratory culture and white-led 
memorialization and celebration marked the emergence of Black public cultures in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth-century South. Black paraders, dancers, and festivalgoers had to 
cope with both spatial and symbolic manifestations of oppositional white public cultures. These 
cultures of opposition were encoded in both the geographic and figurative landscapes, often 
through a combination of the physical and the rhetorical. In the following pages, I look at North 
Carolina from the end of the Civil War to the early years of the twentieth-century, examining 
Emancipation Day celebrations in their broader social and spatial contexts. I use these 
processional celebrations as a way of examining the competing visions of racialized public 
cultures then being enacted in public and civic space. We can see the performative spectacle of 
Emancipation Day as one meant to establish a separate public culture, a competing vision of a 
new South that projected the possibilities of emancipation into the future. Lynching served as a 
highly visible celebration of whiteness and condemnation of Blackness, while Emancipation Day 
celebrations functioned as a representation not simply of resistance but of enduring presence.75 I 
will use the following pages to think about what the memory of emancipation looked like, and 
how it became a part of the urban landscape of a new, Black, south. To do that, I will look to 
both the aggregating power of digital visualizations, paired with individual narratives. Each of 
these approaches require that we question a long, unselfconscious adherence to the totalizing 
power of white centered narratives, and move instead toward an understanding of the Black 
south modelled on its own spatial and visual evidence. Using the processional cultures of 
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Emancipation Day celebrations, I will look at the ways that Black people put foot to pavement in 
marches that celebrated their emancipation, and visibly modelled the freedoms they would look 
for in the coming years.  
Visualizing Emancipation 
 The scholarship around Emancipation Day celebrations, while not voluminous, has 
tended comprehensively to the origins and political culture of these celebrations.76 Building on 
this previous definitional work, my interest is in thinking about the practice of Emancipation 
Day. By tending to the many instantiations of this particular freedom celebration across 
geographic and generational space, I hope to at least begin approximating the meaning and 
experience of these freedom celebrations. With the construction of data included here, I am 
making a gesture toward an understanding of the institutional and communal nature of these 
celebrations for the individuals and towns that celebrated them on a yearly basis. Here, as with 
the other festivals and celebrations I write about, I am interested in impact, the long term 
relationship between individuals, groups, and the celebration, especially in the days, weeks, and 
months after it had passed.  
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Screenshot of Visualizing Emancipation 
 
 Because Emancipation Day was an annual event, people could look forward to its 
repetition the following year. These insights, coupled with the larger data, reveal the ongoing 
importance of Emancipation Days even as African Americans confronted massive societal shifts 
for both good and ill. The interactive visualization here (https://emancipation.web.unc.edu/prsp-
exhibit/visualizing-emancipation) is the most comprehensive portrait of Emancipation Day 
celebrations occurring in a single place. This map illustrates the ubiquity of these celebrations, 
and their success in helping create a landscape marked by persistent annual traditions that 
flourished in the 1870s. These celebrations steadily grew in number and influence throughout the 
first years of the twentieth-century. The information for this exhibit comes largely from white 
run newspapers, a source that almost certainly excludes a significant number of celebrations 
whose parameters did not adhere to the standards of newsworthiness for largely white audiences. 
Indeed, we might be able to attribute what appears to be a rise in celebration numbers to 
newspapers that increasingly began to cover news from local African American communities 
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because of the increase in Black consumers. 77 Though the newspapers still largely relied upon 
sources that were visible and legible to white audiences, this reporting sometimes stumbled upon 
revealing absences that suggested the tension between these emerging public cultures and long 
held practices of necessity that saw Black people concealing both the facts and the nature of their 
celebrations.  
 Perhaps the best example of this comes early on, with an 1873 notice in the Raleigh News  
 “the Freedmen of Wilmington did not publicly celebrate Emancipation Day.”78 This article 
suggests, as do others over the next decades, that in the absence of public celebrations, celebrants 
passed the holiday in more private commemorations. Clearly African American people 
understood the importance of a balance between celebrations intended for their own 
communities, and ones premised on the kind of spectacular visibility that we can see represented 
in a procession like the one in Louisburg that opened this chapter. By filtering and sorting the 
data spatially visualized on this map, we can better understand both the geographic context of 
Emancipation Day celebrations and the specific forms and activities that largely persisted 
throughout the seven decades of its most frequent annual occurrence. Perhaps most importantly, 
we can see the types of spaces in which these celebrations occurred, noting that even with the 
rise of significant African American clubs and institutions, Emancipation Day continued to be 
held most frequently in civic, church, or other public spaces that by their very nature could admit 
the largest number of participants and onlookers. Emancipation Day then persisted as a largely 
public celebration, one whose meaning took on additional valences because of the different types 
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of spaces that it occurred in. What this data does not show in detail are the means by which 
Emancipation was celebrated in individual cities, and particularly the way in which the 
celebration worked as both memory practice and organizing principle for possible futures of the 
Black South. Accordingly, I want to shift now to an in depth discussion Emancipation Day in 
1915 Charlotte, and the way that year’s celebration accounted for the first fifty years of freedom. 
 
Colored Charlotte and the Visibility of Progress 
 
 Charlotte began as a relatively small town in the 
years before the Civil War. By the 1870s it had 
blossomed into a “regional trading center” on its 
way to becoming “the center of the Piedmont textile 
industry” by the first years of the twentieth-
century. 79Like other cities of its size, part of the 
growth of Charlotte into a major city came from a 
steadily growing African American population and 
particularly a middle class who made significant 
economic and social investments in the community. 
These newcomers built institutions, like the Afro American Mutual Life Insurance Company or 
the A.M.E. Zion Publishing House. Equally important was their investment made in the birth of 
an Emancipation Day celebration that would itself serve as a capacious institution for African 
American life in the city. Though early records of 
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churches, clubs, and organizations in Charlotte are not abundant enough to state definitively, it 
seems that many Black residents of Charlotte travelled to Raleigh for what was informally the 
state’s celebration of freedom in the years immediately after emancipation. In 1878, for instance, 
a small group of Charlotteans joined a railroad excursion to the capital for that year’s 
observance.80 In a few years, Charlotte had its own celebration that quickly became an important 
signifier of the aspirations of many of its leaders.  
In 1885, concurrent with the rise of the Confederate memorial landscape, Charlotte 
residents marked the New Year and the commemoration of emancipation with many of what had 
become the usual hallmarks. Marching in time to music supplied by a brass band, “a large 
procession of men and women proceeded” to a local church, “where an address appropriate to 
the occasion was delivered by Rev. J.A. Tyler, colored.”81 Following the completion of these 
exercises, the brass band struck up again leading the crowd in singing “‘The Star Spangled 
Banner’ and a number of other productions” before breaking into a rendition of “Dixie.” The 
anonymous, presumably white newspaper writer recounting this devoted much of his column to 
the crowd’s reaction to that song. Once “Dixie” began, he wrote, “their shouts fairly rent the air,” 
suggesting that it was an anthem “they considered absolutely necessary for the completion of 
their emancipation celebration.” Whether this a true accounting of the reaction to a song whose 
complicated history may well have invited some kind of enthusiasm among some of Charlotte’s 
African American residents, or simply something of a mischaracterization, this moment is 
telling. This may have been a moment of cheer over the re-appropriation of a song (as with 
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Lincoln’s famous postwar request for the tune,)82 that the reporter mistook. Or it may well have 
been the reporter’s own projection onto the scene. Even if that’s the case, I suspect that this was 
partially a moment calculated to impress white onlookers, many of whom “heard the band 
playing Dixie and... say it was excellently rendered.”83 Indeed, it seems unlikely to be a 
coincidence that this was the first year the celebration was covered by a local white newspaper. 
The spectacle of the massive parade, capped as it apparently was by “Dixie,” was fodder for 
white audiences. In the coming years, the celebrants of Emancipation Day in Charlotte would 
make their annual observance central to the carefully crafted self-image of Black Charlotte. 
Emancipation Day became a way not only to commemorate and celebrate the granting of state 
sanctioned freedom, but also to illustrate the progress and position of African American people 
in Charlotte. Sometimes the spectacle of the celebration was calculated to impress onlookers, as 
was the case here. But there was a persistent tension between representing Black Charlotte to 
outsiders and to itself. 
The most characteristic example of this tendency came in 1915 with the publication of 
Colored Charlotte. Designed as both guide and supplement to the fiftieth anniversary celebration 
of emancipation in Charlotte, the pamphlet purported to serve as a comprehensive illustration of 
African American life in Charlotte. The slim volume, around fifty pages total, was distributed as 
a souvenir of emancipation and multi-generational progress during that year’s program at the 
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city’s “municipal auditorium” on north College Street.84 These were intended then primarily for 
celebrants at the event to serve as a kind of memento of that year’s festival and marker of a half 
century of freedom. Accordingly, the book opens with an extended explanation of its own 
existence. In the words of the G.W. Clinton, Bishop of the area’s African Methodist Episcopal 
Zion churches, the book stemmed from “the idea of placing before the members and friends of 
the race in printed form facts which tell the story of successful endeavor.” Those facts “can not 
fail to prove beneficial in many ways.” Bishop Clinton continues that “it is quite befitting that 
that we take note of what has been done along the line of substantial race progress in our own 
immediate community for our own encouragement and inspiration.” 85The explicit purpose of 
the pamphlet then was to serve as a reminder and inspiration of racial progress, principally for a 
Black audience. Still, we can read this pamphlet as part of a genre of similarly laudatory portraits 
of other southern cities that were aimed at increasing business and tourism to growing cities. In 
many ways this volume reads similarly, giving as it does frequent praise to a city still marked by 
many racial divisions. This pamphlet was intended simultaneously as a document for Charlotte’s 
African American population, but marked by their keen awareness of frequent and pervasive 
observation and surveillance on the part of the city’s white officialdom. As with the 1885 parade 
described above, they knew white people were watching. Bishop Clinton’s introduction states as 
much, claiming “as a people we have not done much in the way of publishing the achievements 
of our race,” but rather have ceded influence to “other people more diligent in advertising our 
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shortcomings.” The book would serve an instruction manual of sorts in the ways of both 
celebrating African American achievement and being mindful of the ways to best visualize that 
success for observers both Black and white. Colored Charlotte acted as a visual primer for what 
the book’s compilers viewed as the legacy of emancipation and its potential for the coming 
generation.  
Indeed, we can see this book as a kind of aspirational processional, a map of the titular 
Colored Charlotte. As with the parades at the center of Emancipation Day, it sought to direct its 
viewer through a set route, illustrating in remarkable detail the people and places that made up 
this separate city. It serves as a visual, if not spatial, map of fifty years of progress, guiding its 
viewers past important landmarks in a succession of photographs and brief, symbolically laden 
captions. The pictures featured in the book are particularly remarkable because they aestheticize 
and promote a version of everyday Black life in Charlotte. Unlike the Emancipation Day 
parades, which were festive, an explicit amplification of African American culture, the pamphlet 
sought to center a perception of quotidian life as the focus of its call to heightened visibility. If 
we spatialize the routes outlined in Colored Charlotte, as I have done here, we can better 
understand the geographic legacy of the first fifty years of freedom, and the visual and spatial 
models that this book, and by extension the celebration it was printed to accompany, were 
projecting. (http://elijahgaddis.com/dhp-projects/black-charlotte-1915/.)  
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Black Charlotte, 1915 
 Rather than conforming to what we might think of as a legible processual route, this map 
of Black Charlotte instead shows a series of household, businesses, and institutions scattered 
around the city. These population nodes represent the uneven possibilities for settlement and 
development for African Americans in the growing city. As Black people either came to the city 
or established more permanent lives there in the previous two generations, their patterns of 
settlement were dictated by economic factors, and by the evolving nature of spatial segregation. 
As David Goldfield suggests, “segregation, evident in churches since the late eighteenth-century, 
spread as southern cities developed new institutions and technologies.”86 Thomas Hanchett 
writes about this new segregation in Charlotte specifically, attributing the move toward a fully 
spatially segregated city to the business interests that began to dominate the landscape of the city. 
As racial zoning laws become prevalent in Charlotte and elsewhere “downtown interests shunned 
Black storekeepers, neighbors pressured landlords to evict Black tenants, and in the suburbs 
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developers inserted restrictive covenants into ever lot deed forbidding ownership or residence by 
anyone of the ‘colored race.’”87 These population nodes represent the uneven possibilities for 
settlement and development for African Americans in the growing city. As Black people either 
came to the city or established more permanent lives there in the previous two generations, their 
patterns of settlement were dictated by economic factors, and by the evolving nature of spatial 
segregation. These population centers then represent attempts to capitalize on sparsely inhabited 
land inside the borders of the growing city, and to establish communities in those areas. Take for 
instance Biddleville, a population center written about in Colored Charlotte. As we can see in 
this figure, Biddleville formed its own small core with Biddle University at its center.   
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 The work of Colored Charlotte, as I have suggested above, was aspirational and 
imaginative, a way of constructing a social map of the city and the connections between these 
places in the absence of real geographic connections. The volume was a processional, but one 
enacted through a conceptual geography that asked its viewers to imagine community spread 
throughout the space of the city. As de facto segregation become de jure, these nodes become the 
hubs of social and cultural life in Black Charlotte. The importance of this book is not then as a 
mode of resistance to a dominant white power structure, the markers of which were becoming 
ever more visible as Charlotte surpassed Wilmington as the state’s largest city. Instead, Colored 
Charlotte aims to posit a correlative Black economic culture. The title here is telling, as is the 
map above: they both represent a separate Charlotte. Some of Black Charlotte’s institutions were 
legible to white observers, close analogues to their own businesses and organizations. But on the 
whole it was a separate city, one designed for the needs of African American residents of 
Charlotte. We can see this 
bifurcation in some of the 
book’s illustrations.  Take for 
instance this photograph of 
the recently constructed 
library designated for “the 
sole and exclusive use of the 
Negroes of Charlotte.” 88 It 
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was a segregated library, built along with other Black public institutions like the Good 
Samaritans Hospital, as part of the legal instantiation of segregation in early twentieth-century 
Charlotte. But here we can see the compilers of this book taking pride in that separation, refusing 
its dehumanizing potency, and instead celebrating it as a centerpiece of their city, Black 
Charlotte. These centers, as I have suggested above, were not literal. Instead, Colored Charlotte 
brings these separate geographic nodes together in a holistic vision of the Black city, one 
constructed in interstitial space. 
The book’s first pages lay out its intentions and format, including tables of facts and 
figures that charted advances in categories like literacy, home ownership, and African American 
produced publications. But by far the bulk of the volume is given over to photographs. In a 
description of the book’s content that appears early on, the majority of the volume is quickly 
passed over as “information which has been gotten from different sources and compiled in this 
book.” But the types of photographs get special attention as they are enumerated one by one: 
“the pictures of the homes, churches, schools and individuals” which “can not be other than 
educative and inspiring to the youth of the race.”89 The primary focus of the book then and its 
principal pedagogical function is as a visual work. This is perhaps surprising in a city where 
much of African American life was dominated by educational institutions, like Biddle 
University. Reading was a practice that carried with it a degree of pride in addition to its 
practicality as a communicative function. We can see this resort to visual rhetoric as an 
outgrowth of emancipation celebrations. While each year’s celebration culminated in public 
exercises, usually marked by addresses, Emancipation Proclamation readings, and resolutions, 
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the festivities were inaugurated by a massive parade. Unlike the speeches and other formal 
activities, the parade acted as a showcase for the mass of Black humanity in Charlotte. The 
procession was a showcase of both organizations and individuals, a visible and audible 
representation of the variety of Charlotte’s population that was far more diverse (and 
undoubtedly more raucous) than the university professors and clergymen who dominated the 
rostrum at the courthouse, City Hall, or municipal auditorium. Characteristic of those parades 
was one held on New Year’s Day, 1890. The parade began with a variety of groups ("the 
Charlotte Light Infantry, the Neptune Fire Company, the two bands, several carriages, and a host 
of colored pedestrians,”) assembling around City Hall at 10:00 a.m. From there, “the procession 
moved down Tryon street to Trade, and down East Trade to the suburbs of the city where a 
salute of two rounds was fired, after which the procession moved on to Zion M.E. church.”90 
Proceeding as it did through the main streets of Charlotte, accompanied by loud brass bands, this 
was a parade entirely impossible to ignore. It was premised on a kind of spectacular visibility 
that flew in the face of a racial uplift strategy in Charlotte that saw Black leaders “downplaying 
the importance of politics and stressing economic advancement instead.” That strategic move, 
which substituted notice for acceptance, was one that Colored Charlotte broke away from.  
     The pictures featured in the book are particularly remarkable because they aestheticize 
and promote a version of everyday Black life in Charlotte. Unlike the Emancipation Day 
parades, which were festive, an explicit amplification of African American culture, the pamphlet 
sought to center its perception of quotidian life as the focus of its call to heightened visibility. As 
the introduction suggests, the illustrations in the book fall into two categories: photographic 
portraits, and photographs of buildings, principally houses, churches, and schools. Many of the 
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portraits are of community leaders like ministers and teachers. But true to the democratic spirit 
behind the venture, many of the advertisements were also based around portraits of individual 
business proprietors. Some, as with Chester Williamson, a contractor, painter, and “pebble 
[dasher]” who promised, “all work neatly done,” were analogous in form to their socially elite 
counterparts. Williamson’s portrait has the bespectacled contractor dressed neatly in a suit and 
tie, his face positioned straight toward the camera with gaze just slightly averted to the right. He 
projects an air of sober modesty, his patterned tie the only hint of personality against the 
background of the portrait studio. His photograph is similar to most of the portraits of Charlotte’s 
male leaders featured here, similarly posed against a backdrop which gives no hint of their 
vocation, calling, or personality. 
 
         Portrait of the Reverend B.J. Ivey from "Colored Charlotte" 
                                                                         
Portrait of Chester Williamson, Contractor 
from "Colored Charlotte" 
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These portraits effectively give equal weight to the emerging elite upper middle class and the 
working professional. The juxtaposition between the two suggests both the democratic spirit of 
the venture, and the need to reevaluate our perception of the historical Black middle class, which 
here is defined principally by ownership and industry rather than educational or economic 
attainment. 
Similarly, the advertising portraits that pose people at work reposition the perception of 
labor and its place in Black Charlotte. Mrs. Priscilla L. Hoke was a trained nurse who hired out 
to African American residents of Charlotte. Like Williamson or Reverend B.J. Ivey she is posed 
with a kind of stiff formality, with one arm held behind her back and just the barest suggestion of 
a smile on her face. Her surroundings and the extent of her portrait are far different than the more 
formal portraiture throughout the book. To begin with, the perspective of her photo is wider, 
revealing almost her entire body, clad in a neat white uniform and topped with a peaked white 
cap. The arm not held behind her back is clutching some tool of her trade, unidentifiable against 
Mrs. Priscilla L. Hoke, Trained Nurse. “Colored Charlotte.” 
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the white expanse of her uniform. Immediately behind her is a small expanse of yard 
characterized mostly by waist high weeds, and one corner of a board and batten sided structure. 
We are meant to read the structure and yard, I think, as part of a household, which gives the crisp 
whiteness of Hoke’s uniform an identifiable modernity, set against a backdrop that readily 
evokes rural life. It is an image that is meant as a visible measure of progress, a didactic 
illustration of the progress of the individual as a stand in for the progress of the race.  
The book also contains more conventional pictorial descriptions of people at work. The 
advertisement for “Madame Ida Barber’s Beauty Parlor” offering “hair dressing and massaging 
for ladies and gentlemen” is one particularly good example.  The woman we can assume to be 
Ida 
Barber 
sits at a 
table 
facing 
away 
from the 
camera 
as if 
frozen in 
Madame Ida Barber's Beauty Parlor from “Colored Charlotte” 
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contemplation. On the table before her is what appears to be an unfolded newspaper and a book. 
A framed certificate serves as the focal point of the photograph and along with the reading 
materials, suggests a studied professionalism. The rest of the room is filled with tables on which 
are stacked blurry but recognizable tools of her trade and, curiously, what appear to be more 
stacks of books. On the table to the right is a display case of some sort, its contents also 
unrecognizable. The case is neatly built, if seemingly more at home in a museum or classroom 
than a beauty parlor. Facing her, across the table and at a slight remove is an empty chair, angled 
just slightly so that it appears as if awaiting an interlocutor rather than simply a customer to be 
waited upon. The image seems crafted, calculated to elevate Ida Barber’s profession above the 
station of service alone. In this way, the photographs of Hoke and Barber convey the importance 
of all kinds of work, and class status, for the success of “Colored Charlotte.” This kind of 
didactic purpose is one that has many close contemporaneous rhetorical and visual analogs, none 
more so than the work of the early photographer Frances Benjamin Johnston. Johnston’s work 
documenting the Hampton Institute at the turn of the twentieth-century likewise posed African 
American people in educative and industrious positions, visually positing the utility of work and 
education for progress. Her photographs of Hampton classrooms in particular bear a close 
relationship with the photo of Barber here. Take this chemistry classroom, photographed in 1899 
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or 1900, and showing a group of students at work.91
 
Hampton Students in a Chemistry Classroom, Frances Benjamin Johnston 
Like Ida Barber’s photograph, there is more the suggestion of possibility for work than a 
comprehensive or detailed depiction of work being done. The surroundings in Johnston’s 
photographs are as important as the nominal subjects, the students, who populate the 
photographs with a studied busyness. The context of the classroom is in many ways the keys to 
their potential success, especially in their original context at the Paris Exposition of 1900 where 
they were used as evidence “that the US was successfully integrating African Americans into 
mainstream American culture.”92 Fifteen years later, the portraits of Priscilla Hoke and 
especially Ida Barber build on that same impulse, showing progress in large part through the 
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context and composition of photography. But they also prominently identify their subjects, 
centering Hoke and Barber in the photographs and affixing labels that make clear what 
professions they hold. These are advertisements of a sort, but they are integrated fully into the 
book and serve as the implicit rejoinder to the anonymous subjects of Johnston’s photographs. 
These are women that have arrived and attained, and so deserve the credit of being named.  
Slightly more ambiguous are the photographs of buildings, principally houses, which 
make up the majority of the book. While there are variations throughout, the general formula 
shows a very close shot of the building itself with little context for its immediate surroundings. 
Perhaps the most grand of these, the “Home Office of the Afro-American Mutual Life Insurance 
Company” is another advertisement masquerading as informational portrait.93 The three story 
home office sits, seemingly isolated but buzzing with prospective business, on a city street whose 
distant background seems to hold at least the suggestion of trees. It appears almost solely out of 
context, a new and sleek office building plopped proudly on a suddenly busy street. The interior 
shot offered on the same page is likewise almost frantic in its busyness, showing an office 
packed full of clients and agents. The insurance company seems almost plopped into place, an 
automatic hub of activity and industry in a place where previously there was perhaps little else. 
Indeed, the map suggests that this was built in a place that was becoming a center of African 
American business in Charlotte, part of a neighborhood known as Brooklyn. Once one of the 
central Black business districts in the South, we see it here one of several such hubs in the city, a 
place bustling with more activity than any other photograph in the book. 
 The domestic scenes, which predominate in number, are more tranquil. They tend to 
provide even less context of landscape, and instead emerge as mostly static pictures of houses 
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with few markers of habitation. They are meant then to be showcases, an inventory of style and 
type for the city’s African American residents. This is a crucial part of the pamphlet’s work, 
which asks citizens, particularly young and Black ones, to project themselves into the enviable 
situations enjoyed by the city’s successful, if not necessarily its elite. The photos of the houses 
did just that. Likely an unintended consequence of technological limitations, the very nature of 
the photographic reproduction emphasizes big picture and obscures finer grained details. Even in 
the domestic photographs that included people, they were minimized, appearing as little more 
than stand in figures that might actually invite viewers to imagine themselves in their places. The 
pictured houses, then, were wood and brick repositories for the specific dreams and aspirations 
of their viewers. 
 
Residences featured in “Colored Charlotte” 
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 This point is made ever clearer by the captions that appear underneath the photographs of 
houses in Colored Charlotte. Take, for instance, the home of W.E. Burton. It’s perhaps the most 
modest house in the entire book. There are few of the suburban niceties we see in other dwellings  
 
here: the house appears in real need of new paint, has little vegetation besides weeds and a 
closely trimmed tree, and appears slightly lopsided, perhaps on an uneven foundation. And yet, 
there’s the proud caption: owned by W.E. Burton. For William Burton, an agent at the Afro-
American Mutual Life Insurance Company, and his wife Louise, this house represented an 
entrance into the city Colored Charlotte envisions.94 Unlike most African Americans in the 
South at the time, they were homeowners. However modest their house might be, they were 
counted as exemplars of that vision because of their possession of this chief marker of class 
status. On the same page, we see other houses named “the residence of.” Perhaps the neatest of 
these is that of A.E. Spencer, at 509 East 2nd Street. 95We see a figure that we assume to be Mr. 
Spencer standing proudly on the porch of the house with a female figure, probably his wife 
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Mary. Their house has an established hedge and full porch, signs that seem to signify pride and 
ownership. The language of the caption for this photograph is slightly different, but represents 
the same sentiment: the residence of Mr. A.E. Spencer. Again, this suggests ownership and the 
attendant qualities of progress and belonging that owning a house means in this portrait of Black 
Charlotte. Ownership is a unifying principle here and the most tangible marker of class status, in 
part because of the conditions of life in southern cities like Charlotte. Increasing segregation and 
the erosion of Black political power made property ownership one of the few ways of continuing 
to capitalize on the promise of the city and resist the “entrenched laws and customs that 
positioned all propertyless laborers as dependent servants.”96 In this period, after the failures of 
fusionist politics and the violent, revanchist white supremacy then coming to dominate social, 
political, and economic life in the southern city, home ownership became one of the sole 
remaining markers of success for Black, southern urbanites.  
To emphasize this point and conclude its jagged processional throughout the city, the last 
pages of the pamphlet turned to an even more didactic illustration. Contrasted on the final page 
are two houses: one log cabin, with its sole inhabitant seated outside, and one of the most stylish 
houses featured in the book, the four-gabled and picket-fenced “residence of Mr. Thos. H. 
Harris.”97 The image of Thomas Harris’s house is slightly different from many of the others 
featured in Colored Charlotte in both context and composition. Whereas other residences in the 
book are presented in sets, usually of four or eight spread over two pages, the Harris house is 
presented here along with the log cabin of Mrs. Sallie Davidson as bookends to an 
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advertisement, and indeed, to the whole project. The two images then are clearly intended as a 
matched pair, not based on geography or neighborhood, but rather contrast in type. And though 
the Harris 
house 
appears 
here 
singly, the 
composition of the photograph is a bit more revealing than others. Perhaps because it was made 
in such a way as to include the picket fence surrounding the yard, the image encompasses slight 
glimpses of other houses nearby, giving a visual rather than descriptive sense of the 
neighborhood. It functions then as the “after” picture with the cabin of Mrs. Sallie Davidson.  
Sited among other houses in what is clearly a densely populated urban neighborhood, 
Harris’s house is a sign of personal and group progress. It is the Davidson house though that the 
page is truly focused on. The image shows a woman seated in front of a log house with front 
door open. The dwelling is topped with a peaked, neatly wood-shingled roof, and bears a small 
shed addition in the rear. Its single chimney, open front door and loft window, along with a 
Residence of Mr. Thomas H. Harris, “Colored Charlotte” 
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neatly swept yard suggest an essential tidiness and sense of industry that the book is eager to 
impart to prior generations of Black Charlotteans. Indeed her house is labelled here “the 
[original] type,” a designation that classifies the structure as part of the past. Her’s is also the 
only house in the book not captioned as “the residence of” or “owned by.” Instead, we are 
informed simply that this is “Mrs. Sallie Davidson’s home.” 98It implies longevity, but not 
possession. The home does not belong to her, and in a sense she does not belong in this book. 
Mrs. Sallie Davidson is posed sitting in front of the house looking directly at the camera. There’s 
no illusion of industry or the air of detachment that we see in other portraiture in the volume. 
Instead, Davidson and her house seem almost frozen in time like ethnographic subjects, a 
documentable and verifiable portrait of a past the compilers of this book are eager to transcend. 
We can see another parallel in what is perhaps the most characteristic pairing of photographs 
from Frances Benjamin Johnston’s Hampton Institute series. 
 
"Old Folks at Home," Frances Benjamin Johnston 
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The before photograph in this equally didactic pairing shows an older couple sitting down to a 
meal in what appears to be a small cabin.99 Their surroundings are relatively modest with 
newspaper-lined walls and a few kitchen implements scattered around the house and on top of 
the one corner cabinet. They sit just inches away from the hearth, each with head bowed and 
dressed in clothes that seem well cared for, but clearly old fashioned. There are no children in 
evidence, and as with their clothing and surroundings, they seem a part of the past. A paired 
photograph of the Hampton graduate eating at home is effectively the inverse.100 It shows the 
proud graduate in a well-appointed dining room, surrounded by fashionable decorations and with 
a stair to a second floor immediately behind. The table itself is covered with a cloth, and the suit 
clad father and fashionable, prim 
mother sit at either end of the table 
with all three children gathered on 
one side so as to appear in the portrait. 
This contrast is doing much the same 
work that we can see with the pairing of 
the Davidson cabin and the Harris 
house. Sallie Davidson and her house are being held up as a kind of exemplar of the good work 
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of prior generations, but the picture is composed so as to be inert and passive, not projecting the 
kind of energy and industry of other photographs in the book. 
 Paired here with the 
Harris house, its inhabitants 
presumably off somewhere 
working and making their 
fortune, it functions as a 
visible sign of two generations 
of progress. As before and 
after photographs, these were 
intended as a visualization of 
the progress of a race and the 
potential of emancipation. 
This is the concluding image 
of the book for a reason. It 
signified the bookends of the 
temporal processional that 
organizes the volume. We see 
Mrs. Davidson’s “original 
type” as an origin, a 
representation of the starting 
place for previous generations of African Americans in Charlotte. The Harris house thus is its 
concluding point, the height of style and proud ownership. As before and after photographs, 
Temporal Procession, "Colored Charlotte" 
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these were intended as a visualization of the progress of a race and the potential of emancipation. 
But there is also in this pairing the tacit acknowledgment of the difficulties of life for Black 
Charlotteans. While Sallie Davidson and her house are part of “the original type,” it is her 
enduring presence in the present that allows her to be photographed here. These are aspirational 
before and after portraits of a sort, but in their pairing they represented an African American 
Charlotte focused on a way forward, but still restrained by backward facing forces outside of 
their control. The procession that the book represents, then, is itself an incomplete one, perhaps 
more symbolic than literal. It contains within it an implied geographic processional, but without 
a map, and an implied temporal processional with a beginning and end, but a collapse of the 
temporal space between. But like the parades from which it took its cue, Colored Charlotte 
would serve as an important model for African American life in the city.  
     Interestingly, the visual materials in Colored Charlotte themselves expressed something 
of a broader shift in visual representations of emancipation, freedom, and progress in Charlotte. 
In Charlotte and elsewhere, parades and processions were the most common and defining feature 
of Emancipation Day celebrations from their earliest days. Part of that emphasis certainly has to 
do with the mostly white newspapers writing about the celebration who tended toward an interest 
in the sensational. But given the reported numbers that attended this part of the celebrations, as 
with the reports from celebrants themselves above, this was clearly a central and important part 
of the observance of Emancipation Day, especially in its early years. By the opening years of the 
twentieth-century, that slowly began to change. In 1906, one Charlotte paper reported, “it has 
been the custom to make a demonstration but this year it was decided to simply meet at the court 
house where all might attend and hear the meaning of the occasion defined.”101 That year’s 
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ceremonies took on a decidedly high tone, with a performance from the city’s “Hayden Choral 
Society” and a speech from a local attorney.102 This departure from tradition and the impressive, 
unbridled visual spectacle of a parade was one reflected in Colored Charlotte and one that would 
mark many of the future manifestations of public culture for African Americans in Charlotte, 
across North Carolina, and around the South. Public celebrations would become more 
recognizably performative and often restricted by a combination of legal mandates and white 
action, the most visible of which were the mob lynching celebrations that occurred in many of 
these same landscapes during this period.  
  White laws sometimes dictated the end of Black celebrations; white culture and custom 
often dictated its extent. Lynching then was a kind of shadow of emancipation celebrations, a 
festival that sought to mandate order of a particular kind and create a community around the 
blank cultural construction of whiteness. It was premised not on a celebration of whiteness, but 
on a condemnation of Blackness and its perceived excesses (of desire, of freedom.) Without 
belaboring the comparison, they were also both celebratory forms that relied on powerful visual 
symbols, particularly of assembled crowds, for their impact. The mass mobs of lynching then 
were certainly on the minds of African American celebrants as they gathered in mass on city 
streets or convened in county courthouses. And thought it might have served mostly as the 
unstated threat in the crowd, the shadow celebration against which their own was premised, 
sometimes the two did overlap if only rhetorically. In Raleigh, at least one year’s resolutions 
called for “hostility to lynch law,” a sentiment echoed in the resolutions of other cities too.103 
And in 1907, Charlotte’s resolutions condemned Theodore Roosevelt’s part in the Brownsville 
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Affair as “an executive lynching...which shocks the moral sense of the country.” 104This 
metaphor surely had more potency in an era when public lynching was an even more visible 
threat than in our own. These mentions, both metaphorical and actual, suggest the weight of 
lynching’s impact on even celebratory occasions, as Black southerners tried and failed to escape 
its hovering omnipresence. It was a threat that Emancipation Day committees and organizations 
tried to counteract with visual rhetoric designed to leave a lasting impact on white and Black 
audiences alike. This highly visual presence would continue to be the hallmark of Black 
celebratory culture in the South for many years following, but celebrations too would always be 
planned and executed with constant knowledge of the threat of white violence and the peculiar 
pleasures seemingly afforded by Black suffering.  
Lynching as White Festival 
 
 Lynching, in Jacqueline Goldsby’s words, was “a networked, systemic 
phenomenon.” 105Goldsby’s language suggests the possibilities of understanding lynching as a 
recognizable and translatable form, one whose participants across region and nation were 
connected by a routinized vocabulary and a distinct set of practices. The effect of this system, as 
Amy Louise Wood suggests, was to create “an idealized community” of white citizens whose 
sense of racial superiority was enforced and emboldened by the act of lynching.106 In short, 
lynchings functioned in part as a way of building white community and white commonality 
through a celebration of the supposed virtues of whiteness and the supposed deficiencies of 
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Blackness. Indeed, anti-lynching advocates like Ida B. Wells understood lynching less as a 
perversion of justice, but rather as an outgrowth of social and economic success and visibility. 
Reflecting on her career exposing lynchings, Wells wrote that lynching was “an excuse to get rid 
of Negroes who were acquiring wealth and property and thus keep the race terrorized and ‘keep 
the nigger down.’”107 Stewart Tolnay and E.M. Beck, whose book title memorably refers  to 
lynchings as “a festival of violence,”  themselves suggest that lynching was something of a 
unifying force,  the result of a white community feeling “threatened in some way, economically, 
politically, or socially.”108 Rasul Mowatt takes the supposition of their title further, suggesting 
that we can read “lynching as leisure.” To do so, is to see the importance of social interaction in 
a lynching, both before and after its commission. Lynching was a “theater of the fantastic and a 
manifestation of the spectacular,” an occasion for both performing and experiencing a sociality 
built along racial lines.109 Each individual lynching was an event whose immediate impact on 
both the white and African American communities was hardly lessened by the passage of time or 
of geographic spread. These were spectacles calculated to enter into both white and Black 
memory, events that one newspaper editor remarked, “carries with it a grewsomeness which 
Negroes for fifty miles around do not forget for a generation.”110 Though little research has been 
on “people’s lived experiences of this violence scattered across archival holdings,” it seems 
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doubtless that each individual lynching was intended to be broadcast and remembered across 
both space and time.111 
 Each lynching was one calculated to have both an immediate and long-term impact on the 
communal memory of both white and Black populations. There are closer analogs in twentieth-
century white culture, each themselves part of the white southern nationalism then emergent in 
the region. Confederate Memorial Days or even Independence Days were each sites of 
celebration that would admit overtly white supremacist sentiment. I have chosen to contextualize 
the spectacle of lynching within the framework of celebratory culture in large part because of its 
intentional excess of meaning. Lynchings sought to assert, paradoxically, a sense of control that 
we can read as both order and disorder. And as I mentioned above, lynchings were both premised 
on accusations of Black excess and were themselves excessive, obliterative of all other contexts. 
I choose to remark on lynching here then not because it undoes the rhetorical violence of the act, 
but because it likewise looks to the margins of the ongoing construction of whiteness and puts 
the savage, disorderly impulse of the lynch mob at the center of the cultures of whiteness in the 
South. 112 It speaks to the ways in which white people in the South were both inventing 
whiteness and Blackness, constructing a binary based solely on their own perceptions and 
definitions. I have written above about the countervailing measures of self-defined Blackness: 
lynchings then reveal the construction of an imagined Blackness that southern whites used to 
justify the creation of a society based on white supremacy.  
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 The language of excess came to characterize African American people in the discourse 
around lynching. We see troubling characterizations of Black pleasure amid hints of the abject 
terror that these events inspired in entire African American communities. Black pleasure, as 
these white-controlled sources wrote about it, was animalistic and bodily, based on deriving 
enjoyment from the suffering of white people, especially young women. Indeed, the same 
characterizations of excess and lack of control define other portrayals of African American 
culture in this time period. Kyla Wazana Tompkins, in her book about the racial politics of food 
and ingestion in the nineteenth-century, writes about the way that this stereotypical 
characterization of Black people enjoying everything in a kind of uncontrollable excess also led 
to forms of bodily resistance that capitalized on those racist presumptions. Tompkins suggests 
that “Black subjects often resist through the trope of excess...in many of these moments when 
racism appears to produce its most abject representations...Black characters and subjects inhabit 
the limits of language and aesthetic form, performing moments of spectacular visibility.”113 
From abjection arose a creativity that repurposed the very forms of spectacle and celebration that 
formed the basis of racist assumption. 
  Understanding the racist and sensationalist portrayals of Black pleasure, of which 
lynching was the most extreme, offers insight into the dominant cultures against which African 
American public cultures of celebration and pleasure arose. We can see, in the temporal and 
geographic space of North Carolina and the broader South, an overlap between two public 
cultures. As I have suggested above, much of the relationship between the two came from their 
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functioning as representations of competing cultures, and the ways that each was materialized in 
the places of their enactment. We can see, in the map linked here (http://elijahgaddis.com/dhp-
projects/emancipation-day-in-nc/) the way that Emancipation Day celebrations and lynchings 
were each part of the landscape of late nineteenth and early twentieth-century North Carolina. 
Not directly correlative in a temporal sense, the memories of lynchings and Emancipation Days 
nonetheless lived alongside one another in the landscapes of North Carolina. In this map, I have 
attempted to compare the overlaps in the types of spaces in which both of these events occurred. 
The illustrations below suggest both the proximity of many of these events, and the overlapping 
spatial categorizations into which they fall. While there is no single overwhelming type of space 
in which both of these events occurred, a large percentage were undertaken in both civic and 
Spatial Overlap, Emancipation Day Celebrations and Mob Lynchings 
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public spaces. 
 
Types of Space 
I use civic space here to refer to the specific localities of governmental and political life, the 
courthouses, courthouse yards, schools, and other places owned in common by all citizens of a 
town or county. Public space, as I have defined it is broader, the kinds of places (theaters, 
clubhouses, streets,) that rely on the participation of a large number of people for their existence. 
That Emancipation Days would take place primarily in these places is unsurprising, given the 
importance of broadcasting their particular message. That lynchings likewise occurred in many 
of these same spaces confirms their fundamentally public aim, and the way they likewise relied 
on both public and civic authority as a form of legitimation.  
 To really understand the impact of these events, though, is to extend them beyond the 
particular day of their occurrence and into the months and years that followed. If the newspaper 
editor cited above was correct, lynchings were calculated to impact at least two generations, to 
become a part of the sense of place of particular communities. Certainly that was the case for 
white people, who continued to revel in the details of individual lynchings, sometimes for 
generations. Accordingly, I want to conclude by tracing the memory of one particular lynching in 
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North Carolina, that of Tom Johnson and Joe Kizer in May 1898. Following Saidya Hartman’s 
lead, I have chosen not to reproduce the grisly details of this lynching, ones that “reinforce the 
spectacular character of Black suffering.”114Instead, I examine this lynching and its aftermath as 
a form of communal celebration, and think about the ways in which its intergenerational 
persistence speaks to the nature of white communal memory. 
 The point of a mob is to assemble together individuals with different personal 
motivations toward a common goal.115 And while the actual work of death is certainly an integral 
part of lynching, the act of witnessing and the spectacle of hundreds or thousands in attendance 
constituted a main part of the event as well. Amy Wood has suggested as much, writing that 
individual lynchings “succeeded in creating and maintaining white domination not only because 
African Americans were its targets but also because white southerners were its 
spectators.” 116The line between participation and observation was blurred and the lynching 
became an exercise in creating a unified white community.  
 The lynching of Joe Kizer and Tom Johnson brought massive crowds to the rural 
outskirts of Concord, North Carolina. Newspaper accounts in a variety of local papers took their 
cue from the initial, lengthy profile published in the Daily Concord Standard on May 31, 
1898.The same day that the initial article in the Standard came out, crowds of people descended 
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on the site of the lynching. Undoubtedly many of them came there after having been in the mob 
themselves or having heard firsthand accounts. Even with a widely circulated daily newspaper, 
this news was far more likely to spread from person to person, especially in a town where 
perhaps fully twenty percent of the population was in attendance the night of the lynching. The 
motivations of the people who came to the lynching site the day after were undoubtedly 
complex. The lynching provided the context, but its aftermath became a festive occasion, a 
holiday in the middle of the workweek.117 Certainly it was commonplace for lynchings like this 
one to serve as outlets for community fun. Walter White, an anti-lynching advocate and longtime 
head of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), mentions a 
young white girl in Florida who fondly recalled a lynching “as though the memory were of 
Christmas morning or the circus.” 118The accounts from Concord are not quite so explicit or so 
numerous, perhaps because of the expectation that so many people in the reading area had visited 
the site. The Daily Concord Standard reported “souvenirs of different kinds were taken by the 
crowd, such as pieces of the ropes, limbs, parts of the clothing, etc.”119 The next day the paper 
reported additional details: someone had made off with Tom Johnson’s brand new pair of 
suspenders as a souvenir.120 And almost two weeks after the lynching, the obsession with their 
                                               
117 Crucially important to understanding this and many others lynchings is the tension between 
industrialization and rural life. The strict regulations of the mill or store did not easily allow workers to take 
time to go and view the site of a lynching, while the rhythms of farming and other like jobs more easily 
accommodated these sorts of interruptions. This suggests, in part, the symbolic importance of exceeding 
the limits of the township, and of making the lynching a rural event. To make it a part of rural life was to 
stress its anti-modern properties even though, as Amy Louise Wood notes, lynchings were a 
demonstrably modern activity. 
118 White, Walter. Rope & Faggot : a Biography of Judge Lynch. Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre 
Dame Press, 2001, 3. 
119 ”A Day of Tragedy,” Daily Concord Standard (NC), May 30, 1898 
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clothes remained newsworthy enough for the discovery of “Joe Kizer’s overalls and Tom 
Johnson’s pants” to make the third page of the Standard and for the farmer who found them to be 
advised to hold on to them as a valuable commodity.121 The next week, the Concord Times 
reported that Zeb Walter “took one cap, a piece of rope, and a rag of the garments” from Kizer 
and Johnson. He had put them under lock in his corn granary, the site of some past thefts, both as 
an apparently secure place and seemingly as a kind of talisman against more stolen 
grain. 122Clearly, for Walter and other Cabarrus residents, these objects had purpose beyond 
mere exchange potential.  
The value of these objects, as opposed to the many other things that people collected 
from the lynching site, was their clear proximity to the victims. Even the bodies themselves were 
turned into mementos of a sort, though there were no explicit reports of people taking body parts 
as souvenirs as in some other southern lynchings. Though perhaps no one in the crowds at the 
lynching site was bold enough to obtain a toe, ear, or another of the most grisly of souvenirs, 
they were clearly content to take for themselves anything intimately associated with Kizer or 
Johnson. The caps on their heads, rope against their neck, clothes on their body, all potentially 
held some remnants of blood or sweat, stand-ins for some kind of essential essence that could not 
otherwise be named. Harvey Young is among the few scholars to address the topic of lynching 
souvenirs and the only to deal with the theft of body parts as a particularly intimate form of 
memory making. He suggests that the souvenir, and particularly the souvenir related to the 
lynched body, not only fixes the past as a representation in the present, “it also creates the 
possibility of historical revision in that the narrative itself determines the meaning of the 
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keepsake.”123 Young reflects only minimally on the particular significance of the bodily or 
bodily-associated lynching souvenir and its particular practice and performance as a memory 
object. We could speculate, as Young does, about their various uses as souvenir, fetish, or 
performance remain, or perhaps even give the objects the reliquary status that seems befitting 
given the mania and fervor over their acquisition and preservation. I am interested though in how 
these mementos were used in bodily practice, and how they came to accumulate differing value 
and meaning after they were collected and as they were used. Susan Stewart, writing about the 
souvenir, suggests that these are objects that function “metonymically, as object to 
event/experience." 124In her formulation then, souvenirs represent not just a particular instance 
but a "whole other set of referents,” that range from the very particular to the nearly universal. 
Stewart locates the souvenir in registers of lack and desire, a “context of origin through a 
language of longing...an object arising not out of need or use value,” but from a place of the 
irreplaceable and unrepeatable: nostalgia.125  
But nostalgia alone does not necessarily account entirely for the processes of memory. 
Young writes of the potential for historical revisionism in these individual objects, a process that 
we might define even more simply as “use.”126 Take, for instance, an object that emerged from 
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the Tom Johnson and Joe Kizer lynchings. Ten months after the lynching, a brief story in the 
Daily Concord Standard related that the dogwood tree that had been used to hang the two men 
had been cut down. While the newspaper does not specify why the tree was felled, the news that 
“several persons have limbs of the tree” suggested that it was another casualty of souvenir 
hunters still looking for remnants. The limbs were less important than the body of the tree, out of 
which an unnamed man was considering “making some walking canes.”127 Even the potential 
existence of these canes, at once utilitarian and showy, suggests the evolution in the process of 
memory and the ways in which specific objects came to be overlaid with both particular and 
larger symbolic meanings. Their association with the lynching might give way to the symbolic 
associations with dogwood trees or with the wood’s use as a cane, but this and a range of other 
objects helped preserve the furious pleasure of the Kizer and Johnson lynching. 
The longest-lived memory of the lynching, and perhaps the most public, was a ballad 
composed not long after the murders. “Death of Emma Hartsell” spread throughout the North 
Carolina piedmont and at least as far as Virginia, and was still being sung well into the middle of 
the twentieth-century. The ballad, its title notwithstanding, is a sentimental and savage telling not 
of Emma Hartsell’s life or death, but of the subsequent murder of Tom Johnson and Joe Kizer. In 
eleven verses, we hear a fairly straightforward recounting of the apprehension of “Tom and Joe” 
which adheres quite closely to the Standard article of May 30. The ballad is mostly a zoomed-
out account that looks at the event through a lens of melodrama. Preserved amid a story that 
mostly substitutes emotion for narrative, there are a few details of time and place that reveal the 
ballad’s origins in newspaper accounts, and a moral about the perils of African American men 
that suggests the most enduring memory of the lynching. 
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Bruce E. Baker, in his scholarship on lynching ballads, has pointed out that Joe Kizer’s 
request for a drink in the penultimate stanza of the ballad is probably a preservation of the name 
of the place the men were lynched, Coldwater.128 Small details like this persist throughout the 
ballad. In the fifth stanza, just midway through the ballad, the mob had “hung them to a dogwood 
tree.” This is the most explicit evocation of the setting in the ballad, and suggests how long-lived 
and integral to the story the dogwood tree was. Even as broader details were lost, the dogwood 
tree persisted, doubtlessly because it was so full of association and symbolic value. Even still, 
these specific details about the lynching itself are far less integral to the ballad than the message 
that it aims to impart to the listener. From stanza five on, the ballad is effectively a retroactive 
assessment of the lynching and its lessons for the vice and evil allegedly inherent in Black 
people. It’s certainly likely that these were stanzas added onto the ballad as it was spread far 
from its geographic and temporal origins. In that case, it’s telling that the things deemed most 
worthy of preservation and clarification were not the details of the murder the title references or 
the murders of Kizer and Johnson, but the general atmosphere in the days after the lynching and 
the putative moral that observers were meant to take from it. This is a case of a white 
characterization of Black pleasure, a condemnation of what the song’s narrator reads as a 
particular kind of excess that his listeners will understand as part of their own stereotypical 
construction of Blackness. 
In this reading, the most important lines are the final ones of the ballad. The last stanza 
reads, in full:  
  And one thing more my song does lack:  
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  I forgot to say the men were black; 
  Her friends and neighbors will say the same.  
  And Emma Hartsell was her name.129 
 
We can probably assume, as Baker does, that these lines were added on sometime after the song 
had been performed enough to be far-removed in time from the lynching. This indicates that the 
memory of this lynching was increasingly being instilled into a message that stressed the 
inhumanity and evil (not even criminality) in Black people. The structure here suggests as much, 
with the first three lines all acting as separate clauses of one sentence. The final of these three 
lines brings in the entire community, “her friends and neighbors,” as participants in this 
identification. By extension, the theoretically white listening audience would have found identity 
within this community and with its condemnation of both these two men specifically and, 
increasingly as the ballad was divorced from its original context, with Blackness more 
generally. 130Hearing, and singing, the song was a way of performing memory and evoking 
emotion, bringing about the pleasure of melancholy that is the hallmark of the ballad. Though it 
was without the savage ritual murder that was at the center of the lynching, the performance of 
the ballad thus sought much of the same sociality of racial solidarity, an implicit celebration of 
whiteness through a condemnation of Blackness.  
 The ballad resurfaced in the 1960s when it was published and recorded as part of a career 
retrospective from the old time fiddler J.E. Mainer. Bruce Baker has written about this release 
and  points out that its translation to the 1960s reveals both its persistence and an ongoing desire 
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for ballads that celebrated African American death. Baker writes that “Mainer had been a 
professional musician too long to misapprehend the tastes of his audience” and the re-emergence 
of “Emma Hartsell” in 1967 signified a public hatred of the provisions of the Civil Rights and 
Voting Acts and the increasing number of legal and civil rights at least nominally afforded to 
African American people. That there would be a positive, or even indifferent response to this sort 
of material in the 1960s, shows “Mainer and his audience [reaching] for a familiar cultural form 
to address a contemporary issue.” 131Baker is right, but he does fail in at least one way to account 
for the audience about which Mainer was so savvy. By 1967 the sort of old time stringband 
music that Mainer and his bands played had long since given way in popularity to commercial 
country music. While Mainer may well have had maintained some portion of the fan base he had 
gained playing in the mill villages around Cabarrus County, his most ready audience at the time 
were the young revivalists interested in tracing the roots of old time music from the industrial 
mill centers of the region back to their mountain roots. Mainer, true to Baker’s assessment of his 
professional savvy, knew this and sought to capitalize on it in the late 1960s by producing new 
recordings and selling a songbook that acted as a retrospective of his long career. John Cohen, 
who would become one of the most prominent members of this generation as both a musician 
and scholar, provided the brief opening introduction for Mainer’s songbook collection, Songs as 
Sung by J.E. Mainer and his Mountaineers. While Cohen and others of his generation surely did 
not endorse Mainer’s preservation and co-optation of the old ballad, they did not condemn it 
either. 
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  Aside from his flowery prose, evoking familiar tropes of authenticity in praise of 
Mainer’s old time sound, Cohen also writes practically about the sale of his records. Apparently 
included as a special add-on to each order was “another 45 rpm, with ‘The Murder of Emma 
Hartsell’ on it.” That record was particularly valuable, in Cohen’s words, because with it “you 
will receive a picture of the hanging of Tom and Joe, the two negroes who killed her.” 132That 
same picture is included later in Mainer’s songbook on the page before a reprint of his, slightly 
modified, version of “Emma Hartsell.” The photograph, like others of its type, is almost 
unbearably difficult to look at. Its caption is accompanied by Mainer’s claim to writing credit for 
the folk song and quick commentary on the situation with the words “crime doesn’t pay.”133 The 
lynching picture was never published but probably circulated in the community for years 
afterward as a postcard or other easily reproduced commodity. Mainer himself was not born until 
three months after Emma Hartsell’s death and only moved to Concord in the 1920s, so clearly 
both the ballad and the photograph were still in circulation a generation after the lynching. Here 
then we see reprinted two forms of memory—the one a public, almost moralistic recounting of 
the lynching of Tom Johnson and Joe Kizer, the other a semi-private glorification that suggests 
the fury and fun the event represented apart from its publicly-stated purpose and meaning. 
 Together, they suggest that while the history of this lynching and its meaning were not 
preserved intact, they persisted as forms of entertainment and interest, however prurient or out of 
step with the times. Mainer’s repurposing of memories of the lynching here suggests that it 
continued to hold relevance for him and for his audience. That his audience now included not 
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only fellow workers and townspeople but also young fans from far-flung locales outside the 
region, suggests a universality for both his music and the message of “The Murder of Emma 
Hartsell.”134 So while members of this new audience certainly did not hear in the ballad the same 
message it broadcast a generation or two earlier, they did embrace Mainer as a symbol of 
authenticity. If part of that embrace meant overlooking his celebration of racial violence then we 
can see this as an excellent example of historical silencing and complicity at work.  
 Embedded in all of these sources then is the specter, but not the presence, of African 
American people. After the lynching of Joe Kizer and Tom Johnson, one local paper reported 
that “the colored people, both in town and country, with one or two exceptions, agree with all the 
white people that the punishment was deserved.”135 This is an invocation of the Black 
community as a whole, an implied consensus for the entire African American population just as 
powerful as the one likewise created for the white community.136 There’s a way in which the 
visibility, and implied commonality of purpose, of lynching obscures other forms of communal 
organization. The culture of lynching for African Americans, at least the majority of African 
Americans who were not actively or famously campaigning against lynching, was a reactive one. 
Often created rhetorically through newspaper accounts that saw African American consensus or 
disapprobation of a lynching as proof of its necessity, the perception of a lynching became an 
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important marker of community consensus in both white and African American populations. 
This kind of public culture of response was prominent enough that it masked the emergence of 
other public cultures. Very often scholarship on African American public cultures has focused on 
the entwined struggles for respectability, agency, and recognition. While these remain integral 
parts of the development of African American culture, especially in the period roughly from the 
end of Reconstruction to World War II, they also foreclose understanding of the many other and 
varied public cultures emerging in this period. Lynching as a form sought—and still seeks—to 
obliterate and eradicate, to function as an erasure of all but its own immediate context. Even still, 
it existed within a broader constellation of celebratory forms that served as functional 
counterpoints to its ghastly obliteration of social context. Emancipation Day was perhaps chief 
among these celebratory counterpoints, but it was only the most spectacular manifestation of 
public cultures that saw African Americans moving into and around the spaces of the emergent 
African American South.  
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Chapter 2. Jonkonnu: Processional Culture and Black Mobility in Maggie Washington's 
Wilmington 
  
 
In the early hours of December 27, 1911, Maggie Washington went to jail still dressed in 
her parading costume. She was officially charged with illegally processing through the streets of 
Wilmington, North Carolina. The details of her arrest, though, were peculiar. Police picked her 
up at an intersection that did not appear on any maps, the next morning’s newspaper reported 
that she was “masquerading in men’s attire,” and she was arrested for an unspecific violation of 
city law.137 With uncharacteristic detail, the article described Maggie Washington as “colored, of 
unsavory reputation” and went on to explain her arrest as a result of being “so far from her base 
of operations” and with “no permit to masquerade.”138Maggie Washington was arrested and 
convicted for a violation of civic and spatial order.  
Five years earlier, twelve-year-old Henry McKoy likewise took to the streets at 
Christmas time dressed in outrageous garb. McKoy was white, the son of a local attorney. He 
was not arrested but celebrated for his masquerade, one that saw him don the blackface 
caricature of a Mammy. In costume, he paraded from house to house across Wilmington, 
giggling and laughing with his friends as they filled themselves on rich food and drink. He ended 
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his night safely back at home on 3rd Street, a half mile away from the prison where Maggie 
Washington would spend her holiday evening five years later. 139 
Both Maggie Washington and Henry McKoy were on the streets of Wilmington, North 
Carolina to take part in a holiday processional tradition called Jonkonnu. Jonkonnu began as a 
carnivalesque practice during the period of slavery and transitioned to the streets of Wilmington 
and other North Carolina cities in the postbellum era. By the early twentieth-century the practice 
was appropriated by white men and boys. That act of appropriation was one in a long line of 
actions, both sudden and gradual, that attempted to reconfigure Wilmington as a place hostile to 
African American people. The life of Maggie Washington, and particularly her performance of 
Jonkonnu, is a story of the way that Black people navigated a city increasingly defined by spatial 
and infrastructural white supremacy. In the following pages, I tell one small part of Maggie 
Washington’s life, centered around the way she moved through the streets of Wilmington in 
celebration. This chapter is structured around the procession she made on the night of her arrest, 
putting her movement into the context of a generation of social, cultural, and spatial upheaval in 
Wilmington, and revealing the status of African American mobility in the Southern city. In the 
overlaps between the spectacular mobility of procession and the more quotidian mobility of 
walking, we can see African American people both enlivened by the promises of the city and 
coping with its structures of exclusion and discrimination. This is a story told in the literal and 
metaphorical space between Henry McKoy and Maggie Washington, hewing toward people and 
places made marginal in an attempt to explain the material and spatial manifestations of power 
in early twentieth-century North Carolina.  
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Origins and Migration   
 
 The headline in the Morning Star the day after Maggie Washington’s arrest was 
immediately comprehensible to its readers: “Woman Was Masquerading.” To residents of early 
twentieth-century Wilmington, and of much of North Carolina, this was a clear reference to the 
performance of Jonkonnu. For Maggie Washington, as for other Black Wilmingtonians, 
Jonkonnu was an ancestral holiday tradition. This was almost certainly not the first time she 
marched through the streets of Wilmington, but because of her arrest she is one of the few 
performers whose name survives from what was once one of the most prominent holiday 
celebrations in North Carolina.  
 Jonkonnu was an annual masked procession that revolved around the Christmas 
holidays. Its origins in the colonial spaces of the Caribbean are well documented. 140 Less clear is 
how it arrived in North America, or why it appeared almost exclusively in North Carolina. 
Though the practice was observed by writers in North Carolina by the 1820s, the most complete 
accountings of the performance come from the late 1840s and early 1850s. 141 Around the same 
time that Harriet Jacobs recalled seeing the yearly tradition in coastal Edenton, North Carolina, 
the white physician Edward Warren left a detailed description of the festival at a Washington 
County plantation. During his sojourn at Somerset plantation in the late 1840s, Warren 
remembered seeing two stock figures—the Fancy Man and the Ragman—dressed in elaborate 
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costume and leading “a motley crowd of all ages, dressed in their ordinary working clothes.”142 
This crowd of people sang and danced in procession to the beat of drums. They moved about the 
plantation, going from the front door of the enslaver’s house to “the young gentlemen’s colony, 
the tutor’s rooms, the parson’s study, the overseer’s house,” demanding and receiving monetary 
tribute at each stop.143 Here, as elsewhere, this performance was repeated every year, usually on 
the second day of Christmas, December 26, and typically to a white audience. These were 
audiences appreciative of Jonkonnu (or John O’Cooner as it was often called144,) but largely 
ignorant of its meaning. Jonkonnu in the antebellum South was a celebration to be sure, but it 
was also a mocking performance of mannered white mastery. The characters adopted by 
enslaved people poked fun at the airs put on by slaveholders pretending to patriarchal control and 
cultured manners. They satirized those performed selves even as they extracted money, food, and 
drink from these men. This was the carnivalesque enacted: a single night of inverted power that 
represented a vision of a more equal world.  
 By Maggie Washington’s time, Jonkonnu had transitioned, along with a significant 
portion of the African American population, to the growing urban centers of North Carolina. As 
was the case with other African American celebrations, it took on new valences in the 
postbellum South. It often came to serve as a celebration of freedom and the new licenses of 
post-Emancipation life, as Winslow Homer’s unnamed figure in Dressing for the Carnival 
                                               
142 Edward Warren, A Doctor’s Experiences in Three Continents (Baltimore, Md.: Cushings & Bailey, 
1885), 201.  
143 Warren, A Doctor’s Experiences in Three Continents, 202-203. 
144 “Anne Cameron to Paul Cameron,” January 8, 1848, Cameron Family Papers, Southern Historical 
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suggests. In Homer’s paintings we see a rare depiction of postbellum Jonkonnu costume, clearly 
pieced together with immense pride and judging by the flag-toting children trailing, part of a 
freedom celebration.145 Newspaper accounts throughout North Carolina—mostly on the coast and 
coastal plain but also as far west as Chatham County, 160 miles inland from Wilmington—also 
reported performances of Jonkonnu in their cities. 146 Apart from the spatial context of the 
plantation, Jonkonnu became an act of processional culture. In Wilmington, it emerged as part of 
a rich culture of public celebration practiced by African Americans. As a parade, it became a 
practice of spatial navigation, a once-yearly chance to move through the city streets apart from 
the strictures of everyday life. Though the specific context of Jonkonnu and other processional 
movements throughout Wilmington was rooted in the specifics of African American life there, it 
                                               
145 Winslow Homer, Dressing for the Carnival, Oil on canvas, 1877, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
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also built on a long history of city planning and design and vernacular forms of navigation 
through those spaces.  
The Origins of Processual Movement in Urban Space 
 
 Processional culture and the development of the modern city go hand-in-hand. Rooted in 
some of the very earliest conceptions of cities and city design were structures designed to order 
and control, to manipulate both movement and perception. This process is what Michel de 
Certeau calls “the transformation of the urban fact into the concept of a city.” 147 Translated into 
an American idiom across many centuries, these conceptual ideas had become spatial realities in 
the early twentieth-century American city. Nowhere was this spatial order, its exclusions and 
segregations, more prominent than in the urban South. Indeed, the Southern city was one 
undergoing a transformation into strict, racialized segregation. 148 Wilmington had already 
arrived at that status by force: the 1898 reactionary coup there led to the direct expulsion of 
thousands of Black citizens, displacement of many more to other parts of the city, and a severe 
erosion of its chief Black neighborhood. 149So African Americans proceeding through the city, 
whether in celebratory parade or everyday tasks, were constantly moving across color lines and 
established racist order.  
                                               
147Michel De Certeau,The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven F. Rendall (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1984), 94. 
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 In concert with even the earliest conception of the city came an understanding and 
illustrations of how to move through it. This concept of city space and directed movement was 
born in the ancient Greek concept of the agora and fully realized in the Renaissance design of 
Rome where lines of sight and movement were carefully directed down avenues toward a series 
of obelisks.150 This forced perspectival shift emphasized visuality as the key tool in directing and 
enforcing proper movement through the city. These principles found their way into the design 
and fabric of cities throughout the world in the succeeding centuries. In their own way every bit 
as pernicious as the panoptic viewpoint, this on-the-ground perspective easily allowed for the 
policing of bodily movement and the suppression of difference. This designed segregation was 
heightened further by infrastructural developments in the modern city: Better roads, more lights, 
earlier access to water, sewer, and transit systems. The manifestation of these designed systems 
in the southern city was one that capitalized on the visual differences of race to make even 
walking through the city an act of constant surveillance and supervision for Black people.  
The watchful eye of the carefully planned city was heightened by the perceived visual 
distinctions of race and made literal the notion of “passing.” To pass implied that one’s racial 
phenotype and public presentation were adherent enough to white ideals to avoid scrutiny under 
all but the most careful inspections. At its simplest, passing was the ability to walk past someone 
and appear as white. To fail to pass was to arouse scrutiny and judgment even while walking by. 
This kind of everyday movement was one encoded into the city and parades and civic festivals 
were its highest expression. During festivals and other seasonal celebrations, grand movement 
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was even more didactically displayed and proscribed through official procession. 151This 
supreme importance and symbolic significance changed when adapted to an American 
vernacular. In America, processional cultures and parades became “a varied and popular means 
of communication,” rather than solely official civic and religious expressions.152 The experience 
of participating in a parade could be significantly different from the outward symbolic 
representation of the parade as a whole. This accounts for personal experience and, crucially, the 
meaning and perception of parades like these to bystanders and participants for whom the 
parade’s spectacle and message of consensus was not intended or rang hollow. 153 
Parades and processions are important because they give us a specific context for 
understanding movement. Though we cannot be entirely certain of the intention of every member 
of a crowd, we can know the design behind their collective participation. In this sense then, 
                                               
151 The literature on processional movement in historical perspective is important, though relatively brief. 
For a review of the origins and importance of parades and processions in ancient Rome see: Jonas 
Bjørnebye, Simon Malmberg, and Ida Östenberg, eds., The Moving City : Processions, Passages and 
Promenades in Ancient Rome (London: Bloomsbury Academic, an imprint of Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 
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Books ed. (New York: Vintage Books, 1985), 107–44. 
152 Susan Davis, Parades and Power : Street Theatre in Nineteenth-Century Philadelphia (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1986), 3. 
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extended discussion of Black political culture. For a discussion of Black political culture and processions 
in the North, see Shane White, “‘It Was a Proud Day’: African Americans, Festivals, and Parades in the 
North, 1741-1834,” The Journal of American History 81, no. 1 (1994): 13–50. White charts the course of 
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they were displays intended to broadcast the vision of African Americans as citizens of the New Republic, 
both to themselves and to white observers. White compares these celebrations to their analogous 
performances in the plantation South, which he regards as principally aimed at appeasing enslavers.  
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processions allow us a window into both movement and intention. Jonkonnu, as a performance 
tradition, helps us to understand in part the way that African American people performed 
movement in Wilmington. Its performance is a window into the way that both spectacular and 
quotidian movement was perceived by African Americans and received and regulated by the 
power structure of the city. Its once yearly occurrence opens up an interpretation of the way 
Black people traversed the city on foot the rest of the year. Parading highlighted the overlaps and 
disjunctures between celebration and the everyday, between the quotidian mobility of walking 
and the spectacular mobility of procession. 154 
Movement throughout most of the year in Wilmington was principally through walking. 
Historians of the walking city recount both the way that people moved through cities, and the 
infrastructural and planning changes that redirected their movement and necessitated its 
intensification as the fabric of cities grew and changed. 155For working people then, these 
technological and geographic shifts simply meant more time spent on foot and fewer 
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opportunities for the type of community that the layout of the walking city compelled. This 
anticipates the disjuncture between experience and discourse that was even more prominent in 
Wilmington and other Southern cities. The city’s combination of freedom and licentiousness 
made a woman’s walking a powerful act. If there was a gap between the discourse of rampant 
and unreserved female sexuality and the actuality of often modest pushing at the boundaries of 
sexual propriety, the scale and intensity of scrutiny dictated that the discursive predominated. 
This was even truer of Black women, who certainly could not fail to arouse both official and 
familial attention while engaged in any sort of movement throughout the streets of a city. 156 
 Sources that deal with African American mobility, particularly at the level of the 
individual, are relatively few. In recent years, historians have drawn attention to the larger scales 
of movement of African Americans, first in fleeing from enslavement during the Civil War and 
its aftermath in the immediate years that followed. 157 These were the first mass movements in an  
intergenerational and transtemporal route that saw its greatest manifestation in the “Great 
Migration” of the twentieth-century. The routes that these migrants took are important, but their 
study often obscures the means of travel by which hundreds of thousands of Black people made 
their way in every direction and toward every region in the country. This, as Leslie Schwalm 
argues, was a significant transformation of the meaning of movement generally and of walking 
in particular. The idea of the movement of Black bodies158during enslavement is one that calls to 
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mind coffles and chains, shambling processions of people bound for sale or for the repurposing 
of their enforced labor in a new locale and under new conditions. Certainly enslaved people did 
walk from place to place within cities—we need look no further than Frederick Douglass’ 
perambulations around Baltimore for evidence of this—but this kind of compelled movement 
was by far the more frequently documented. In the years immediately following mass 
emancipations, African Americans “[transformed] movement from an inescapable aspect of 
oppression to an avenue for liberation.159 The liberatory potential of mass movement and 
migration was recognized then by huge portions of the African American population. But what 
of the many other hundreds of thousands, who could not or choose not to immediately relocate to 
cities in places not as recently touched by the polluting hand of slavery? We know, from 
examining the immediate postbellum demographic shifts in cities like Wilmington, that freed 
African Americans made their way to nearby cities in droves. We can see these as simply 
stopping points on the multi-generational movement out of the South as a whole, or zoom in a bit 
to examine the promise that these cities held even as they were being overtaken again by 
reactionary white supremacist control. But even this slightly more focused view precludes the 
view of the city on the ground. How Black people navigated a place once they were there and 
subject to both its strict dividing lines and distances perhaps greater than those they had 
experienced, is another question altogether. The obvious answer: walking. But clearly this was 
an act that required an attendant politics that had to be learned and adhered to, lest the walker 
end up in dead or in prison. 
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 Michel De Certeau writes that “the ordinary practitioners of the city” are those walking 
among it, their bodies unconsciously “[following] the thick and thins of an urban ‘text’ they 
write.”160 The act of walking, and the paths that walkers trod create “a migrational or 
metaphorical city” amid the carefully planned and constructed physical landscape.161 Walking 
thus creates a kind of shadow city, populated by the remnants of experience, pathways that evoke 
and structure memory. These are a kind of spatial practice that cannot be represented on maps. 
More abstract than walking, mobility and its enacted counterpart, movement, encompass the 
process of dynamism that spatializes time and temporalizes space. 162 Movement, reduced to its 
most elemental, is a form of bodily psychics, the flows that begin with the rhythms of blood 
circling through the body and expand ever outward first to gesture, then to walking, and then to 
ever more involved mechanical interactions between body and material that end, maybe, in the 
galactic scale: a human-driven rocket traversing between planets, or a planet full of humans 
slowly rotating its sun. 163 
 But these kind of experiential abstractions are meaningless without grounding in an 
everyday politics. Tim Cresswell, following Norman Bryson, proposes an historical 
consideration of movement grounded in “social kinetics,” a history that accounts for “mobility… 
operating with fields of power and meaning.”164 Social kinetics then can act as a kind of praxis to 
aid in understanding the movement of historical people. It places them within a larger theoretical 
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context which acknowledges both the discursive elements of movement itself, and the way that 
discourse shapes any understanding that we might have of people in the past. Indeed, you need 
look no further than the outline of a general cartographic representation to see the both the limits 
and the ubiquity of this kind of representation. Maps most frequently represent a space from 
above, and thereby are limited to a display only of possible routes and paths. This linearity—a 
form of rigidity and proscription—is the product of a process of understanding that is just the 
opposite: a convoluted and complex understanding on the ground. 165  
 My review above of the literature on walking and procession in urban spaces suggests a 
lack of middle ground. Scholars have detailed the pageantry of parades and other processional 
movements, and have at least attempted to document the various meanings (and sometimes the 
various paths) of working people moving through the city on foot. But what none of these works 
do is tend to the wide variety of meanings and purposes inherent in movement, and especially to 
those overlaps between the quotidian and the spectacular. Much of the logic of these earlier 
studies relies on an almost mathematical certainty and precision applied to human action. If a 
person begins at one place and ends in another, we generally assume that the route they took to 
get there is the most direct point from A to B. This fails to account for the sometimes-unruly 
nature of human movement. Processional accounts have a similar problem. We know their 
endpoints and route, but our focus on the collective fails to account for the individual experience 
and purpose. Here I combine these two approaches. Thinking more broadly about both the 
mechanics and purpose of movement, I borrow from both of these interpretive schools in order to 
think about the ways in which the performative and the everyday overlap and inform one 
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another. The performative vocabulary of Jonkonnu—one marked by scattered, freewheeling 
movement—meets with everyday mobility and the act of traversing a city structurally aligned in 
a white supremacist spatial array. For the remainder of this chapter, I focus on Maggie 
Washington’s story and the way that it can offer a lens into the transformation of Jonkonnu 
specifically and Black mobility generally in turn of the twentieth-century Wilmington.  
 
African American Community and Family in Post-Reconstruction Wilmington 
 
 Maggie Washington was born in February 1887 to Sarah Brewington Washington (born 
1865) and Stephen Washington Jr (born 1859.) Both of her parents were born in the waning 
years of slavery and were among the first generations of African Americans to grow to maturity 
in the post-slavery South. They grew up in and lived in Wilmington, a city whose networks of 
mutual aid and communal solidarity saw the brief flowering of African American political, 
social, and cultural power. It was the fate of Maggie Washington’s generation to see that power 
systematically and brutally suppressed.  
 Stephen Washington, Sr, Maggie Washington’s grandfather, was a carpenter who worked 
alongside his brother and at least one other man in postbellum Wilmington.166 Like most 
working class people (and particularly African Americans) during this period, there is a relative 
paucity of information about Stephen Washington Sr.’s life. In the kind of official data that 
remains about his life, we can only understand him as little more than another of the thousands of 
African Americans who inhabited Wilmington in the years after the Civil War. It seems likely 
that he was among those migrants to the city, perhaps during or immediately after the war. 
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Regardless of when he arrived, he was an important part of his community. By the late 1870s, he 
had established himself as a local political figure, and a prominent member of the temperance 
and mutual aid organization the Independent Order of Good Samaritans and Daughters of 
Samaria. 167 
 One of his fellow members in that organization was Henry Brewington. Brewington 
(sometimes-spelled Bruington,) was saddled with the anonymous label of “laborer” in 
Wilmington’s first post-emancipation census. 168 By 1874 his status, though not necessarily his 
economic well-being, had changed substantially. In that year he was both elected to the North 
Carolina House of Representatives and served as one of the founding members of the Good 
Samaritans. 169  Henry Brewington was thus one of the more prominent members of a large 
African American community that was quickly founding its own institutions, electing its own 
officials, and becoming an integral part of a city whose Black population continued to swell in 
the 1870s and 1880s. 170These families and others like them demand a new definition of the 
emerging “middle class” of African Americans. If we look past the educated elite and the 
emergent varieties of respectability politics, we can see another group of leaders whose political 
power came not necessarily from wealth or the holding of elected office but from status within 
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communities. 171And amid this atmosphere of growth, people like Henry Brewington and 
Stephen Washington, and organizations like the Good Samaritans, increasingly began to take 
their message to the streets in a series of parades and processions that marked nearly every 
imaginable occasion.  
 Soon after the founding of the first Wilmington chapter of the Good Samaritans in late 
1874, they staged their first parade. These parades were not solely about establishing a wholly 
symbolic claim to public space. The banners and flags that festooned the principal streets of the 
city for a parade in honor of the assembly of multiple Good Samaritan chapters in 1878 
represented a significant exercise of established political and social power that extended well 
outside of the African American community.172 That is, this was both symbolic and material 
power, a way of marking their organization’s claim to the city’s streets. Outside of the spatial 
array of the city, we can see this power manifested in the election of Brewington to the NC 
House of Representatives, or Stephen Washington’s service as a monitor for one of 
Wilmington’s wards. But beyond simply serving as an exercise in local power and community 
building, these processions were important indicators of an emerging African American cultural 
ethos across the state and region. These parades often incorporated Black people visiting 
Wilmington on holiday excursions or for club business. We can see then the particular and early 
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manifestations of processional culture as an index of the ways in which Black people moved 
through the space of the city in celebration and festivity.  
 
Processions and the Politics of Passing 
 
 Newspapers of the 1870s and 1880s are filled with news of excursions undertaken by 
African Americans. Often organized by clubs and organizations, they brought together people 
who for the first time had both expendable income and the promise of free mobility. Sometimes 
these outings erupted in long held intergroup tensions–as when the Wilmington Semi-Weekly 
Messenger condescendingly blamed an argument among a group of Good Samaritans on an 
excursion to Raleigh on “too much corn juice.” 173 More often, these two or three day trips 
brought Black populations of multiple cities together in ceremonies of a shared public culture. 
Much more ornate than these relatively ordinary expressions of hospitality, brotherhood (and to a 
lesser extent sisterhood,) were the elaborate parades reserved for intra-lodge meetings that took 
place with increasing frequency in the 1870s and 1880s. The first such meeting occurred in 
Wilmington in 1878. The streets were festooned with lodge flags and many of the main streets 
full of parading lodge members, clad in full regalia. One of the local papers described the day in 
great detail on its first page:  
The different lodges in attendance...paraded through the streets yesterday 
afternoon in full force, headed by the Excelsior Rose Bud Band, the 
Orators of the Day, Chaplain &c being in a carriage drawn by four horses. 
The members were nearly all arrayed in the regalia of the Order and made 
a very good appearance. The procession marched to St. Stephen’s A.M.E.  
Church, [heard] appropriate services and ceremonies… the procession 
then reformed and marched through our principal streets and thence to the 
Lodge Room, where it was disbanded. During the day flags were 
suspended from a line connecting with the Lodge building, at the corner of 
Second and Princess streets and the house opposite. At night there as a 
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festival at the City Hall. There were quite a number of colored visitors 
here from Newbern, Raleigh, Goldsboro, and other places.174 
 
Other parades like this one followed over the next few years. In 1883, the combined lodges 
of North Carolina again met in Wilmington, this time with an equally elaborate and somewhat 
larger parade. By that year the number of lodges in North Carolina had grown to 125, with 250 
delegates visiting and parading through Wilmington.175 And the institution both in Wilmington and 
throughout the state only continued to grow in number throughout the decade: the 1886 statewide 
meeting brought 190 lodges and a full 380 representatives to the streets of Wilmington.176 These 
parades, held at uncertain intervals but with fairly predictable routes, were undoubtedly an 
annoyance to many city officials. But they proved difficult to regulate for a number of reasons. 
One was certainly the fact that increasing numbers of African Americans connected to the lodge 
were gaining political power and taking office in Wilmington. But even the growing political 
revolution did not lead to anything like full control of the city. Instead, it was the very nature of the 
procession that allowed them to continue to occur and to grow. This was a parade that was utterly 
predictable in its route, and generally unpredictable in its timing. Unlike many parades which were 
(and are) pegged to some kind of religious or civic holiday, these processions were both far more 
regular and much more unpredictable. They could occur as infrequently as the annual meeting, or 
as often as visiting lodges or dignitaries were in town.  
Though temporally wild, these Good Samaritan parades were geographically predictable 
and thus capable of surveillance and implicit regulation. The same was not true for Jonkonnu. Its 
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free roaming route coupled with demands for monetary, alcoholic, or culinary tribute was a threat 
to propriety and to neatly ordered space. It was impossible for police or other authorities to know 
where Jonkonnu performers were going as they roamed the city, and so their presence was a 
significant threat to spatial order. And because it only occurred one day a year, it was far easier to 
attempt to legislate Jonkonnu out of existence. So, in the very same years that African American 
lodges like the Good Samaritans were taking to the streets in frequent procession, mayors in 
Wilmington levelled a series of restrictions at Jonkonnu. Their series of permits and rules 
hearkened back to slavery’s regulations of mobility and invite a new understanding of the 
complicated nature of racial passing.  
 In the post-Civil War period, Jonkonnu in Wilmington invited a public discourse that was 
both nostalgic for plantation slavery and dismissive of the celebratory cultures of free African 
Americans. 1868 saw multiple newspapers mention the practice as other Christmas festivities 
began to be seen and heard throughout the postbellum city. The editors of the Post hoped that the 
firecrackers and other signs of festivity “were not harbingers of ‘Johnny Kooners’ and the absurd 
gift beggars that we have seen here on other Christmas days.”177 This language, and the vocabulary 
of Jonkonnu, circulated widely. Later in the year, the Morning Star took a shot at what they 
perceived as a provincial newspaper editor’s poor taste in the dramatic arts by mockingly 
suggesting that he had “never seen any performance before except a ‘kooner’ dance.”178 Jonkonnu 
was a common part of the Wilmingtonian’s (and North Carolinian’s) vernacular and experience 
and its reappearance each year was expected, sometimes even welcomed. For the most part though, 
Jonkonnu went largely unremarked. Its very absence in many contemporary accounts speaks to the 
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ubiquity of the performance, and its acceptability to most of the city’s population. Jonkonnu was 
part of Christmas celebrations, and a fixed feature in the holiday calendar and on the Wilmington 
landscape. 
 In 1875, however, the mayor of Wilmington took the first of several strong steps intended 
to obliterate the practice altogether. A front page, Christmas day headline declared that there 
would be “No More Kooners.” Anticipating the performance which traditionally took place on the 
2nd day of Christmas, Mayor William Canaday asked the city’s main newspapers to spread the 
word that “no ‘John Kooners’ will be allowed on the streets to-day nor at any time during the 
holidays.” The banning was accompanied with a strong, specific threat that any performers “will 
be arrested by the police.”179 There’s no real indication of how this information was circulated to 
the African American population of the city, if it was at all. It assumes a kind of regulatory power 
and in-person enforcement that they certainly would have been familiar with after generations of 
similarly arbitrary regulation of both performative practice and more quotidian forms of 
kinesthetic movement. These particular regulations though were reflective of a particularly 
complicated political situation, where both formal political structures and everyday social policing 
were brought to bear. In this first year of the ban, at least one newspaper communicated shock at 
the mayor’s decision to “suppress such displays” as Jonkonnu. The same article goes on to claim 
“some of the colored churches also… have resolved against it.” 180 If we can believe this report, it 
suggests an emerging strain of propriety that viewed an old tradition removed from its former 
context as improper. This same criticism is inherent in views from the other side of the color line, 
which were glad to be rid of a “time-honored institution of Christmas which had degenerated into 
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the greatest kind of public nuisance.”181 Both critiques are premised on an argument about the 
proper place of African American celebratory culture. And both assume that the still newly freed 
have no claim on a tradition that emerged from and critiqued enslavement. Though they were at 
cross-purposes—racial uplift versus racial exploitation—this moment of cohesion suggests the 
increasingly complicated nature of everyday existence for ordinary Black people in this city.  
To that complexity, we can add that the mayor banning Jonkonnu in 1875-1877,William P. 
Canaday, was a Republican who exhorted “colored men” to “see that your names are properly 
registered,” so that they could vote for him in a failed 1876 bid for Congress.182 Hemmed in by an 
emerging middle class propriety, Jonkonnu was seemingly threatened on two sides of the color 
line. A generation earlier, it had been seen as a liberatory celebration of community in the face of 
enslavement. Now it was seemingly viewed as regressive, a nuisance to white residents of the city 
who could no longer expect carnivalesque inversion to subside into normative white supremacy 
after a single day. And Black people were already starting to see the coalitions they had formed 
fail. Whether or not prominent African American churches did oppose Jonkonnu, their would-be 
Republican partner had banned their practice from the streets. In the process Canaday revealed 
both an emerging discourse on the “proper” forms of African American celebration, and the 
paternalistic underpinnings of cross-racial political solidarity.   
Jonkonnu Nostalgia and Cultural White Supremacy 
 
 Though Canaday and some of Wilmington’s Black churches were opposed to Jonkonnu on 
grounds of propriety, it found unlikely champions of a sort after Democrats again took political 
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control of the city in 1878. They did so with the election of a full ticket of Democratic alderman 
and of Mayor Solomon Fishblate, a staunch Democrat and the first Jewish elected official in the 
state.183 Under his tenure, the ban on Jonkonnu was lifted and its return accompanied by a 
nostalgic hue and cry from many corners of the white population. As the holiday season of 1878 
approached, the first of several commenters decried the ban on Jonkonnu that had stretched back 
for the past few years. The criticism was founded on not being able to have Christmas “such as we 
had in the primitive days.” Christmas at present was “ merely a dull holiday, no kooners, can’t fire 
crackers….”184 This was only the first of several such commentaries in subsequent years that 
sought to paint Jonkonnu as a kind of Black primitivism and as a performance tradition undertaken 
primarily for the interest and entertainment of young, white boys. Much of this was surely related 
to the age and gender of the writers, all men who had grown up in the late antebellum period and 
often on plantations where yearly Jonkonnu processions were part of the fabric of holiday 
celebration. But it was clearly also an attempt to rob Jonkonnu of its very real symbolic power. If 
Jonkonnu became little more than a diversion for bored children, its performance of Black cultural 
power lost any efficacy. 1878 and subsequent years then mark a shift in perception that saw white 
observers move away from simple repudiation and toward a deeply uncritical nostalgia that 
reduced African American people from political actors to mere Black bodies in performance.  
 We can see the emergence of this perception clearly in many of the following years. A 
description of holiday celebrations in the city in 1878-1879 maintain, “the only thing creating any 
stir at all was a band of about a dozen Kooners.” They “paraded the streets, followed by a large 
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crowd of negro [sic] men and boys. Just before dusk they assembled in front of the Market House, 
and the leader delivered a brief address on matters and things in general, which created much 
amusement.”185 This last feature of the performance, a humorous speech in front of Wilmington’s 
Market House, became a yearly feature of the tradition. It’s clear even from these relatively brief 
sketches that these speeches were intended to mock the overblown political rhetoric that played an 
increasingly large role in the life of the growing city. Since at least 1865, African Americans living 
in Wilmington had been subjected to lectures on their civic responsibilities. Among the earliest of 
these speeches, from the Confederate veteran and architect of Wilmington’s 1898 terrorist plot, 
Alfred Moore Waddell, put the blame for slavery on the English colonial system even as it  
preached about “the great advantage which your race enjoys here...contact and daily interaction 
with the white race.” 186 Among Waddell’s similarly racist and ahistorical comments, he also 
explicitly addresses the urban African American crowd as characterizing the intelligent and 
worldly, not the “ignorant and misguided colored people, more particularly in the country.” 187 
This kind of knowing condescension disguised as faint praise was precisely the sort of speech that 
African Americans could expect to hear around election time, or read in the half dozen newspapers 
regularly published in their city. So while Jonkonnu had previously had an easy target in the white 
male enslaver, its satirical object in the late years of the nineteenth-century was changing as 
societal divisions became increasingly more complicated than Black and white, enslaved and free.  
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 Jonkonnu after the Wilmington Coup 
 
Maggie Washington grew up in this version of Wilmington. A generation removed from 
slavery, in 1887 Sarah and Stephen Jr. were well on their way to a kind of prosperity and security 
that had never been possible before, even for the population of free Blacks who had lived in 
Wilmington before the war. When Maggie was born, she was christened with the name of her 
maternal grandmother, the kind of intergenerational tribute that must have meant all the more since 
in Maggie were embodied so many firsts. She was the first grandchild of her generation, the first 
child of Stephen Jr. and Sarah, who had married the year before, and the first child born to the 
family entirely clear from the bonds of enslavement. And her parents, despite having only the 
income of Stephen Jr., had purchased a house on North Fifth Street, squarely in the center of the 
thriving Black neighborhood of Brooklyn. Itself an aspirational name, the neighborhood signified 
much of the promise of Maggie Washington’s life at its inception. It is not an irony so much as the 
sad inevitability of African American history that all this promise and potential would eventually 
be shattered by the brute force of racist extremism.  
Maggie Washington undoubtedly grew up among the parades of the Good Samaritans, and 
it was probably from members of her family or others in that same group that she first learned 
about and participated in Jonkonnu. But as much as these processions of celebratory movement 
marked the experience of her early life, it was the deathly procession following Election Day in 
1898 that cast a pallor over her life and over the city of Wilmington. That day was a similarly free-
roaming procession through the city, albeit one that resulted in the murders of several people and 
the destruction of property. Perhaps even greater than the number of lives lost in this first and most 
visibly bloody battle in the renewed war against African Americans was its symbolic power. After 
the completion of the coup that started on November 10, African Americans in Wilmington were 
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left to live under the new, illegitimate government and to cope with memories of the roving bands 
of angry white men who had stormed through their city streets. Those memories of the experience 
of November 1898 reaffirmed to residents the very real consequences that could inhere in what 
was often characterized as little more than harmless procession.  
 On November 10, 1898 Maggie Washington was 3 months shy of her twelfth birthday. On 
that morning, precisely when she usually would have been setting off for school, a mob was 
forming a few blocks away at the Wilmington Light Infantry armory. Right at 9:00, they marched 
to the offices of the Black-owned Record and burned it the ground. Numbering perhaps as many as 
2,000, this massive group, along with other angry and armed white men, spread throughout the city 
in the next minutes and hours. One particularly large group headed toward north toward Brooklyn, 
almost certainly passing by Peabody school that Maggie attended with her younger sister Sarah188 
When the mob got to Brooklyn, they encountered an armed group of African Americans at the 
corner of Fourth and Harnett. Almost immediately, the groups opened fire on each other. They 
were just yards away from the Washington family home, situated between the 4th and 5th avenue 
blocks and immediately adjacent to Harnett Street. 189 Ordinarily Stephen Jr. would have been at 
work at the Cape Fear Lumber Company, just a block away from their house at Fourth and 
Harnett. In the weeks leading up to the riots, his had been a voice of conciliation. As part of the 
county’s Republican Committee, he had signed a widely circulating letter that denounced 
controversial words written in the Post that served as the immediate spark for the November coup 
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in Wilmington. 190 It seems likely though that his moderation had turned to action by November 10 
when shots were exchanged practically at the doorstep of his family home. If he was among the 
men defending Brooklyn from white marauders that day, it was never recorded or perhaps 
purposefully obscured. Part of the aim of the day’s violence, like many acts of terrorism, was to 
obliterate institutions of memory making, a symbolic action made literal with the burning of the 
Record. For someone like Maggie Washington, growing up amid a family and a community where 
carnivalesque processions marked frequent and fleeting inversions of political power, this sudden 
and permanent coup must have likewise been literally unsettling. Each yearly Jonkonnu 
performance marked an ever-diminishing promise of a permanent reversal of the social order. The 
tentative, hard won struggles of a generation—struggles whose gains had been eroding nearly as 
quickly as they were gained— were decimated in a matter of a few hours. This was itself a kind of 
inversion, an inauguration of the permanently regressive politics of white supremacy.   
 After 1898, Wilmington became a city of both continued possibility and real danger. For 
many African American families, the takeover of their city compelled them into a kind of forced 
diaspora, either outside the neighborhoods that had become Black communities or out of the city 
and region altogether.191 These forced migrations were part of the larger flow of movement into, 
out of, and around the city. Before the coup, Wilmington had become North Carolina’s Black 
metropolis.192 Afterward, it became both bigger and more white, a city where African Americans 
lived on and navigated through the margins. This is made particularly evident through an 
examination of the spread of infrastructure and the increasingly detailed mapping practices that 
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sought to define the city’s boundaries through economic valuation. In concert with these physical 
changes to the landscape of Wilmington, Maggie Washington’s is a story that suggests the ways in 
which we can understand how Jonkonnu increasingly came to serve as a heightened performance 
of the everyday, a mode of celebration and resistance that highlighted the changed city with both 
unexpected pleasures and the very real, omnipresent danger to the lives of Black people.  
 Regardless of the trauma inflicted on the Washington family in 1898, they stayed in their 
house and apparently, largely continued their life as it had been. As before, traces of their lives 
appear in public records, newspaper accounts, and city directories. In 1900, the family--now 
expanded by two more sons and Sarah’s sister and nephew--lived in the house, which they owned 
free of any mortgage. 193Even amid their relative economic comfort, there were systemic changes 
afoot. The Good Samaritans, whose rise was linked to those of the Washington and Brewington 
families, found it difficult to function in post-coup Wilmington. Newly formalized rules required 
old customs to be codified. This effectively put an end to the exuberant Good Samaritan 
processions that had popped up multiple times each year. And it took the organization’s 
longstanding mutual aid practices and made them into a far less effective insurance organization 
whose charter was eventually revoked by the insurance commissioner of the state. 194Whatever its 
stated intention, these laws functioned as an attack on the community institutions that had time to 
grow and flourish in the first generation born out of enslavement. In Wilmington and elsewhere, 
these systemic attacks continued for several years after the opening salvo of the 1898 coup. 
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Perhaps the most enduring front on which this war was fought was cultural. The increasing 
prohibition and regulation of Jonkonnu was accompanied by cultural appropriation as well. This 
was an attempt to erode the rising influence of both Black political and cultural power, and to 
reinsert cultures of whiteness in every societal institution, no matter how insignificant. If the 
events of November 1898 represented a spectacular form of dominant power enacted, it was these 
smaller, quotidian enactments that even more surely changed the face of an entire city. 
 The most immediate of these changes was to naming. Prior to 1898, Jonkonnu appeared in 
newspaper articles and other archival records under a variety of different monikers. “John Kuner” 
was the most prevalent of these identifiers, though an almost infinite variation of plays on the 
words “Kuner” and “John” appeared in an account at some point. In 1898 and subsequent years, 
there was a remarkably consistent shift toward identifying paraders as “cooners.” This was clearly 
racialized language and a term intended to modify the longstanding spelling and use of “Kuner” 
with a word whose pejorative use was part of an emergent vocabulary of Jim Crow.195This abrupt, 
and systematic, shift toward explicitly racist language announced the arrival of new regimes of 
discrimination and regulation, as well as a characterization of the performance as one explicitly 
related to the performance of race. That is, starting in 1898, “cooning” was a practice not just by 
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racialized minorities but of them as well. This was in contrast even to previous attempts to regulate 
Jonkonnu performances, which focused on the raucous nature of the festivity and which were 
clearly predicated on its spatial and temporal wildness. This new language capitalized on those old 
fears and combined them with newly heightened threats of racial disorder. Coming just weeks after 
the regressive coup in November, the Jonkonnu performances in December were completely 
outlawed for the first time in twenty years. Apparently the board of alderman, most of whom had 
usurped their seats only a month or so before,  “thought it best not to allow the masquerading as a 
safeguard against lawlessness, in view of the serious straits through which the city had passed 
during the past weeks.” This then was “the first Christmas night in a number of years...during 
which not a ‘cooner’ was to be seen anywhere.” 196 Just as crucially though, 1898 also marked the 
year when Jonkonnu became instantiated as an imitative, cross-racial practice. White men and 
boys increasingly began donning blackface and ragged clothes in a poor imitation of the practice’s 
elaborate costuming. Theirs was a kind of parody of a satirical form, a carnivalesque robbed of any 
meaning or purpose. This was a break with tradition, albeit one characteristic of the early years of 
the twentieth-century South, whose pretensions to modernity were stifled by the looming presence 
of the racial and sectional strife of the nineteenth. And so Jonkonnu became an increasingly hybrid 
form and an increasingly dangerous one for Black people to practice. The 1898 coup was the 
culmination of at least two decades of regulation in Wilmington aimed at policing African 
American bodies. And just as with Jonkonnu, much of its impact trailed in the wake of its 
enactment. In the years that followed, the legacy of the Wilmington coup was solidified both in the 
political sphere and in the kind of cultural appropriation and obliteration practiced in Wilmington. 
In ways both material and deeply symbolic, the celebratory space of Wilmington was transformed 
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into the province of white men and boys, and African Americans were pushed further to the 
peripheries and past borders.  
Remembering “Cooning”  
 Writing well into the mid-twentieth-century, multiple Wilmington men of prominent 
families recalled their turn of the century participation in what they most frequently called 
“cooning.” 197 Henry McKoy, one of the nostalgic mid-twentieth-century writers, recalled his own 
attempts at “cooning” in his 1957 book: “Well, I did it because my older brother had done it. My 
father had gone ‘Coonering’ before me and they appeared to have been pleased with it and had 
fun.”198 McKoy is remembering the days of his own childhood “around the turn of the century,” 
though his claim that his father also participated as a youth put the origins of white male cooning n 
the 1870s or 1880s. 199 In McKoy’s telling, this is a tradition for young, elite, white boys: “a group 
of from five to ten boys ranging in age from nine to sixteen would with great preparation gather 
together after supper, when the dark had fallen, and each would don whatever costume or garment 
he had been able to get.” All of the clothes “had to be old and ill fitting” in imitation not of the 
bright, vibrant costumes of Jonkonnu, but of the everyday working clothes of the African 
American men whose own masquerades they were imitating.200 Likewise, they failed to actually 
adopt the performative forms of Jonkonnu, instead gaining entrance to the parlors of elite houses 
only to stuff their pockets with candy and fruit and sit there, giggling as their hosts asked them 
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questions. “We did not sing and we had no particular program to follow. We did not try to say or 
do anything funny, but just fitted ourselves into the mood of the home we were in.”201Theirs then 
was a kind of shallow racial caricature, a poor attempt to imitate Black people while still 
maintaining the rights and privileges of their years and racial and class status.  
 
Four Young Boys “Coonering” in Wilmington, 1905202 
 Looking at the hazy picture of McKoy and his friends taken in 1905, it’s clear that they are 
attempting to inhabit other personages. Henry McKoy stands to the far left, wearing what appears 
to be his interpretation of the stereotypical “mammy” character. He is in blackface, with the wide 
grin that is the chief characteristic of the racist figure. The rest of his get up—a kerchief tied over 
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his head, a slightly oversized white blouse, and a floor length skirt—complete his transformation. 
In the broader context of Jonkonnu’s appropriative transformation, this is a telling image. McKoy 
is not imitating a Black women outright: he makes very clear throughout his reminiscence that he 
and his family understood the “John Kuner” as a stock figure that was itself an imitation. So his 
costume consisted of a young, wealthy, white boy attempting to embody the persona of a Black, 
male Jonkonnu performer who was himself dressed in women’s clothes. It’s not quite that neat of 
course, since in reality McKoy’s costume is a kind of racist assemblage, an appropriation of two 
figures who undoubtedly represented a significant portion of his understanding of race. By the 
early twentieth-century then, Jonkonnu in Wilmington had become “cooning,” a white 
performance of stereotyped Blackness. This kind of celebration was not limited to McKoy’s 
circles, but nearly ubiquitous in Wilmington at the holidays. The 1904 “merry masqueraders” 
consisted of “about a dozen cooner parties” and the 1908 parades were referred to as “throngs.” 203 
They were numerous then, and this was already a widely practiced tradition among white 
Wilmingtonians. Another of the mid-twentieth-century accounts of Jonkonnu, that of Louis Moore, 
is even more explicit about the assumptions underlying the early twentieth-century history of 
Jonkonnu.  
 Moore’s narrative begins conventionally enough with a nostalgic evocation of the “quaint, 
characteristic, and attractive customs” of an unspecified bygone era, the “most interesting and 
romantic” of which were the “parades, dances, and songs of the John Kuners.” 204 His accounting 
then gets more specific as he attempts to not just characterize, but also to embody the African 
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American performers of Jonkonnu. Moore writes that “the Negro race is fortunate in possessing 
characteristics which cause music to be a part of their inner and real being, and in enjoying a spirit 
of gaity, fun, and levity particularly their own.” He then begins to narrate his perception of the 
experience of the African American Jonkonnu performers. “It was these attributes that caused the 
Negroes of ‘ye olden times’ to derive an even greater degree of pleasure from their portrayal of 
John Kuners than came to their white friends as interested spectators.”205  
As I have suggested earlier, this is hardly unprecedented speech. As with narratives around 
lynchings, around food, around all kinds of celebrations, white observers were quick to find forms 
of embodied pleasure in the Black bodies that they observed. Novel in Moore’s account is the way 
his words seek to inhabit the feelings of the spectators and relate them to the performers. For him, 
as for other commentators and would be historians of Jonkonnu, the appropriate audience was also 
young, white children, particularly boys. Perhaps remembering scenes from his own childhood, 
Moore describes the way that children “would go into ecstasies” as they heard the sounds of 
Jonkonuu approaching. Their senses aroused by the sounds of the parade approaching, these same 
boys “in awe, astonishment, and fear would run and hide behind their mothers or those of the 
household slaves who were not participating in the revels.” 206 Clearly this account blends 
imagination and experience. Its setting in the antebellum period suggests more of the practiced 
nostalgia for that period that we see evoked constantly and nearly unconsciously in narratives from 
the middle of the nineteenth-century onward. But this also seems to be an account largely dictated 
by memory. Our narrator can place himself outside of the scene by setting it well before his birth, 
or in using “children” in place of the personal pronoun, but it’s clear that he remembers at least the 
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remnants of Jonkonnu from his own childhood. His is a kind of misplaced and mistimed longing 
for a form that he perceived as already dying during the early years of his life. And for him, its 
death was a failure of white masculinity. We can see this in his description of the retreat to the dual 
maternal influences in the previous passage. But he makes this point explicit toward the end of his 
essay.  
For a few years after The War Between the States the young white men of 
Wilmington, social leaders, attempted to preserve and perpetuate the former 
Christmas season celebrations which were featured with the ‘John Kuner’ 
costumes, parades, and chants. However, the romance and glamour given the 
customs in the olden days by the slaves, with their happy, laughing, joking 
mannerisms and ways were lacking. That long lost spirit of former days could not 
be restored by the white race.207 
 
Moore is communicating a perceived lack, an inability on the part of white men in particular to 
adequately perform or have the affective experience of Jonkonnu. These histories both use the 
early years of the twentieth-century as their turning point without acknowledging the role that 
their families and neighbors had played in bringing Jonkonnu to a perceived point of extinction. 
And both suggest, forthrightly and openly, the specific characteristics that the form was expected 
to take. Moore and McKoy each write as old men reflecting back on the history of their town 
through the prism of their youth. Each then reflect the teachings and prejudices of their 
childhood, which caused them to conceive of “cooning” as a practice of entertainment, one 
where white men and boys were at the center, either as an audience to entertain or the performers 
themselves. These overlapping views then left Maggie Washington as a particularly outside of 
their simplistic understandings of race and gender. She was both Black and a woman, not a 
symbol of matronly comfort, but a vivid and subversive figure. Undoubtedly it was these 
characteristics in part which led to her arrest and her profile in the newspapers as part of a 
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notorious criminal element, a uniquely sexualized criminality associated with any Black woman 
not adherent to both the actual and extrajudicial laws governing the use of space. For Maggie 
Washington, those laws were not abstractions, but a large part of the governing force of her life. 
Maggie Washington’s Wilmington 
 
  Maggie Washington was twenty years old when she married William H. Merrick in 1907, 
the year after her father drowned while navigating logs into the lumberyard from the Cape 
Fear.208It seems likely that she and William also met through the lingering connections formed in 
the Good Samaritans–his father had been a member too.209 After her marriage, Maggie Merrick is 
difficult to trace for a few years. Her change of name, compounded by the fact that that were at 
least two other William Merricks in Wilmington at the time (one of whom was  married to a 
woman sometimes also called Maggie)  means that even the incidental mentions of her life go 
largely unreported  Her ability to elude this sort of attention is telling. She darts in and out of 
notice, seemingly deigning to appear only in the most comprehensive and official sources. This 
was certainly part of the draw of a city like Wilmington and perhaps contributed to Maggie 
Washington Merrick’s continued presence there.210 It was a place that allowed and even invited 
some anonymity from official scrutiny. It was dense enough to allow institutions of community to 
form, and still small enough that cross-generational connections continued to matter. Compare 
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this to the countryside and the level of interaction between white landowners and Black tenants 
and sharecroppers. Even on larger plantations with plots of land at a significant remove from the 
owner’s house, surveillance was embedded into the work process itself, which necessarily limited 
spatial mobility because of the farmer’s stake in the crop. Wilmington and other cities allowed 
African Americans to avoid this particular form of individual scrutiny. If this was part of the 
appeal of the city, certainly Maggie Washington and others also recognized the way in which this 
very anonymity invited stereotypical characterizations.211 
The reports of Maggie Washington’s arrest are littered with misinformation and innuendo.  
If we take the summary of her arrest report as it appeared in the newspapers at face value, she 
was a “resident of the notorious alley across the street” from the city’s chief market.212 Her 
arresting officer, Frank George was “of the opinion that she was… dressed up for no good 
purpose,” and perhaps warranted a more substantive charge than the simple citation for “being 
disguised on the street without a permit.”213 George’s implication was clear: he suspected 
Maggie Washington of prostitution. Even given all evidence to the contrary—her “men’s attire,” 
the long tradition of Jonkonnu on this particular day—George jumped immediately to a 
gendered, sexualized criminality.214 Certainly part of this was a general belief in Black female 
licentiousness, akin to the myths about rampant Black male sexuality that circulated in Southern 
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white communities. But the particular history of this characterization in Wilmington stretched 
back more than a decade and spoke to the emergence and regulation of African American leisure 
spaces.  
 What Paul George referred to as “the notorious alley” was colloquially known as “Racket 
alley” after an old store that had been there, or, officially as “Church Alley.” Around the turn of 
the twentieth-century Racket alley became a central focus of police and other officials who 
viewed it as a “den of infamy” that contributed to “rowdyism on the streets.” 215 And though 
authorities were concerned with illegal drinking and gambling here, their principal focus was on 
prostitution. Prostitution (or more precisely the threat of prostitution,) was a roving act, a species 
of crime that moved and could presumably spread into parts of the city away from its origin 
point. Policing Black women, automatically perceived as prostitutes, then became a crucial part 
of reinforcing white spatial hegemony. This sort of control was heightened in the wake of the 
1898 coup. Among the first results of this newly intensified police attention was the arrest of 
Tillie Taylor in early 1899. She was “charged with keeping a disorderly house in ‘Racket’ alley.” 
Fittingly, given her alleged crime and its spatial impact, her punishment was banishment from 
the city. In the court of the new mayor “she was given until Monday to leave town." 216 Certainly 
Tillie Taylor’s was an extreme example brought on in part by heightened paranoia and 
regulation. But we could say the same of Maggie Washington’s arrest a dozen years later. 
Clearly, the instruments of official power in Wilmington were directed toward the regulation of 
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Black women’s movement. And the vocabulary and justification that they formed for enacting 
those actions of surveillance and policing was one that both sexualized and criminalized Black 
female bodies. Racket alley, that “notorious alley” became a localized symbol of crime in the 
city. In this way it acted as an origin point, which police could continuously raid and for which 
they could blame for crime spreading throughout the city.  
 So, it may well have been that Maggie Washington did not in fact set out from Racket 
Alley on the night of December 26, 1911. Her supposed residence there could have been an 
assumption on part of the police and the newspapers that owed to their associations of the area 
with the only kind of Black female criminality they understood. Regardless of her living 
situation, by 1911, her marriage to Merrick had ended, either in divorce or death. While there are 
no records of either, Maggie Washington was arrested under her maiden name, and remarried a 
few years later. It is entirely possible that after her marriage to Merrick ended, she found herself 
living in the “Negro tenement” that was in the rear of a cobbler shop on Racket alley.  
 
 Detail of 1910 Sanborn Fire Insurance map of Wilmington showing a “Negro Tenement” situated on 
Church Alley  
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Standing just steps away from the Cape Fear River and in an industrial part of town, this 
residence was a conspicuous exception to the character of the area. With no official address and 
an entrance likely through the narrow cobbler shop of Cohn Hyman at 113 ½ Front Street, this 
was undoubtedly a place that would have given the perception of transience and impermanence, 
a likely landing place for people moving into and out of the city or otherwise seeking to avoid 
the scrutiny and attention that was more likely to fall on their heads. 
 So if indeed Maggie Washington did live here, and did set out from here on the night that 
she was ultimately arrested, she may have gone one of several different ways. The most direct 
route would have taken her north on Front Street, to a crossing over Market Street that marked an 
unofficial boundary between the industrial district she lived in and the better part of town that 
held hotels, the Masonic lodge, and many of the larger houses in town. Proceeding past the fine 
buildings lining this northern corridor of Front street, Washington must have turned east on 
Princess street past boarding houses, pool halls, the offices of the Wilmington Morning Star, and 
the seats of power: the courthouse and jail where her night ended. Even if she had opted to avoid 
these main avenues and traverse less populated roads her options were limited. Central 
Wilmington was a fairly tightly gridded city, hemmed in by the Cape Fear on two sides and 
limited in size and scope by both its surroundings and by planned patterns of development. These 
designs both limited Maggie Washington’s mobility to a number of proscribed options and 
foreclose our ability to entirely reconstruct her procession on the night of December 26, 1911. 
Faced with a paucity of interpretive options, we resort to the most direct route, knowing that this 
is a contradiction of the free roaming nature of Jonkonnu, whatever her own understanding and 
interpretation of it. Recorded in contemporary maps and other sources are a few possibilities for 
Maggie Washington’s route the night of her arrest. But more telling are the absences, the factors 
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that limit our understanding of Maggie Washington either as an historical figure or in the context 
of her own time.  
Wilmington and the Development of Infrastructural White Supremacy 
 
 As Maggie Washington walked, whatever route she took led her through a landscape 
marred by the symbols of white power. That symbolic power, however potent, was also overlaid 
with the omnipresent threat of surveillance and bodily violence. 1911 acts as a perfect 
encapsulation of transformations in the landscape of the city that saw its emergence as a 
thoroughly “modern” Southern city. The first of these were physical infrastructural 
improvements and a kind of quantifiable economic boosterism that we can see in texts like 
Sanborn Fire Insurance maps and chamber of commerce pamphlets. These changes were 
coincident with other modifications to the landscape of the city, principally the construction of 
monuments to the Confederate past. Together, these changes constituted what I call 
infrastructural white supremacy. These infrastructures of white supremacy, including uneven 
distribution of city services and the construction of memorials to the Lost Cause, transformed 
Wilmington into a city hospitable principally to its white citizens.  
This movement—the erection of monuments to the Confederate cause and political 
figures of the exclusive past—was one that began particularly early in Wilmington. Whereas 
elsewhere the emergence of Lost Cause mentality was tied more closely to the final decade of the 
nineteenth-century and the first two of the twentieth, the first Confederate monument went up in 
Wilmington in 1872, sponsored by a group that evolved into the local chapter of the United 
Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC.)217 This earliest monument was relatively obscure. Though 
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massive in scale (at least a dozen feet high and serving as the marker for a mass grave,) it was 
(and remains) situated within Oakdale Cemetery, far out of the city’s center and intentionally set 
apart from the everyday routes of most of its citizens. But earlier in 1911, the enlarged and 
official UDC had dedicated a new 8-foot high statue to George Davis, the Wilmington resident 
who had been the Attorney General of the Confederacy. This new monument was in the middle 
of town. Situated at 3rd and Market, the figure of Davis watched over passersby, almost certainly 
including Maggie Washington in his far-reaching gaze on the night of December 26. When the 
statue was dedicated on April 20, 1911, it was with a long, ponderous, and nostalgic speech by 
the North Carolina jurist, Henry Connor. In a speech representative of the racist politics of the 
day, Connor looked “backward over the days of reconstruction, military rule, and negro [sic] 
supremacy” to find the “clear white light” of white, male southern loyalty.218 Arguing against the 
depiction of Confederates as disloyal, Connor instead insisted that it was a steadfast commitment 
to their own moral principles that led to “these days of restored nationality.”219 White female 
participation in this process was implicit, though in in service to a masculine ideal of city, region, 
and nation. This statue was one of many that cast in granite, marble, and bronze, a vision of an 
ordered and exclusionary landscape. With Davis perched high above one of the central 
intersections in the city, this artistic rendering of an historicized racism seemed to hold court 
over the spatial functions of the central city. As an omnipresent symbol, it matched the reality of 
police presence and normalized surveillance. This was one part of a new system of spatial 
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control that arose in early twentieth-century Wilmington. While it was still overt, no longer did it 
mean forcible and official exile for African Americans.  
 This was likewise true of physical infrastructural developments, as the advent of official 
segregation was manifested in the geographic patterns of urban planning. It is not only on the 
level of the homes and neighborhoods that he writes, but on the more localized level of street 
lights and sewer service that we might see these prohibitions and structures made literal. But, 
crucially, it is also in the representations of cities that we can find a new vision made real. As 
with other elements of social control, there was both a very real set of priorities that created 
segregated districts without the amenities of city life, and a symbolic  register in which the city 
was represented as a place absent Black life.  
 In the early twentieth-century, in a move that anticipated later proto-neoliberal claims 
that business-focused cities were “too busy to hate,” leaders in Wilmington produced several 
texts extolling the virtue of their growing city. These pamphlets and books are civic boosterism 
at its most overt. The earliest of these, William Lord De Rosset Jr’s Wilmington, North Carolina 
and Vicinity, extols the virtues of a city populated by “remarkably quiet, law-abiding, and 
hospitable people.”220 Further, Wilmington was the termination point for five railroads and in his 
telling, its “industries are multiplying, it business is widening, exports and imports are 
increasing, and its manufactures are now rapidly developing.”221 De Rosset also brags about the 
power and water systems recently constructed in the city. And he sums up his argument for 
investment in Wilmington by promising “an abundance of cheap labor...sufficient inducement to 
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settlers and capitalists to come to Wilmington to live.”222 The illustrations in the book contrast 
diligent Black workers at the cotton compresses and fertilizer companies with pictures of “surf-
bathing and ocean pleasures” and the shaded grove holding the Confederate monument in 
Oakdale. 223 Even more effusive and specific in its praise is I.J. Isaac’s chamber of commerce 
sponsored booklet The City of Wilmington, the Metropolis and Port of North Carolina. In Isaac’s 
telling, “Wilmington is the metropolis, gateway, and port of North Carolina.”224 This was slight 
hyperbole in 1912. Other cities in North Carolina, particularly Charlotte, had already begun to 
eclipse Wilmington as economic and social centers, and were perhaps more worthy of 
consideration as metropolis. But he also goes a long way toward establishing Wilmington’s bona 
fides as an important and modern city. As of his writing, Wilmington was soon to install a sewer 
system, had a paid fire department,  and was requiring all sidewalks to be paved. And in recent 
years, the water system had been expanded to such an extent that “water is practically now laid 
on to all the parts of the city.”225  
 Through the eyes of its businesses and political leaders, Wilmington was a model city 
with schools of all grades” for both white and Black students, and a movie theater and 
entertainment complex where “all classes meet on equal footing.” 226 Besides the largely implicit 
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mentions of African Americans (public schools and cheap, abundant labor being the twentieth-
century version of “happy darkies,”) these developments were closely linked to the infrastructure 
of white supremacy simultaneously taking shape in Wilmington. A company then called 
Tidewater Power was established in 1907 and started making improvements to streetcars and gas 
and electric service. Tidewater Power was a consolidation of previous companies and its intent 
was to transform Wilmington more efficiently and with greater speed than many companies 
working toward common if sometimes competing goals.227 This kind of compelled 
transformation recalls the similar one enacted in 1898, particularly since they share one principal 
architect: Hugh MacRae. It’s clear that MacRae was invested in remaking the city toward a 
vision expressed in both the spectacular violence of November 1898 and the slow violence of 
environmental change unevenly applied.228 The former drew more attention and perhaps had a 
more immediate impact, but it was the latter that cities increasingly adopted in the decades to 
come. In twentieth-century Wilmington then we see a dual legacy of official violence. Each of 
these forms were adopted and modified in turn in the coming century, inaugurating a cycle of 
extreme violence tempered by years of relative calm. It was during those years of calm that basic 
rights and privileges were revoked. 
 Along with these textual representations of the city, there were an increasing number of 
maps that laid claim to representing the city. The Sanborn Company Fire Insurance Maps in 
particular rendered the city exactingly. Long a staple for academic researchers due to their 
precise level of detail, Sanborn maps served as both spatial and economic encapsulations of a 
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city. They defined what was of value and what was not worth insuring. In this way, they are like 
other maps, albeit without any illusion of objectivity. Still, they can prove useful to help animate 
a place whose contours have changed significantly. Returning to Maggie Washington’s journey 
on December 26, 1911, we can surmise a good bit more about her probable route. As she moved 
past the courthouse and jail, Maggie Washington entered into an almost exclusively residential 
section. As represented on the map, these are larger, single family homes set back from the road 
on large lots with expansive porches. 229 These houses held families principally of the middle 
class, not the city’s elite who would have been the target of Jonkonnu parades wandering the 
streets. As she moved past these houses, if she moved past these houses, she arrived at a 
boundary of sorts. After Princess crossed 10th street, the houses got smaller. Still made out of 
wood, many of them were duplexes housing multiple families. The others might charitably be 
called modest, the small houses of painters and carpenters, and other working professionals. This 
was mostly a Black neighborhood, but with many white homes interspersed throughout. Likely 
many of these were newcomers, brought to the city by its periodic construction booms and 
industrial jobs. One block more and she was in a solidly African American neighborhood, 
anchored by the Eastern Star lodge and populated with the wooden-framed houses of domestics, 
cooks, and laundresses. Clearly this was a marginal neighborhood. That marginalization was 
made actual on the Sanborn maps. The one piece of geographic information we do have about 
the night of Maggie Washington’s arrest is her location when she was picked up by the police. 
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She was arrested at “12th and Princess Streets.”230 But, in a piece of symbolism so potent as to 
be overdetermined, this intersection does not exist. That is, it is not represented on the map. This 
is the height of symbolic representation: to erase the existence of a place. Infrastructural 
improvements and the representation of that infrastructure do that work implicitly, but in this 
absence, we see an active erasure taking place. This is one befitting Jonkonnu and the space of 
Wilmington at the turn of the century. We often think of this kind of erasure as symbolic form of 
violence, one that we can easily acknowledge and just as frequently ignore. Here, it has an 
unexpected weight and speaks to the realities of not just rhetoric, but African American 
experience. In her life, Maggie Washington used bodily movement—in celebration and in daily 
routine—to assert her presence at a time in a place where both were under threat. Now her story 
asserts itself from the margins of the archives, a moment that likewise defies the colonization of 
space represented in textual and cartographic archives.  
Postscript  
 
 When Maggie Washington appeared before the mayor’s court for her supposed offense, 
she “was given suspended judgment upon the payment of the costs.”231 Her encounters with 
public records were increasingly few in the wake of this brief moment in time. In 1913 she 
married James Robert Allen.232 Soon thereafter, they moved north, becoming early pioneers in 
what would become a great wave of immigration by African Americans out of the South. It was 
this form and scale of movement, characterized by an insistence on personal rights, which 
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marked the next generation of African Americans from the South. When the free movement of 
excursions, parades, and processions no longer sufficed, many of them packed up their 
possessions and left. They were in search of work certainly, but Maggie Washington and others 
like her were also clearly in search of the freedoms of which they had been robbed. They did not 
necessarily seek the North, but refuge from the South and the meager promises of its cities, 
unfulfilled.  
 When Maggie Washington died, it was in Philadelphia. On December 26, 1933, she 
passed away after a month-long struggle with pneumonia. Her youngest brother, Preston, born in 
the aftermath of the 1898 coup, was with her. Her death was twenty-two years to the day after 
her arrest in Wilmington. She was sent back home and buried in Wilmington two days later. Just 
twenty years later, the city was already a vastly different place. As she went to her final resting 
places, the streets were quiet, missing the parades and song that had marked the celebration of 
Christmas for so long. There were no Jonkonnu processions that year, and there hadn’t been any 
for a long time.  
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Chapter 3. The June German: Celebratory Space and the Roving Black Metropolis 
  
The dance started at 10:00 p.m. and by 7:30 there was a crowd waiting to get in. Not so 
much an orderly line as a pulsing mass of bodies, they were attired in a range of clothing from 
formal tails and evening gowns to overalls and other work clothes. Already “hastily erected 
street stalls” along Falls Road and Goldleaf Street were set up, with barkers playfully trying to 
outdo one another for customers.233 Nearby stores and restaurants were preparing to be open all 
night, doubly stocking their shelves and making food to last until dawn when the dance finally 
ended. And at Planter’s tobacco warehouse—the center around which this whole crowd 
gathered— workers were inside, sprucing up the wilted flowers and fallen streamers that had 
already endured one dance on Friday and two intervening nights of June-in-North-Carolina-
humidity. 
The occasion that brought everyone here was the annual June German. Dubbed the 
“World’s Largest Negro Dance,” it brought thousands of people from across the east coast to the 
tobacco town of Rocky Mount every year.234 This yearly dance emanated outward from massive 
tobacco warehouses, repurposed into dance floors and stages for some of the most popular big 
band acts in the country. Somewhere amid the "...thousands of feet of floor space transformed 
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into a fairy land for the all night dance,” was Count Basie, the star attraction and partial cause of 
all the fuss.235 This was his second appearance at the dance here, the bookend to a virtually 
unprecedented wave of national popularity. Basie first played to an adoring crowd of several 
thousand here in Rocky Mount in 1940. Now, in 1948, the decline of big band jazz was well 
underway. But Basie was still riding the high of his postwar popularity, including his number 
one from the year before, “Open the Door, Richard!” He would play for nearly forty more years, 
but would never be this popular again.  
 The dance started in a kind of controlled chaos when Basie and his band began their first 
set promptly at 10:00. When neither of the bands scheduled for relief showed up, they played on, 
stretching out their sets as thousands jitterbugged on the crowded dance floor. As in other years, 
the dance floor was ringed by bleachers filled with mostly white spectators. A few thousand 
additional celebrants heard Basie’s first set on speakers broadcast to the crowd outside until 1:00 
a.m. Those not lucky enough—or solvent enough—to pay the $3.00 admission fee and be inside 
still could enjoy the party outside the venue. At least one enterprising man had set up a “fountain 
of ‘moonshine’” that he used to dispense fifty-cent drinks to an eager audience throughout the 
night. 236 Other parties spread out around the tobacco warehouse district and throughout much of 
the city. When the dance finally ended at 5:00 a.m., tired revelers strolled toward home or the 
train station with rumpled suits, untucked shirts, “shoes in their hands and the beautiful long 
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flowing dress of the night before, partly tucked in the other hand.” 237 For many, the workday 
would begin soon. 
It took days afterward to estimate the magnitude of the crowd. Revelers had come from 
all over. A busload made the trek down from Norfolk, cars carried dancers from nearly every city 
and town in the state, and as in years past, many more came from Baltimore, Atlanta, 
Philadelphia, and other distant cities.238 The Chicago Defender reported the attendance as a 
precise 24,287 people. The same number was repeated in the Kansas City Plain Dealer and the 
Baltimore Afro American.239 This was by all accounts the largest such dance in Rocky Mount, 
and the best attended of the dance that was universally referred to as “the South’s largest Negro 
dance.”  
 That dance, the June German, had started some three decades prior. In its initial phase, it 
was a wholesale appropriation of an identically named and white-sponsored dance. The white 
dance—a cotillion event that served as the highlight of the season for elite Eastern North 
Carolinians—got started in 1885 when Rocky Mount was still a fledgling town with a nascent 
tobacco market.240 Around the time the “Colored June German” was founded, either in 1917 or 
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1918, Rocky Mount had 12,000 residents, more than a third of whom were African American. 241 
Residentially segregated and largely devoid of sustaining work opportunities for African 
Americans, Black people in Rocky Mount created an important sense of community and a 
variety of institutions which helped make it one of the most welcoming places for Black life in 
early twentieth-century North Carolina. The June German served as an institution in much the 
same way that more permanent built structures did. Even more crucially, it helped African 
Americans in Rocky Mount understand their relationship to their city, to their broader region, 
and to the hundreds of thousands of Black migrants streaming northward even as the June 
German became one of the most important signifiers of Black cultural life in the South. In this 
chapter, I reckon with the tension between stasis and movement. Using the June German as my 
anchor, I examine the space of Rocky Mount as one that foreclosed African American economic 
success, but became an important cultural center for Black life. Through an examination of the 
space of the tobacco warehouse, the method and modes of travel for the June German, the way in 
which news of the June German was broadcast and advertised, and the politics of spatial 
segregation, I build a case for an early twentieth-century transformation of Black celebratory 
culture. In the June German we see forms of entertainment and celebration increasingly directed 
outward, both toward enlarging African American populations outside the South and toward 
white audiences. In a sense then, the June German was the culmination of the Black celebratory 
cultures that had emerged in the decades since the end of the Civil War and the highest 
expression of a culture where celebration was based on the promise of mobility. With the June 
German, Black southerners expressed a sense of place that was roving and impermanent, a 
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southern, Black, sense of place comprised of the constant tension between the promise and perils 
of the region. Organizers and attendees of the June German were using the dance as a way of 
situating themselves within a rapidly changing region. As the South was being remade again by 
exclusionary infrastructural and industrial changes and a massive demographic shift, the June 
German established Rocky Mount as a kind of temporary Black metropolis. We can see in this 
place an impermanent but important center of cultural pride and transregional community. With 
the June German, African Americans insisted on a place for themselves and their celebrations. 
The Origins of the “Colored June German” 
 
 The June German was founded in 1885 as the premier social event for the white elite of 
Rocky Mount. The “German” in the title referred to an elaborate dance figure well known in the 
late nineteenth-century. But the idea for a June German held in the early summer was not unique 
to Rocky Mount, at least not initially. Then in the period of transition from cotton town to 
tobacco city, Rocky Mount borrowed the idea from cities and towns across the eastern half of 
North Carolina. The most clear precedent for Rocky Mount’s German came from Henderson, 
North Carolina, which established itself as a major tobacco market earlier than Rocky Mount. 
Seemingly inspired by a rivalry with their neighboring town, Rocky Mount began its own 
German in 1885, right around the same time that the first tobacco warehouse was built there.242 
 The tobacco warehouse quickly became the defining feature of the burgeoning city and of 
the June German. Its perceived rustic simplicity was transformed by decorations and served as “a 
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Mecca for main fair debutantes and social queens of the community and distant cities.”243 The 
dance was always held on a Friday night in June. Beginning in the evening, bands, and dancers 
kept on throughout the night, even as sprawling intermission parties sprang up at the homes of 
wealthy people throughout town. Initially supported by the Battle family, the dance grew to 
become perhaps the central event of the Eastern North Carolina society calendar under the 
direction of the Carolina Cotillion Club (CCC,) founded in 1889. 244 
 It was under the direction of this club too that the June German began to seek both 
notoriety and profitability. The CCC “realized that money was to be made by turning scenery 
and properties of their dance over to Negroes for a Colored June German.”245 They did just that, 
leasing their warehouse space and decorations from the all night Friday dance for a Monday 
evening affair in the Black community. The African American Elks lodge of Rocky Mount first 
took charge of the dance before turning it over to Frank Lewis, one of their members. Lewis was 
a phenomenal promoter and turned the dance into “a commercialized edition of the white 
invitational affair” by eschewing local talent to bring in nationally known “‘name bands.’”246In 
just a few years a band’s selection to play the June German became a marker of particular 
prestige. It signaled, as newspaper articles reported every year, that the performers in question 
were the most popular band of the year.247 Annual visitors to the dance numbered in the 
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thousands, and came from places increasingly remote to Rocky Mount. Initially the dance was 
attended mostly by other people in communities both large and small throughout Eastern North 
Carolina. As it grew in both size and prestige, those outsiders visiting the dance came from cities 
all along the eastern half of the United States. The June German became, in the words of the 
Norfolk Journal and Guide “not just an ordinary dance but also a reunion of thousands of 
friends.”248 
 The success of Frank Lewis’s dance inevitably spawned imitators. In 1938, a small group 
fronted by valet and gas station operator Mack Riggsbee, started a rival June German. 249 Over 
the next two years, the men’s public rivalry intensified. Each began planning ever more elaborate 
dances with bigger musical acts. Allegations that Lewis’s dance was fronted by “white capital” 
probably originated with Riggsbee’s sophisticated marketing plan.250 Regardless of the efficacy 
of their publicity battle, it was Riggsbee’s coup in bringing Count Basie, a new kind of star 
whose appeal was solidly interracial, that ended Lewis’s ten-year run as promoter of the June 
German. Riggsbee managed the dance alone from around the advent of World War II through the 
early 1950s. These years were the height of the German’s popularity and influence, and saw 
towns across North Carolina and Virginia themselves try to copy the Rocky Mount June 
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German.251 Despite this widespread influence, it was still Rocky Mount whose dance was the 
most successful and that continued to serve as a potent symbol of African American cultural life.  
Tobacco Work and the Creation of a Black Working Class 
 
 Rocky Mount’s importance as a hub of African American culture began with the 
explosive growth of the tobacco business. Jealous of the money being made in the older tobacco 
towns of Oxford and Henderson, Rocky Mount businessman began a campaign to bring the 
tobacco industry to their town. “In the year 1887 a movement was set on foot...which resulted in 
the building of the first warehouse in Rocky Mount, ” a massive 50 by 100 foot building which 
inspired many, larger imitators.252 Another warehouse was built in 1900, and several more 
followed in the next few years.253 They were built in or near the center of the town and in close 
proximity to its many converging railroad lines. Together, these two industries became the 
governing force of the city. Still, the trains were there largely in service of tobacco and the 
millions of pounds that filtered through the city’s warehouses, stemmeries, and factories. Here, 
tobacco was king, and African American people were again compelled to the service of a 
lucrative cash crop with little potential profit for themselves. 
 It was principally in the warehouses and stemmeries that African Americans worked in 
Rocky Mount. In the warehouses farmers, usually from the immediately proximate counties, 
would drop off their crop of cured tobacco for sale. Often lured in by large signs proclaiming the 
time of the next sale, the farmer pulled to the edge of the warehouse and was met there by a team 
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of African American workers. Their job, day or night, was to unload the sheaves of tobacco and 
arrange them for sale on the floor of the warehouse, “under the watchful eyes of the white 
warehousemen.”254 A description from the 1930s describes the quickly unfolding process: “From 
the head-high stacks of baskets at one side of the warehouse—shallow, round-cornered baskets, a 
yard square, of tough oak strips—the Negroes bring half a dozen. The tobacco is in sheaves of 
twenty or thirty leaves, wrapped with a leaf at the stem end, and hung on a four foot stick, about 
twenty-five sheaves to the stick.”255 Eventually, these individual piles of tobacco covered nearly 
every square foot of the warehouse floor, leaving just enough room for auctioneers and their 
trailing customers to navigate the floor as the tobacco was sold in minute-long bursts. After the 
auction, the same Black men who had unloaded and arranged the tobacco transported it from the 
warehouse to nearby “stemmeries” or “prizeries.”256  
Each of these stemmeries was staffed almost exclusively by African American women, a 
division of labor that was entirely by design. Men were not allowed to do the stemming work 
because they could generally do it even more quickly and thereby earn far more than the usual 
subsistence wage. Instead, they were likely to be employed at any of a variety of jobs where they 
were designed to be replaceable. Stemming was piecework, paid by the pound. It required swift, 
powerful motions, splitting each leaf almost in two but leaving “the little part of the stem in the 
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leaf.” 257Women would pile up stems on table, working next to two or three others, and stack 
their finished tobacco into big bundles to be picked up by men employed for this purpose.258 The 
pay here was scarce: anywhere from eight to twelve cents per pound of the lightweight, 
desiccated stems. 259 This was a miserable wage, exacerbated by the horrendous working 
conditions of these factories. Motivated by a prevailing belief “that sunlight and fresh air would 
dry out the tobacco, white supervisors in stemmeries closed and covered windows.”260 Like other 
industrial work in North Carolina, stemmeries were hot, dusty, and cramped, without even the 
promise of year round work to make it seem worthwhile. 261  
 Next in the chain of custody of the prized tobacco was usually redrying, where Black 
men took the leaves through a process designed to suck more moisture out and to better prepare 
it for aging. Machinery invented in the late nineteenth-century made this work possible, though 
not easy.262 Other essential tasks these men performed was the packing and sometimes 
manufacture of hogsheads, the large barrels used at least since early colonial days to age, 
package, and ship tobacco. Rocky Mount had a few cooperages designed to make these large 
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barrels, and at least two redrying plants (W.E. Fenner’s and the in-house shop at the 
Imperial.) 263 Here, packed hogsheads could age to gain more flavor or to wait out the vagaries 
of the international market and attendant price fluctuations. Eventually, these hogsheads were 
loaded for shipment, usually to Durham or Winston Salem, for processing into cigarettes and 
chewing tobacco.264 Rocky Mount grew as a tobacco town in part because of the complicated 
network of rail lines that met in the city and enabled transport both interregional and national. 
Underlying this infrastructure though was the labor of African American men and women. All of 
the industrial tasks of the tobacco industry were designed to function without the benefit of 
“skilled labor” and to be replaceable at a moment’s notice. And because the work was largely 
seasonal, it meant that African American people in Rocky Mount were often without work for 
much of the year. Piecing together off-season labor in a town with only two major employers 
was a virtual impossibility.  
 This meant that some Black workers, especially men, were mobile. ”Men often went 
north for the spring and early summer in search of construction work or other manual labor, then 
returned for the tobacco season and stayed on in Rocky Mount until the northern frost broke.”265 
This helped deepen ties between this small Southern city and the industrial North, where 
increasing numbers of family members and friends were settling semi-permanently. Never a one 
way street, the Great Migration saw cultural and geographic ties to Southern homelands persist 
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amid supposedly permanent moves.266 This sense of flux and mobility was the motive force 
underlying these migrations and remigrations. At home in the south, African Americans found 
other ways to negotiate and even appropriate spaces marked as white. The tobacco warehouse 
was one of such space. The tobacco warehouse, as the most visible symbol of the tobacco 
industry, represented a class and working culture altogether closed to African American men and 
women. Whites were certainly also subject to selectively low wages and often were among the 
tenant farmers who suffered tremendously when prices fell or crops failed. But tobacco was also 
a powerful economic force that transformed a moribund agricultural region of former plantations 
and smallholdings into a profitable center of commodity agriculture. It was the rise of tobacco, 
more than anything else that created a large, southern, white middle class for the first time. And 
it simultaneously cast both Black farmers and Black urban laborers as a kind of permanent 
economic underclass, forever subject to whims both human and environmental. 267 
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 The tobacco warehouse was the functional symbol of this transformation. These massive 
buildings were typically timber-framed constructions with tin roofs.268 Brick facades on many 
buildings usually gave way to corrugated siding that clad the sides of buildings often a hundred 
yards wide or more.269 Somewhat hastily built with little regard for ornamentation, they were 
nonetheless monumental in scale and invariably the most impressive building in the modest 
downtowns that they populated. Fenner’s Warehouse, the site of several June Germans, is a 
fairly typical example of the form. Constructed sometime between 1907 and 1912, it was part of 
the first wave of warehouse expansion in the early twentieth-century boom. By 1917 the building 
had been expanded to two bays separated by an interior, covered driveway, effectively an 
industrial sized dogtrot enclosure. The ceilings of the main bays went from fifteen to seventeen 
feet high and were “full of skylights.”270 More than seventy feet wide and longer than one 
hundred and fifty feet on its longest side, the Fenner warehouse, and others in the downtown 
district effectively obliterated any conception of city blocks or any other kind of planning with 
their span and scope. Though perhaps not intentional, this created a downtown and a city 
spatially dominated by industry.   
As a symbol, the tobacco warehouse represented the foreclosure of a middle class 
existence to African Americans. As a built structure, it likewise removed much of the possibility 
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of creating African American spaces for anything other than menial work. Because tobacco 
warehouses were both so ubiquitous and so monumental, they were the central secular buildings 
of Rocky Mount and other tobacco towns like it. The pride that groups like Rocky Mount’s 
Carolina Cotillion Club took in decorating what were in effect overgrown barns nods to their 
understanding of the centrality of these structures to their livelihoods. Their repurposing of these 
structures for a formal dance was done with both a wink at the absurdity of the “city [that] sheds 
her working garb to dispense hospitality,” but also a genuine pride in the utilitarian structures 
that represented so much accumulating capital. 271 For African Americans, this kind of 
repurposing had a far different meaning. It spoke to a long history of making do, of transforming 
someone else’s materials and buildings into objects, celebrations, and spaces all their own. But it 
also directly addressed an industry, city, and region that was pushing African Americans more 
and more marginal economic and spatial existences. By repurposing these working spaces as 
sites of leisure and celebration, African Americans in Rocky Mount were claiming a place for 
themselves in a city with increasingly little promise for them. This spatial manipulation was part 
of a larger network of geographic connectivity. Through connections to other friends and 
relatives—manifested in the June German and its attendant broadcast and travel arrangements—
Black people in Rocky Mount were creating and maintaining a Black sense of place that 
flourished amid the Jim Crow South. 272 The tobacco warehouses, themselves repositories for 
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white capital and literally representing a sense of enclosure for African American workers, 
become the instrument of this liberatory sense of place.  
 
Travel and Connectivity  
 
 That sense of place, and indeed that sense of the Black South, was a mobile one. One of 
the hallmarks of the June German was the distances people travelled to be there. Rocky Mount 
was the hub of celebration for a single Monday evening in June, but the many thousands of 
visitors represented any number of different cities drawn to this place. As the dance grew larger, 
and outmigration intensified, more and more of these celebrants were former North Carolinians 
who had moved northward and came back for this single Monday evening. In the days after each 
year’s dance, newspapers would proudly enumerate the number of dancers from small, relatively 
local communities and faraway cities. In 1943 for instance, the Norfolk Journal and Guide listed 
attendees to the June German in social calendars for the towns of Hobgood, Salemburg, and 
Washington, NC. 273 These small cities, spread throughout Eastern North Carolina, sent a dozen 
or so dancers to Rocky Mount each. That journey—thirty miles from Hobgood, ninety from 
Salemburg, four hundred from Philadelphia—was an integral part of the experience of attending 
the dance. As occupants of cars, buses, and trains descended on Rocky Mount, they did so in 
defiance of the restrictions placed on their mobility. To travel to the June German, through the 
anonymous interstates or the more intimate byways and small towns, was to freely traverse a 
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region whose fecund promise in early summer was in high contrast to many of the realities of life 
under Jim Crow. But travelling in groups, particularly with the communal celebration of the June 
German as destination, delivered temporarily on the promises of freedom inherent in open 
mobility.  
 In that same year, 1943, one account details the hours long process of the town filling 
with cars from miles around. “Long before dark they began moving in,” the article reports, with 
“every city and several states represented on the license plates of the many automobiles.”274 This 
form of transportation was seemingly the most common one for African Americans travelling to 
the June German. The automobile clearly represented a form of independence and at least a 
minimum of material wealth. It made travel, not to mention the promise of romantic courtship 
that underlay the entire function of the June German, that much more possible. Indeed, as 
cultural historian Cotten Seiler observes “automobility’s promise was one of escape from Jim 
Crow: upward through socioeconomic strata and onward across geographical space.”275 The very 
process of driving and owning a car was one that allowed African American people to resist the 
indignities of public travel with its persistent structures of unequal access. Even during World 
War II, when rubber and gas rations restricted most non-essential vehicle travel, many people 
continued to make the drive to Rocky Mount, even from distant cities. In one 1942 newspaper 
article , “Mack Riggsbee, president of the Rhythm Club” reported “ that 'pleasure' drivers are 
already storing their cars in order to have ample supplies of gas on hand the night of June 15 to 
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travel to the city for the event.”276 Riggsbee’s emphasis on pleasure suggests that part of the 
importance of driving an automobile to an event like the June German was itself a leisurely, even 
celebratory act. What often gets lost in discussions of the difficulties of automobile travel for 
African Americans under the reign of Jim Crow is this liberatory potential. As Paul Gilroy 
suggests, “for African American populations seeking ways out of the lingering shadows of 
slavery, owning and using automobiles supplied one significant means to measure the distance 
travelled toward political freedoms and public respect.”277 Those narratives largely ignore the 
fun of car travel, particularly on occasions like this one. And they fail to account for the 
automobile as a unique manifestation of mobility, a vehicle that both moved across space and 
was itself a frequent place of refuge or even romance.  
 Some accounts of the dance even suggest the ways in which automobiles served as the 
venue of choice (or necessity) for some June German attendees. A 1935 recounting of the space 
outside of Mangum warehouse during the dance described a situation “for those who aren't 
fortunate to accumulate the required door fee,” where automobiles and chairs brought from home 
serve as a resting place until the early morning hours.”278 These kind of impromptu parties not 
only suggest the importance of cars for revelers, but also the ways in which people took 
advantage of automotive transport to the June German. This and other accounts detail by 
inference the system of shared rides that represented both a form of sociality and practicality. In 
one instance, recorded in 1938 because of a fatal accident en route to the German, we know that 
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a small coupe with a “rumble seat” crammed in four dancegoers: Ernest Barnes, Same Wilkes, 
Lonzo Cooper, and Laura Cooper. 279 We only know about their journey because of its 
abbreviated conclusion, but it seems certain that this configuration of sharing rides and partaking 
in unofficially sanctioned parties out of cars was commonplace. A 1929 arrest of “one Negro 
youth...with liquor in a car” near the dance suggests the centrality of the car as both a mode of 
transport, and a central piece of expressive functionality of the June German.280 Cars were both a 
primary mode of transport and a refuge against the potential denial of basic services necessary 
for revelry. A key feature of the white German was the numerous parties held at elite houses 
across the city, as well as the possibility of taking advantage of the increasing number of hotels, 
clubs, and restaurants for white patrons. While versions of each of these existed for African 
Americans, they were necessarily unsuited to the scale of an evening where the Black population 
of Rocky Mount exploded by an order of magnitude. Cars could hold food and alcohol, or serve 
as a place to rest. These were conditions that extended in part from the temporal segregation of 
the evening and its occasion being on a Monday, rather than weekend evening. Cars were 
increasingly a necessity for the celebration not only because of the purpose they could serve 
before and during the celebration, but because they then also allowed their owners and occupants 
to leave, heading back to their own cities and jobs without the necessity of adhering to anyone 
else’s schedule. 
Of course, automobiles were only the most recent innovation in travel for twentieth-
century African Americans. As discussed above in my chapter on Jonkonnu, Maggie 
Washington, and Wilmington, cross-state recreational travel was relatively commonplace for 
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African Americans in the years immediately after the Civil War. These organized pleasure 
outings were the precursor of the large groups of travelers that made it to the June German by 
any transportative means necessary. In 1946, as in other years, the crowds “came by chartered 
bus, some by truck, and every type of auto from the 1920 flivver to the present day 
limousine.”281 So while the emphasis was most frequently on the automobile because of its 
usefulness as a sign of status and a kind of encapsulation of the night’s “criteria for beauty, 
prestige, and style,” it was often more utilitarian travel that got many people to Rocky Mount.282 
 Founded in part as a hub for railroad travel, Rocky Mount’s train and bus station saw 
increased travel on regularly scheduled routes. Visitors started streaming into the city on 
“railroads and bus lines” with “schedules scattered throughout the day.”283 In addition to the 
usual scheduled buses and trains serving Rocky Mount, for the 1930 dance at least there was a 
“special train from Norfolk for the occasion.”284 And in the post-World War II easing of travel 
restrictions, the “city’s bus, train, and airplane facilities” were “expected to feel the rush of the 
June German’s traffic.”285 This specially arranged travel was commonplace for the June German, 
with chartered buses from Fort Bragg during the war years and private buses from groups in 
other cities at different points throughout the dance’s history.286 These arrangements spoke to the 
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necessities of travel that could both accommodate large groups travelling together and mitigate 
the impacts of segregated public transportation. As Paul Gilroy suggests, trains and even buses 
can be “a noisy, visible, and powerful symbol” that “invert the imperial potency of the industrial 
technologies to which white supremacy and its signature unfreedoms were articulated.” 287 
There’s no small irony that it was these same vehicles, eating up the miles between North and 
South that often provided some small measure of liberation, both in their relative availability and 
sometimes in the employment they provided. To return south, or to otherwise travel to this place 
by these means, was a small expression of that liberatory potential and one of the ways in which 
Rocky Mount  functioned as a space of possibility during the June German.  
Once visitors were in town, they relied on a variety of 
means to shuttle back and forth between the houses of friends, 
restaurants, and shops, and the tobacco warehouse whose confines 
had been designated as the center of the event for that year. In a 
curiously worded description of this mode of transportation from 
1942, an observer recounts that the “taxis put in a full night of 
work transporting the mobs around the city to and from the bus 
and train stations, and generally meeting the transportation needs 
of the visitors.”288 The small businessmen who ran those taxis 
eagerly courted this business. As we can see in this 1935 
advertisement, Willie Gray, Hubert Tyson, and Howard Davis all 
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offered their cars for visitors on the night of the June German. Willie Gray ran a taxi operation 
throughout the year, while Howard Davis and Hubert Tyson generally worked as private 
chauffeurs.289 To repurpose their cars, perhaps ones even owned by their regular employers, for 
this evening’s work suggested the pomp and circumstance of the June German. To have a private 
driver—even one shared with others—for the evening was a marker of the licensed excess and 
splendor of the June German. Still, the majority of June German traffic was almost certainly on 
foot.  
As revelers arrived to Rocky Mount by train, bus, or car, they quickly moved toward 
Douglas Block. Taxis may have shuttled people to the multiple African American residential 
neighborhoods around town to visit family and friends, but the terminus point for every year’s 
June German was within two blocks of the center around which African American life in Rocky 
Mount, and indeed much of Eastern North Carolina, revolved. Douglas Block was a geographic 
marker for Black people looking to orient themselves in Rocky Mount. In the early years 
advertising the June German, when it was still growing beyond a regional event, the location of 
the dance was marked as “opposite Douglas Corner” so that prospective visitors had a landmark 
to find their way to an unfamiliar structure. 290 These locations were not selected by the 
promoters of the dances, but rather the all-white Carolina Cotillion Club. For this committee, the 
tobacco warehouses represented a kind of studied contrast with the splendor of the decorations 
for the June German and the strictly formal dress code. But for African Americans, it meant that 
the center of the social calendar of North Carolina was squarely within the most visible Black 
neighborhood in the city.  
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Indeed, some promotions for the June German emphasize the fact of this centrality and 
visibility. One 1935 advertisement calls the Douglas-Armstrong Drug Store (“corner, main and 
Thomas sts.”) the “June German Headquarters.”291 Indeed, Douglas-Armstrong was an anchor 
not only of the block but of the June German experience. It was one of the businesses that stayed 
open throughout the evening, a place where you could “enjoy Gar-O-Ler ice cream” or a 
sandwich to fuel a night of dancing and drinking. 292 It was also a place, along with the Center 
Theater Smoke Shop (located a little over a quarter of a mile away in the heart of downtown,) 
that people could buy tickets for the June German. 293 The theater was not in Douglas Block and 
its location as a destination for ticket sales seems intentional. The advertisements for these 
tickets appeared in the white run Evening Telegram and clearly spoke to both white and Black 
consumers. The latter would purchase their tickets in Douglas Block, the former downtown. 
There was certainly a difference between attending to business at a place adjacent to Douglas 
Block, where many of the town’s biggest tobacco warehouses were. In fact, every one of the 
warehouses used for a June German was within a block or two of this central Black business 
district. For African American dancers, this must have seemed like a serendipity that heightened 
their own sense of celebration on a night when the town became decidedly and definitively 
Black. For white people—either as spectators at the “Colored June German” or as dancers at 
Friday night’s white German—being in this part of town and celebrating in the warehouses was a 
step removed from their usual inhabitation of the city. As I have argued here previously, Rocky 
Mount was in a category of cities set up to control and police the singular racial other of the early 
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twentieth-century south.294 Still, these spatial and social boundaries were transgressed 
frequently, motivated alike by a white investment in Black bodily pleasure and the geographic 
necessities of small town life. These kinds of proximate intimacies created a challenge to the 
easy contours of spatial segregation and informed a performance of the June German that 
increasingly represented the celebration of everyday Black pleasure.  
 
Broadcast and Promotion  
 
 For the first decade of its existence, the June German was operated by the local Elks 
club. 295Very little evidence of these first years was recorded, in part because regional Black 
newspapers had not yet reached their peak. More directly though, Rocky Mount just did not yet 
matter enough to warrant mention in anything other than the most local contexts. But, as both 
media and the population of Black Rocky Mount swelled, so too did its regional and national 
profile.  
 Through the advertising and newspaper coverage of the June German, African American 
businessmen were at once promoting their town to a growing Black audience, and promoting 
themselves to white townspeople. The June German then represented a shift in both African 
American celebratory culture and the way that culture was represented. Through a series of 
advertisements and a growing number of national connections, the promotional network of the 
June German broadcast a vision of celebration and festivity that established Rocky Mount as a 
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cultural hub for Black life. The importance then of the June German lay in part in its ability to 
make Rocky Mount matter nationally, and to make Black culture matter locally.  
 In the absence of broad coverage by regional African American papers, it was a white 
point of view on African American life that was most often circulated in Rocky Mount. That 
remained true even as the June German became a prominent regional dance attended by 
hundreds, and then thousands, of white spectators. In the late 1920s, as the German was 
increasingly covered in national Black newspapers, the Evening Telegram of Rocky Mount 
ignored the dance altogether. In 1926 for instance on the day after the German, the local 
newspaper proudly announced a gathering of “Klansmen from all over Eastern Carolina” 
planning to host a “mammoth parade and public session” in Rocky Mount the next month. 296 
The meeting of every chapter in the eastern part of the state would end the day with an assembly 
at “two local warehouses,” before embarking on a procession of “several thousand 
Klansmen.”297 This kind of mass entertainment, as I suggested in an earlier chapter, was 
precisely the sort of event that emerging African American celebratory culture was responding 
to. Likewise, it is during this period that Black performances transitioned away from an emphasis 
either on minstrelsy and an exaggerated caricature of Blackness, or performances intended solely 
for African Americans. Indeed, most of the few notifications and advertisements about African 
American led performances in Rocky Mount during these years were related to travelling shows 
like the Silas Green Minstrel show whose band was led by John Ivey of Rocky Mount.298 The 
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interest in both of these specific events suggests a white populace invested in the performance of 
Black bodies in ways that confirmed or amplified racial prejudice. Even the Klan rally, absent of 
any African American attendees, was evoking the specter of a kind of caricatured Blackness. At 
the same time, its presence in the news both symbolically and literally obliterated news of the 
Black June German even as its coincident celebration with the town’s Independence Day 
celebration legitimated the threat of racial terror as white celebration. The early promotional 
efforts of the June German had to reckon with the racist legacy of entertainment and celebration, 
and the persistent threat of harm.  
The promotion of the June German represented a two-pronged change in distribution and 
broadcast. Its prominence in the Southeast and nationally stemmed from the rise of Black 
newspapers aimed at African American consumers. In a sense, both the dance itself and the news 
of it are examples of a transregional sense of community being formed outside of the old 
geographic borders of Black life. But the June German also represents a change in white 
perception of African American celebratory culture. Promoters of the dance consciously 
cultivated audiences of white spectators. They did so partially to legitimate their dance and 
ensure their own profitability. Approval by white audiences effectively constituted tacit approval 
by authorities who were less likely to direct scrutiny, violence, and disruption at the celebration 
if it included hundreds of whites as nominal participants. Already, the majority of white 
newspaper coverage of the June German focused on public order—judging the crowds’ conduct 
or enumerating the number and type of arrests.299 But beyond the simple preservation of the 
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event and its profitability, the June German capitalized on the interest in Black bodies as 
spectacle to normalize African American people. The allure of famous national bands was part of 
the German’s draw, but white audiences also came to see the elaborate and massive dance moves 
undertaken by African American dancers, many of them their own neighbors from Rocky 
Mount. The simultaneous rise of these two different audiences suggests the increasingly complex 
changes in African American celebratory culture in the years before and immediately after the 
Second World War Both through technologies of distribution, and the recasting of spectacle and 
spectatorship, the June German emerged as an important example of the potential of such 
celebrations to redefine the meaning of Black life in the urbanizing South. 
More than a decade into its existence, the June German finally started receiving 
consistent coverage in the African American press. The Norfolk Journal and Guide, one of the 
most important African American newspapers in the South and Mid Atlantic, was entering its 
most prominent phase at this moment. Its content expanded to include community news and 
information from far outside of Norfolk. 300 As it did so, it became the default newspaper for 
African Americans in a variety of communities who otherwise failed to see their own names in 
print. Through this kind of recognition and legitimation, entire populations of Black people saw 
themselves as drawn into regional and national community. And in Rocky Mount, as elsewhere, 
this kind of detailed coverage legitimated their own forms of celebration, entertainment, and 
community. This capitalized on the past several generations of meaning making in Southern 
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cities. The potential of these places—which had drawn Black travelers and residents to them in 
increasing numbers since Emancipation—was finally being felt in newspaper accounts that 
validated their own sense of place. It simultaneously made places seem exceptional and equal: 
bigger cities like Norfolk and Richmond might have gotten more attention, but they shared the 
pages of the paper with Rocky Mount and even smaller communities like Hobgood and 
Chocowinity. Anywhere there were African American people within the reading area, their news 
was covered. If it did not make each of these cities exactly equivalent, it at least placed them in 
the same order. The urbanizing Black South then consisted of far more than the large cities that 
are most often the subject of scholarly work. Instead it was characterized by a kind of roving 
metropolitanism whose center could shift and expand from day to day. This kind of roaming 
sense of place resulted from a constant search for belonging and the entanglements between a 
South that was both homeplace and foreign country. Frequently and increasingly, the cultural 
center of the Black South was outside the region, in Baltimore or Philadelphia or Detroit. But 
these possibilities also meant that Rocky Mount could become, for one night, the center of Black 
Southern cultural life. There were no bigger dances, and for ten hours each year, Rocky Mount 
was the center of the Black Southern universe.  
Of course, it took several years of development and a smartly crafted public discourse to 
achieve these heights. In this early press, the June German was represented principally as a 
commercial activity. After the Elks stopped being responsible for the planning and promotion of 
the dance, Frank Lewis took it over. A longtime and devoted member of both the local Elks 
chapter and the national organization, Lewis was a dance promoter. Frank Lewis’s life also 
represents a kind of disjuncture between different kinds of official representation. In Black-
published newspapers, he is identified as a dance promoter, even when he is mentioned in social 
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articles outside the context of that profession. Clearly this is an identity that was both recognized 
and made to project. Likewise, when he was in white newspapers, almost always in 
advertisements that he himself placed, he was listed as a promoter. This was a kind of image 
crafting, a creation whose symbolic weight was also backed by the reality of his work arranging 
dances and other mass entertainments in Rocky Mount. Besides the yearly June German, which 
he promoted after 1930, Frank Lewis also sponsored several other entertainments throughout the 
year. His events were large affairs, hosting the likes of Cab Calloway and Fletcher Henderson in 
late summer tobacco warehouse dances.301 In 1932, when Cab Calloway and his band played 
Lewis’s end of summer dance in Rocky Mount, it was one of the very few single night 
engagements the band took that year. At nearly the height of their popularity, Calloway and his 
band spent most of the year at their residency in Harlem’s Cotton Club and the remainder of their 
time in week long stints in Pittsburgh, Washington, Boston, Chicago, and other large cities. 302 
Lewis was clearly a nationally recognized promoter and Rocky Mount an important destination. 
But beyond his own self-image, Lewis also appeared in more official records with a considerably 
more modest profile. Between 1930 and 1934, after he was already firmly established as a dance 
promoter, Lewis lived as a lodger in the home of Mabel and James Bailey. In 1930 he worked as 
a porter at the railroad station, while by 1934 he was employed as a janitor at the People’s Bank 
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and Trust Company in downtown Rocky Mount. 303 When he died in 1969, just a few houses up 
from his longtime rental at 418 Atlantic Avenue, he was still working as a janitor at the bank.304  
There was a significant disjuncture then between the roles Lewis played for a variety of 
publics. During His life suggests a growing change in the possibilities for African American 
people in Rocky Mount. While to some extent he remained tied to a job of low status and wages, 
he also clearly transcended that position both economically and socially. Neither was the ability 
to make money and cultivate status above one’s own station new to African American men like 
Frank Lewis. There is significant and direct precedent among the practices of minstrelsy, not to 
mention a whole host of other occupations during the colonial and particularly antebellum 
periods. What is new here though is the kind of connoisseurship that Lewis is cultivating among 
both white and African American audiences. His advertisements increasingly sold the idea of 
spectatorship to white audiences. In virtually each of the ads he sponsors after taking over the 
dance in 1930, and all of the Rocky Mount newspaper coverage, great care is dedicated to the 
white-friendly environment of the event. A 1932 article in the Evening Telegram is 
characteristically explicit, stating “ample provisions will be made for white people to see the 
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dance.” This announcement seemingly was designed to assure that “as in previous years...a 
larger number of white spectators will be present.”305  
I suspect that this was calculated less to help the June German succeed, and more to assure white 
readers that their presence at a Black event was socially appropriate. Frank Lewis continued 
along this same line in his advertising, emphasizing each year the number of seats for white 
spectators (eventually some 3,000) and the reduced cost for those choosing to view rather than 
dance (typically half the fee for dancers.) Around the June German then, there grew a culture of 
spectatorship that we cannot easily liken to historical precedents. 306 
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Early American forms of Black performance are the immediate historical antecedents to 
the June German, but they fail to account for the particular forms of spectatorship that we 
encounter in twentieth-century Rocky Mount. While the nominal draw of the dance was the 
ability to see increasingly important big band acts, newspaper accounts, advertisements, and 
other historical sources make clear that the musicians were not the sole and perhaps not even the 
primary attraction. Lewis was clearly a master salesman. His early 
advertisements were dominated by bold figure drawings, usually of the band 
set to play. His ads were unlike any others in the newspapers they appeared 
in. Even in Black and white newsprint they jump off the page. On at least 
one occasion, one of his advertisements featured a solitary drawn figure, 
whose identity was uncertain. I suspect that this was designed confusion for 
viewers who were expected to wonder if the anonymous figure dancing at a 
microphone was Jimmie Lunceford of Frank Lewis. The latter included his 
name first, in text as bold as that of the performer’s. Clearly, he was staking 
his claim as the primary figure behind the June German, and perhaps even 
one of its attractions. He was also an early adopter of photographic 
representations of the artists he brought to town, and his June German 
advertisements continued to be eye catching and attention grabbing. And 
though his success was unprecedented in Rocky Mount, it was not unmatched.  
In 1938, a second “Colored June German” sprung up. The promoter was Mack Riggsbee, 
the famous bandleader Kay Kyser’s “oldest friend” and chauffeur. 307 In its first year this rival 
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June German managed to also book 
one of the nation’s top acts. To 
compete with Lewis’s coup in 
hiring Jimmie Lunceford, Riggsbee 
brought in Willie Bryant, another 
of the country’s top bandleaders. 
Whereas Lewis’s ads were highly 
idiosyncratic and relied upon his 
reputation to sell his acts, Riggsbee 
used far more conventional styles. 
His early ads have plain block 
lettering, little illustration, and no 
mention of his name or other 
personal details. This was an 
attempt to cut down on the bravado and verve of Lewis and adhere more closely to the usual 
(white) standard of advertising for the paper. Riggsbee was clearly a canny advertiser. Whether 
through his experience working with Kay Kyser, or through his own observations of their shared 
hometown, he understood that an understated image was more likely to appeal to the many 
thousands of white spectators who could make his event a particular success. His ads very clearly 
resembled others in the local newspapers, and made a point to emphasize white spectatorship. 
Riggsbee’s early ads, like the 1938 one reproduced below, were often wordy almost to the point 
of being pedantic. But, as in this ad, they also played to white interests and white perceptions of 
African American culture. The advertisement suggests “Willie Bryant’s Music [will] fascinate 
Early Mack Riggsbee June German advertisement 
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and hypnotise you into a fancy, fantastic mood.” The dancefloor—a “glamorous setting—” is 
one that urges you to “bid farewell to all cares for a full night.”308 “Fascinate” and “hypnotise” 
read here as markers of exoticism. And this was clearly language directed at spectators, since 
both have a strongly observational quality. These words seem intended to distance Willie Bryant 
and the event more broadly from the everyday social interactions that marked Black and white 
contact in Rocky Mount. Instead, we have here a vaguely exoticized sense of participation by 
observation, a sense that mere act of being in the room was somehow transportative. But perhaps 
the more interesting ad copy here is the implied promise of the effects of the evening’s 
entertainment. The “fancy, fantastic mood” that causes you to bid “farewell to all cares for a full 
night,” is a clear invocation of oft-repeated tropes of Black life. Popular opinion, repeated often 
in a variety of popular media, held that African Americans were lazy, and pleasure seeking. The 
ubiquity of these images was such that in 1938, one of the aforementioned Frank Lewis ads 
actually appeared on the same page of the Rocky Mount Evening Telegram as the nationally 
syndicated comic strip “Sunflower Street.” Apparently intended principally for Southern 
audiences, the comic played on racist tropes for laughs.309This is just one example then of a 
much broader culture of casual racism that pervaded virtually every facet of southern life. The 
irony of course, particularly in Rocky Mount, was that it was Black labor propping up local 
economies. In Riggsbee’s ad though, we see a very clever use of these stereotypes, and 
particularly the unwarranted perceptions of laziness and leisure. His invocation to leave behind 
one’s cares for an evening is clearly meant to recall these tropes of Blackness and cast them in a 
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positive light. In effect then, the promise of the June German here is an adoption of all of the 
stereotypically positive aspects of being on the other side of the color line, without any mention 
of its negatives. Riggsbee launched his career as a promoter by carefully selling this image of 
carefree nights and a form of Black leisure distanced from the everyday by an exoticized and 
stereotyped presentation.  
 The rivalry between Lewis and Riggsbee continued for the next few years as each man 
strove to bring bigger and better acts to Rocky Mount for the June German. In a sign of Lewis’s 
particular reach and importance, it was the Pittsburgh Courier that most closely detailed the 
struggle between the two promoters. A 1939 article there claimed that “Frank Lewis is facing the 
promotional fight of his long and illustrious career” and was “meeting it with fists clinched and 
his flags waving high.” Lewis met the challenge of his rival who had “stepped out to bring in two 
famous name bands” by booking Andy Kirk to compete with Riggsbee’s duo of Jimmie 
Lunceford and Claude Hopkins.310 This escalated their promotional efforts; 1938 and 1939 were 
the high water mark for the number of June German advertisements in papers both local and 
regional. But the rivalry ended soon thereafter. In 1940, Riggsbee managed to bring Count Basie 
to town for the Rocky Mount. In all probability he had played there before as a member of Benie 
Moten’s orchestra in 1934, but he had since eclipsed virtually every other bandleader in the 
country in popularity and skill. 311 
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 The show was a massive success. The Norfolk Journal and Guide reported that 10,000 
dancers and spectators came to the dance.312 The Baltimore Afro-American reported 14,000. 
Whatever the truth of these numbers, inaccurate as they probably were, their legend only grew in 
coming years. In 1942, the Atlanta Daily World reported on the 1940 June German and inflated 
the numbers to a full 26,000: “on another occasion, the Count played for a dance at Rocky 
Mount, NC and packed a huge warehouse with 16,000 people. The National Guard had to be 
called out to keep order when 10,000 more” attempted to storm the entrance.313 Regardless of the 
veracity of any of the legends, it was clearly a record-breaking night. And for Frank Lewis, the 
end of his career promoting June Germans.  
 Riggsbee followed up his success with several crafty moves. He had apparently brought a 
team of friends and colleagues in to help plan. They went under the name of “the Rhythm Club,” 
and featured, among others, Navy Armstrong, as the “director of publicity.”314 Armstrong went 
on to write several highly praiseworthy and incredibly detailed accounts of the June German 
under his byline in the Norfolk Journal and Guide. It might also have been Armstrong who 
planted the story that Frank Lewis had been “allegedly backed by white capital” throughout his 
ten year run as promoter.315 It seemed an unlikely accusation, especially given Riggsbee’s own 
association with Kay Kyser and his nationwide promotional machine. Regardless of its truth, it 
certainly damaged Lewis’s reputation among the Black press who were no longer as friendly to 
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his interests as they had been in previous years. Perhaps the most cunning of Riggsbee’s moves 
though was an advertisement that he placed in the Rocky Mount Evening Telegram. Taking a cue 
from Lewis’s playbook, he took out a quarter-page ad, dominated by a large photograph. Rather 
than feature one of the performers, it was a close up profile picture of Riggsbee himself. He used 
the space to thank the many citizens of Rocky Mount who “took part in making the 23rd annual 
COLORED JUNE GERMAN the success that it was.”316 This was a stunning move, not least 
because this advertisement meant that the mostly white readers of the Telegram would be 
confronted prominently with a Black face in a paper that otherwise had virtually none. By 1940, 
the only pictures of African Americans that had appeared in the paper with any frequency were 
the June German performers themselves. With his photograph and with this advertisement, 
Riggsbee was clearly trying to associate himself with the June German in the eyes of the people 
of his town. Only broadly like his predecessor's attention grabbing copy—“Frank Lewis 
Presents”—Riggsbee was nonetheless seizing the spotlight. His gesture though was perhaps 
more respectable by contemporary standards. Rather than presenting himself as a figure of 
entertainment and leisure, Riggsbee was clearly performing as a community-minded 
businessman. In his side profile photograph, he is clad in a suit and tie. Staring off center in the 
manner of professional portraiture, Riggsbee is meant to be not an imposing or impressive figure 
but an utterly everyday one. The advertisement concludes with an emphasis of this community-
minded message, promising that part of “the proceeds of the dance” were used to make “a fine 
donation to Colored Scout Troop No. 61.”317 Riggsbee both moved the focus of the June German 
away from Frank Lewis and toward himself, and helped inaugurate a shift in interest and 
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spectatorship that carried over into the next several years, the most successful in its four-decade 
run. 
 
Intimacies of Proximity and the Politics of Spectatorship 
 
 Part of the draw of a city, even a small one like Rocky Mount, was its density. Though 
this may have heightened the intensity of scrutiny for Black people, cities also held the potential 
for the kind of cultural community demonstrated most fully in the thousands of June German 
attendees each year. This was born in part out of intimacies of proximity. Spatial nearness, 
especially when coupled with other forms of commonality like employment or ethnicity, can 
create a sense of community. But geographic overlap alone can also create particular forms of 
commonality or even intimacy. Indeed, it was the specter of interracial intimacies that governed 
much of the stringent policing of the color line. African American women were welcome to 
engage in the peculiar intimacies (implied in the very name) of working as “domestics” for white 
families. African American men on the other hand were categorically excluded from contact with 
white women, and in places like Rocky Mount, interacted mostly with white employers. Still, 
there was an inevitability to cross-racial contact. Segregation was a practice enacted principally 
in space and in response to the necessary intimacies of small city life where contact and 
interaction was an inevitability that white hegemony sought to regulate. Much of that was 
motivated by the exigencies of business in a city where African American labor powered each of 
its major industries, albeit in ways sometimes largely invisible. As I established above, the work 
of tobacco—both in fields and factories—was one dependent on this labor. The same was true of 
the railroads, or indeed of work at the town’s textile mills, still two decades away from 
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integration. 318 Fellow workers connected across race, however tentatively. But in the June 
German we see an encapsulation of these same intimacies. The June German was an event to 
both perform and resist the kind of relationships, and indeed the kind of longing, born out of both 
frequent interaction and the prohibitions against interracial mingling. In its yearly appeals to 
white spectators, the June German represented itself as a safe place to observe and appreciate 
Black performance. But as some contemporary commentators suggested, it was also a way to 
undermine the ills of spatial segregation and employ celebratory space as a liberatory practice.  
 Starting as early as the late 1920s, the so-called Colored June German was designed as an 
attraction for white spectators. A 1932 article, the first mention of the event in any Rocky Mount 
newspaper, was centered on “ample provisions...made for white people to see the dance.” The 
article suggests that this was a fairly common practice and that “as in previous years, it is 
expected that a large number of white spectators will be present.”319 In fact, it was through these 
ads targeted at white spectators that the Colored June German finally started to receive some 
inconsistent coverage in white newspapers. The paper reported a few days later, in what was 
otherwise a condescendingly brief article on the lack of disorder at the dance, that “a large 
number of white people attended the dances as spectators.”320 The number of spectators 
continued to grow so that eventually the “Special Section for White Spectators,” held seats 
numbering in the thousands.321 The newspapers sometimes seemed to echo the hyperbolic prose 
of the promoters in reporting these numbers. Different accounts claimed that  there would be 
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“seats for three thousand spectators” all  “running along side the picket fence bordering the 
dance floor” when Willie Bryant played the German in 1938. 322 By 1940, that number had been 
inflated to “approximately 8,000 seats for spectators.”323 Regardless of the actual numbers, the 
space for white spectators was an increasingly prominent part of promotional materials for the 
German. In equally large letters one year were the sponsoring organization’s name and a promise 
of a special section for the white audience: “Sponsored by the Rhythm Club Reserved Seats for 
White Spectators.”324 And presumably in response to crowded conditions in years past, a 1942 
ad promised “More Seats, More Room, More Comfort for Spectators.” 325  
 In effect, these were advertisements for a segregated experience, one that allowed whites 
to view the bands and dancers without actually interacting in any meaningful way. It promised a 
voyeurism of a sort. Some memories from the time though recall a slightly different reality. The 
saxophonist Maceo Parker grew up in nearby Kinston and recalls the means by which June 
Germans and other shows held in tobacco were segregated: 
But they would have a rope, like a big, thick rope like maybe from a ship or 
something [laughs], and have it in the center of the stage, down the thing, and 
then all the way to the back. They’d have Black people on one side, white 
people on the other side. 
And I, you know, remember as a kid saying, “I don’t understand this. What’s 
the difference in the rope? I don’t understand.” And then, you know, like this. 
[Demonstrates] This is the stage, and the rope is like this, all the way back, and 
then you’ve got white people over here, Black people over here. ... You know 
what I mean? And you’re listening at the same time.326 
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Parker here is commenting on the absurdity of this particular form of discrimination, what we 
might call a form of sonic segregation. He calls attention to the mechanics of the situation, 
suggesting that the attempts to regulate and differentiate the way spectators heard the music was 
as absurd as pretending that there was any sort of fixity in the more common forms of spatial 
segregation People were clearly hearing the same music, but had a markedly different experience 
of the event. Though the move toward accommodation for white spectators was largely 
advertised as an attraction, it ended up functioning as a performative critique of the means of 
segregation, if not necessarily it’s ideology.  
 It was largely under Mack Riggsbee’s management that the June German increasingly 
served white spectators as a way of observing the activities of their fellow, Black townspeople. 
This kind of spectatorship, rather than appealing entirely on the grounds of an exoticized and 
distant observation, was one premised more closely on something like a shared geographic 
commonality. No longer emphasizing only the long-travelling bands, the June German under 
Riggsbee increasingly focused on the dancers themselves. This was a move that redirected white 
scrutiny, perhaps paradoxically given the long history of white spectatorship of Black people, 
particularly in the southern United States. 327 Regardless of that fraught history, by the height of 
the June German’s three decade run in Rocky Mount, white spectators were coming in large part 
to view not just popular national bands, but the dancers themselves. Theirs then became a kind of 
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spectatorship of everyday celebratory culture. The performers of this yearly drama became the 
dancers themselves, Black people from both the immediate area and far-flung locales. In a sense 
this was a culmination of centuries of voyeuristic interest in even the most mundane details of 
daily actions of Black bodies. But it also reoriented this attention in ways that subtly undermined 
its intention.  
 This kind of interracial collaboration, even if unwitting, was a part of the June German 
from the beginning. This is evident most clearly in the repurposing of decorations from the white 
June German. Each year, “the same decorations and accommodations for spectators” were used 
from the Friday night dance. 328 The yearly descriptions of these decorations sometimes undercut 
white involvement, and suggested that news of and interest in the white German did not 
necessarily cross-racial lines in the same way as its counterpoint. A report about the decorations 
for the 1946 dance suggested it would “follow its customary practice of featuring the magnificent 
decorations which are put up each year by the Carolina Cotillion club, white,” but had to mention 
that they also held “a popular dance called the June German.” 329 Just as often though, the white 
June German seemingly undercut its Monday night doppelganger with decorations that subtly 
reinforced the Anglo-Saxon plantation nostalgia underlying the white June German.  
 Descriptions by Black newspapers tended to highlight the almost otherworldy 
characteristics of the transformed tobacco warehouse. By far the most utilized descriptor was 
“fairyland” or “fairy-like.” The Telegram used these words too, but they tended to be more 
specific in describing the individual themes of the decorations. One year’s decoration had “the 
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general effect...of an English garden.”330 Other years recreated “a peach orchard in blossom 
time” 331or festooned the warehouse with “thousands of miles of white streamers” with a massive 
white canopy overhead and “side walls treated in replica of out of door cafes, such as one sees in 
European countries.”332 Another recurrent motif saw the English garden theme of ivy, laurels,  
and picket fencing made more local by a row of “North Carolina’s long leaf pines...to wall off 
the dance floor.”333 These decorations all evoked a particular kind of nostalgia, one that pulled 
from a romanticized past and foregrounded the translation of European cultures to American 
landscapes. It is perhaps going too far to say that these were conscious evocations of the 
plantation era, though they meet the spirit if not the full letter of that time period. Certainly the 
scenes they envisioned for these balls were ones that represented an exclusionary past, however 
vaguely figured that was. Reinforcing this interpretation is the relationship between the two 
dances, with one article describing the Black June German as “intimately tied up with the destiny 
of the White June German.”334 The intimacy invoked here is key: it was the very perception of 
both intimacy and difference that informed the continued development of the June German as a 
space for white spectatorship and Black celebration. 
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By 1947, A.A. Morisey of the Journal and Guide observed, “the annual phenomena” of 
the June German “cannot be explained on the theory that the love of music played by name 
bands brings devotees from hundreds of miles around into the city for the one night event.” His 
many years’ attendance at the dance suggested that “many hundreds of white and colored come 
as spectators” to the dance each year to “sit hours on the uncomfortable bleachers watching the 
surging mass of dancers.”335 Morisey, the longtime bureau manager for the Journal and Guide, 
was an unusually incisive and thoughtful journalist.336 After the 1948 June German, he again 
wrote a long reflection on the dance where he tried to account for its meaning and significance to 
both white and Black audiences. The June German, Morisey opined, lets a “daytime oppressed 
human throw restrictions to the wind and easily lose himself under the various influences which 
are bountifully supplied.” Those influences “music, mobs of others in his same category, and 
even the admiring sanction of the crowds of white spectators” were ones that encouraged a single 
night of “reckless abandon.”337 He is invoking the carnivalesque, an understanding of the night’s 
events that is rooted in an inversion of societal order. Refining his thesis from the year before, 
Morisey suggests that the appeal to white spectators lies partially in a mostly uncritical 
spectatorship of Black celebratory life. Still, the “influences of the white spectators” was an 
important determining factor in the nights’ events. For Morisey, at least part of the importance of 
the June German was precisely because of its ability to force white spectators to adopt a 
temporary position of inequality. 
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These persons of the other race are temporarily relegated to a subordinate place 
behind the ropes where they must sit and watch while Negroes enjoy the complete 
freedom granted them by purchase of ticket which cannot be had for any price by 
the white spectator. Thus the self-styled ‘superior race’ suffers under an ‘inferior’ 
status and Negroes enjoy the experience of ‘separate but equal’ fantasy from the 
position of those who normally usurp the superior facilities and privileged 
American democracy allegedly insures.338 
 
Morisey’s scope is incredibly wide reaching. This brief passage contains both a condemnation of 
the persistent “fantasy” of equally provisioned segregation, and, implicitly, of the myth of 
equality through economic gain and respectability. Morisey’s description of a dance ticket 
“which cannot be had for any price by the white spectator,” clearly suggests a form of 
celebration incapable of commodification. This is a fascinating example since it is both symbolic 
and literal (Jim Crow segregation meaning that white spectators could not be on the same dance 
floor with Black dancers.) This is perhaps one of the few instances, as Morisey points out, where 
the rules of segregation actually work in the favor of African Americans. Perhaps ironically then, 
it is in this form of celebration that we can see the lie of segregation most clearly exposed, and 
something like the seeds of its destruction sown. The June German, whether through Riggsbee’s 
influence or its own natural evolution, evolved to the point where its continued existence 
functioned as a radical critique of the dominant white society in which it flourished.  
Morisey’s critique is all the more important for its having been included in a newspaper 
whose success relied in part on its fairly moderate tone.339 It also encapsulates much of the 
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importance of the June German in this period. As it changed promoters in the late 1930s and 
early 1940s, the dance manifested the competing visions of Lewis and Riggsbee. Lewis’s 
dance—characterized by forthright self-promotion and an emphasis on wild abandon—never 
really ceased. Instead, Riggsbee’s own promotional machine took over and made the dance’s 
public face one of orderly fun and service to community. This helped mask the almost riotous 
celebratory fun that occurred each June German evening, as the many thousands of dancers 
descended on Rocky Mount, keeping its streets alive with dancing, drinking, and music. Perhaps 
more importantly, as Morisey points out, the June German re-ordered white spectatorship. By 
separating white spectators from Black dancers, the dance’s segregation forced at least some 
unconscious awareness of the ills of Jim Crow onto its white spectators. It functioned as a kind 
of immersive commentary for local whites, though its efficacy is questionable. Perhaps most 
importantly, this change in spectatorship put attention more squarely on the dancers themselves. 
We have here again the disjuncture between rhetoric and reality: the big bands were pitched as 
the attraction, but it was seemingly the spectacle of the dancers that drew the most attention. 
Over a period years, the June German helped establish different forms of white spectatorship that 
both emerged from and helped alter everyday life in Rocky Mount. A simultaneous embrace and 
repulsion from African American celebratory culture, the June German brought white spectators 
toward a kind of identification with and longing for Black bodies dancing. We might see in these 
forms of spectatorship a longing for the imagined freedoms of Black life, with a simultaneous 
grounding in the physical structures of segregation. The audience then functioned as a kind of 
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performance of spatial segregation. Whites could prominently observe African American people 
dancing and long for their perceived freedom of movement, worry from cares, and other 
stereotypically racist formations. At the same time, white people were subject to, as Morisey 
writes, some small simulation of the spatial segregation that governed southern cities like their 
own. The experience and meaning of the city then was one subject to frequent changes. With 
frequently shifting rates and types of employment, and increasing levels of migration and 
remigration, a particular place could become a hub for Black life for a matter of a few hours. As 
African Americans began rejecting the staled promises of the southern city in large groups, they 
dealt still with the tensions between home and away, between making a place for themselves in 
the South and rejecting outright a place whose white culture had sought to obliterate Blackness. 
That it would be, in part, the appeal of Black culture to white consumers that helped point out the 
absurdities of structures of racial inequality is perhaps expected, given the previous seventy-five 
years of cultural appreciation and appropriation that I have outlined here. But ultimately the June 
German, along with other forms of celebratory mobility, is important because it represents a full 
expression of southern, Black, cultural power. June German celebrants were remaking Rocky 
Mount into one of the hubs of southern life for an evening, and in so doing, reordered the urban 
space they had sought to change since Emancipation.  
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Conclusion: Black History and Memory on North Carolina’s Streets 
 
The four horseman rode down Main Street in single file. Their horses walked steadily 
through the abandoned streets, moving calmly past abandoned storefronts and empty sidewalks. 
When they reached an intersection, all four riders stopped at the red light, lining up by twos. No 
cars passed through the intersection while they waited. As the light turned green, their horses 
ambled through the intersection and the riders glanced briefly at me, the only other person in 
sight, before they rode slowly by, further into the heart of the city.  
 That apocalypse-invoking scene took place in downtown Rocky Mount on a Saturday in 
January 2015. I was there visiting the local library and in the hopes of finding June German 
ephemera. I came downtown looking for what turned out to be a closed antiques store that  
nonetheless occupies almost an entire city block. The store is situated on Main Street, amid what 
used to be a bustling commercial center for eastern North Carolina. Two generations ago, these 
streets would have been filled with weekend shoppers; farmers come to town and industrial 
workers just finished with their shifts. As if mocking its surroundings or evoking the potential of 
another time, one display window of the storefront held an oversized sign declaring Rocky 
Mount an “All America City.” The sign, from 1969, is a full eight feet high and only lightly 
faded even after years outdoors and in a light filled shop window. In a carefully curated display, 
it is surrounded by pamphlets, ribbons, and other memorabilia from Rocky Mount. In 1969, this 
was a bustling if declining city, recognized for its “significant achievements emphasizing the 
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areas of human relations, education, housing, recreation, and job placement.”340 Absent are 
similar materials from 1999, the second year Rocky Mount received this designation. Perhaps 
those were materials that did not fit the category of antiquity, particularly in a shop assembled 
over many years and lying mostly dormant for another long period. Or maybe those signs and 
ribbons from 1999 evoked a too painful recent past. That contemporary history was one marked 
alike by the potential of plans like the Carolinas Gateway Partnership or the Rocky Mount-
Edgecombe-Nash Education Cooperative, the closure of the town’s major textile mill and many 
of its tobacco warehouses and factories, and the devastation wrought by Hurricanes Floyd and 
Fran.  
 I evoke this urban landscape not to revel in its peculiar, shambling former grandeur, but 
rather to suggest the tension between failure and potential that the city represents. The recent past 
of Rocky Mount, as represented in both local and national media is a grim one. Frequent 
sensationalist reports on the city’s high murder rate are countered elsewhere by even more 
numerous positive messages about policing initiatives and recent reductions in the crime rate. 341 
That positive attention is not repeated in national stories, as exemplified in Robert Draper’s 2010 
GQ profile, “The Lost Girls of Rocky Mount.” Here, Draper writes about a string of murders 
dating back more than a decade, and evokes Rocky Mount not so much as a place but as a 
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generic stand in for the vanished potential of urban, Black America. It is “raggedy and faded” 
like a newspaper clipping of one of the early murders, filled with “drab streets” a “once proud 
[city] gone utterly to seed” and in the poverty of its current situation, lacking “something else in 
the community's soul that economists are at a loss to quantify.”342 For all of its purple prose, 
Draper’s profile is one of the few that even begins to represent the city’s structural problems. 
Those result from a combination of factors, many rooted in the historical exclusion of African 
Americans from access to city services and infrastructure, and to many of the jobs that created a 
white middle class there. As those industries began failing or moving away from Rocky Mount, 
African Americans too increasingly vacated the city. That tension between building cultural and 
social infrastructure and leaving Rocky Mount and the South for the surer promise of 
employment and community in the northern industrial states is precisely the context that I 
analyze in my chapter on the June German.  
 I revisit the forms and spaces of my earlier case studies in order to recontextualize the 
existing spatial and cultural context for African American public celebratory cultures in North 
Carolina and the South. I began with a survey of the freedom festival of Juneteenth, which has 
recently replaced more localized traditions of emancipation celebrations. This displacement, I 
suggest, is born of a growing interest in the traces of African American celebratory culture in the 
urban South and influenced by the erasure of much of the material or social memory of these 
events. In the following section, I examine the memory of Jonkonnu in a twenty-first century 
context. Through an ethnographic study of Jonkonnu’s reinvention and revival in a North 
Carolina tourist enclave, I suggest the ways in which celebratory culture has been commodified 
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for the aims of tourist and service economies. Jonkonnu’s reinvention in New Bern, North 
Carolina can serve as an example of Black history repurposed, and of the ways in which 
contemporary development commodifies local history and memory. Taken together, these 
contemporary updates suggest an uneven memory of the African American celebratory past. 
Marked by a tension between erasure and often uncritical revival, these studies characterize a 
sense of place that largely omits space for Black celebration and pleasure. In this, I suggest, there 
is a concretization of old patterns turned into structural omissions and exclusions. As ever, the 
place of African American celebration in the southern city is one marked by the tension between 
local opportunity and abandonment.  
Juneteenth, North Carolina, and the Radical Politics of Festivity 
 
On June 15, 2013 Bob Zellner headlined the Juneteenth celebration in Elizabeth City, 
North Carolina. The veteran civil rights activist came as a last minute addition to the program 
and at the recommendation of its cancelled keynote speaker, Reverend William Barber, the vocal 
activist-leader at the helm of North Carolina’s NAACP. Zellner launched into his speech, an 
invective against the regressive politics of the North Carolina Republican party, from an 
historical, secular framework. Gone were the softening scriptural references, rhythmic cadence, 
and other familiar appeals to religious authority that marked Barber’s own attacks on the G.O.P 
governor and legislature. Zellner’s frame of reference was the Civil Rights Movement of the 
1960s and 1970s and true to form, he blasted statewide leaders with that vernacular, dubbing 
North Carolina’s governor “‘George Wallace McCrory” after the notorious segregationist 
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Alabama governor of the Civil Rights era.343 Then state budget director Art Pope and the state 
legislature also received Zellner’s scorn. He dubbed them generally as “‘Ku Klux Klan 
minded.’” 344 The reaction to Zellner’s speech was predictable, with the local Daily Advance 
reporting an apology from the head of the nonprofit that organized the event345 and making an 
editorial comment on the usefulness of good preparation in choosing an invited speaker for an 
event.346  
The event did not, as it perhaps might have, become fodder for conservative news media 
or get much play outside the city of 18,000 people. Indeed, it is exceptional mostly as a pointed 
example of an increasingly similar pattern of celebration across the country. In the past fifteen 
years, Juneteenth has become a nationwide celebration of freedom, appearing in the wake of the 
multiple generations of absence of Emancipation Day and other celebrations of freedom, and 
building on a renewed interest in the potential of Black history to aid in community development 
and progress. These newly remade celebrations are seeking to capitalize on the same promises 
inherent in the emergence of African American celebratory culture more than a century and a 
half ago. They do so now in a broadened regional context, understanding that issues for African 
American southerners are, increasingly, issues for Black people throughout the country. There is 
an acknowledgement of the importance of the history that undergirds this celebration, but it is 
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overshadowed by the continuing necessity of a date to openly celebrate freedom and call for full 
legal and social equality. 
Juneteenth emerged as one of several iterations of Emancipation Day celebrations in the 
years immediately following the Civil War. As two scholars studying the recent spread of 
Juneteenth celebrations suggest, “at least fifteen dates have been used to celebrate the end of 
slavery” in the United States.347 William Wiggins, the principle scholar of Juneteenth 
celebrations in their original geographic context, identifies the four most prominent of these 
dates being commemorated. The dates—May 9, 1862; September 22, 1862; January 1, 1863; 
June 19, 1865—are, respectively, the announcement of freedom for all people in South Carolina, 
Georgia and Florida; the announcement of the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation; the 
issuing of the Emancipation Proclamation; and the reading of General Order Three to those still 
enslaved in and around Galveston, Texas.348 We could add to these April 16, the officially 
recognized holiday that commemorates the end of slavery in Washington, D.C.349 But it was 
from the last of the dates Wiggins identifies, the reading of General Order 3 in the remote port of 
Galveston, that Juneteenth was born. 
In its earliest iteration, Juneteenth was a Texas celebration, though it quickly spread to 
nearby states, particularly Arkansas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma.350 Both permanent and 
temporary migratory flows between these states allowed for its easy spread in the immediate 
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region. This early spread saw many of Juneteenth’s seemingly foundational traditions cemented. 
The orthodox celebration of Juneteenth was a relatively broad one: well-dressed people serving 
and eating massive, communal spreads of barbecue, fried fish, and other seasonal bounty always 
accompanied by red soda and some form of athletic or musical performance. According to 
Wiggins, many of the earliest of these celebrations were rooted in African American churches 
who sponsored and ran the events as a complex mixture of celebration, charity, and official 
piety351 As time went on though, a secular tradition emerged and began to predominate and 
Juneteenth became, in the words of one of Wiggins’s interviewees, “‘a goodtime thing.’”352 This 
differs somewhat from the development of Emancipation Day that I charted earlier in both its 
more seemingly linear development into a secular celebration and in its longevity and 
persistence. Wiggins, Kachun, and others who write about Juneteenth do not speculate about 
why this might be, or why Juneteenth has so recently slipped its regional bounds and become a 
nationwide celebratory festival. Absent too are reflections on the difference between celebrating 
freedom and emancipation. Emancipation was hardly an abstract concept, especially not for the 
first two generations of African Americans that spread its celebration throughout the South and 
beyond. It was rooted in very recent histories of enslavement, and continually expressed in the 
various states of unfreedom which characterized a significant portion of Black life in the period. 
The end of these celebrations, at least in the data I have collected about North Carolina, seems to 
stem largely from demographic changes. Many accounts of these celebrations invoke large 
crowds, composed of celebrants hailing “from the rural districts as well as those in town.”353 
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Emancipation Days, and the towns and cities that held them, served as centers of celebratory life 
for a community that came together infrequently and stretched across the boundaries of 
individual towns and into the surrounding counties. 354 I suspect that the broader loss in 
population led to the downscaling and cessation of many Emancipation Day celebrations. It’s 
likely too that the temporal distance from enslavement made the celebrations less potent, 
particularly for younger people who understood the depths of its importance only through 
community memory. Regardless of the reasons for its end in twentieth-century North Carolina, 
its revival in the twenty-first speaks to the changing nature of that community memory and of 
interest in more abstract expressions of freedom, as opposed to the living memory of 
emancipation. 355 
Unlike the most common date for Emancipation Days in the nineteenth century (January 
1), Juneteenth occurs during the summer, which allows for all sorts of outdoor events and 
recreation to be part of the celebration. And, perhaps more importantly, it is only a few shorts 
weeks away from July 4th, the similarly colloquial (though perhaps less creative) name given to 
Independence Day in the United States. This has meant that Juneteenth is often interpreted in the 
context of July 4th and held up as a celebration of the fulfillment of the promise of freedom for 
African Americans. As Hume and Arcenaux report, Juneteenth is often posited not as a 
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replacement for Independence Day but as “‘America’s second Independence Day.’”356 The roots 
of searching for a replacement for the ironies and indignities of July 4th for African Americans 
go back at least as far as Frederick Douglass’s early articulation of that idea,357 but Juneteenth is 
not a direct corollary to Independence Day. Indeed, despite the occasional appeal to or 
valorization of the ideals of independence in the discourse around Juneteenth, the holiday has 
transitioned away from celebrating both emancipation and independence, focusing instead the 
creative energy of organizers and celebrants on freedom. If the distinction between these three 
abstractions seems arbitrary, the weight of evidence in the many newspaper accounts about 
Juneteenth practices suggests otherwise. Rather than commemorating a single moment—either 
of emancipation or of independence—these events focus on freedom as an ideal applied at 
multiple levels and continually sought after. By using the framework of a temporally bound, 
recurring event, the organizers and participants in Juneteenth celebrations explode the notion that 
a single event can have the kind of unitary or fixed meaning that older celebrations of 
emancipation (and present-day celebrations of independence) have. 
 This theme of freedom as a kind of addition or even corrective to independence and 
emancipation is omnipresent in the accounts of local Juneteenth celebrations. Antonia Scott, the 
Juneteenth committee secretary for Jacksonville North Carolina, summarized the importance of 
the event she planned for that year as pushing for "awareness and knowledge of progressing 
freedom.”358 Erlinda Dobson, the minister of St. Julia AME Zion Church who was also 
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interviewed for the story elaborated on Scott’s meditations on freedom. Dobson suggested that 
the celebration would “drive home the idea of freedom in all areas in one’s life” and that she and 
other female participants in leadership roles for the ceremony would serve as examples for 
women still disadvantaged with unequal pay and opportunities in both the workplace and in 
society more broadly.359 This is an expansive, even activist version of freedom that utilizes the 
occasion of celebration not for reinforcement but for the enactment of change. Other celebrations 
emphasizing freedom, and the links between freedom and Independence Day, abound throughout 
the state. One need only examine the frequent occurrences of “freedom” in the newspaper 
articles reporting on the events to see the connection being made repeatedly. Articles in the 
Chapel Hill News reported that local celebrations were “celebrating freedom,” while attendees in 
Durham were “honoring freedom.”360 And those who attended the celebration at the Stagville 
Plantation historic site were part of a Juneteenth event subtitled “Forever Free.”361 
 But the most telling of any of these accounts is the one from Durham, North Carolina’s 
2010 Juneteenth. The journalist writing about the festival, Cliff Bellamy, recounted the Unity 
March that began the event and that explicitly repurposed the language and performative forms 
of the Civil Rights movement. Bellamy writes that the marchers “made their way from N.C. 
Mutual Life Insurance and down Chapel Hill Street to West Main and finally to CCB Plaza on 
Corcoran Street, where the day's main Juneteenth events were held.” As they walked, some of 
the marchers began a chant of defiance taken directly from the civil rights playbook:  “‘ain’t 
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gonna let nobody turn me around.’” And, as they reached the Plaza and the throng of people 
already enjoying the festivities, the leader of the march led everyone in a chant of his own 
devising, intoning repeatedly “‘Juneteenth, we're here to stay. Juneteenth, Independence 
Day.’”362 Like the comments of Antonio Scott and Erlinda Dobson, the chant uses the 
vocabulary of civil rights, and seeks not just to repeat generic messages but instead to advance 
new ones. Indeed, these interactions between celebratory and protest cultures suggest not just a 
sense of overlap, but also of mutual influence. The Juneteenth celebrants here are able to absorb 
the influence of Civil Rights that undoubtedly played a huge influence in many of their lives. We 
might see these celebrations as one example of the way that memory of the Civil Rights 
movement has come to serve as one of the principal forms of secular African American culture, 
filling in the gaps left by a variety of socialities that I have discussed here.  
 Implicit here is a more specific critique of African American society and the tendency of 
many of its movements to exclude or marginalize women. 363 And though none of the articles 
mention this pattern explicitly, anecdotal evidence seems to suggest that the vast majority of 
planners and initiators of Juneteenth events are women. In addition to the women briefly profiled 
above, there have been a couple of articles every year for the past dozen years about Phyllis 
Coley, the longtime organizer of Durham’s main Juneteenth celebration. Though exceptional in 
her longevity and coverage, Coley is typical of most Juneteenth organizers. Juneteenths in 
Greensboro, Winston-Salem, Jacksonville, Rocky Mount, Asheville, and Wilmington are all 
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planned by women. This suggests that women are using Juneteenth to carve out new forms of 
leadership for themselves. By capitalizing on both the default gendering of cultural work as well 
as the potential of culture to do radical work, these organizers are expanding both the purview of 
Juneteenth and its potential for individuals and communities. That it would be pegged to a 
performative vocabulary of civil rights protest suggests both the longevity of those forms, and 
the absence of other secular forms of public culture to borrow from. In part then, this new 
celebratory culture speaks powerfully to the absence of a localized usable past of African 
American public celebratory culture. This absence exists in part because of outmigration, but 
those moves, as well as the erosion of Black communities in southern cities, are inextricable 
from the planned destruction of African American neighborhoods as part of urban renewal. 
Freedom then has become the organizing principle of the form of celebration that has 
largely replaced Emancipation Day. The way that broader principle is articulated suggests a 
celebratory form seeking to adapt to the realities of Black life and health in southern cities. In my 
survey of Juneteenth accounts from the past two decades, there were several common elements 
repeated frequently: food vendors, song or dance performances, contests of various sorts, 
sermons, or talks, the reading of the Emancipation Proclamation, pageants, and 3-on-3 basketball 
tournaments. But by far the most predominant element of Juneteenths was a community health 
clinic or lecture on health care education. From makeshift clinics for disease testing, to talks and 
literature on forms of disease that commonly afflict medically and economically underserved 
communities, almost every single event emphasized improvements to physical health and well-
being and access to medical care for underserved populations. A far cry from the overladen 
feasts chronicled in many earlier celebrations, this community medical focus serves as a direct 
counterpoint to the sort of simple festivity that we associate with excessive consumption of food 
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and drink. In this way then, the organizers of Juneteenth festivals are both actively responding to 
stereotypical perceptions of festivity and to persistent health crises among many African 
American populations.  
The clearest example of this emphasis on well-being comes from Phyllis Coley, the 
founder and long-time organizer of Durham, North Carolina’s Juneteenth celebrations. Durham’s 
2008 celebration was one given additional energy by the candidacy of Barack Obama for the 
presidency, but the most enduring image of the day was the long lines streaming from the area 
where medical practitioners were on hand to screen for high blood pressure, glaucoma, HIV, 
diabetes, and other illnesses. The newspaper articles make the connection between cultural 
heritage and physical health explicitly: “For Phyllis Coley, the organizer and founder of the 
event, health testing and learning about one's heritage is what Juneteenth is all about. ‘ I am 
happy if one person finds out they don't have glaucoma or 20 people find out they don't have 
HIV.’”364 Accounts of other Juneteenth health fairs and clinics are less vociferous but no less 
central in importance to the celebrations. Clear across the state, in the largely white, tourist 
enclave of Asheville, the Juneteenth celebration was likewise rooted in a community health 
model. Springing from a Healthy Living Program started by the event’s sponsor, the Women’s 
Wellbeing and Development Foundation, the event sought to recapture the spirit of former 
community celebrations in the largely African American public housing project, Hillcrest.365 
Like so many of the other Juneteenths, the one in Asheville was doing a very particular kind of 
memory work that involved a callback to mostly-vanished community events from the past. It 
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updated those events with a new focus on healthy living and through the almost infinitely 
adaptable framework of Juneteenth. The instrumental function of Juneteenth then is to allow for 
adaptation and betterment in the guise of celebration and festivity, or put more generously, the 
redefinition of what constitutes a celebration. And while health was the most prevalent theme at 
these events it was certainly not the only explicit example of an event designed with the 
improvement of the African American community in mind. One early article about Juneteenth in 
North Carolina suggests as much, with an account of a group of “black businessmen in 
Greensboro” who thought of the idea of holding a Juneteenth celebration in 1995 to “give back 
to their community.”366 While also profiling other early contemporaneous Juneteenths in 
Wilmington and Charlotte, the author of the newspaper article suggests “today’s Juneteenth 
events are as likely to be sponsored by a business group, a church, or a museum as a family or 
neighborhood, the way it once was in Texas.” And because of (or perhaps sometimes in spite of 
this public organizational effort,) “they often focus on self-improvement or youth empowerment, 
including job fairs or health information tables.”367 In the more than fifteen years since that 
article—the first to report Juneteenth celebrations in North Carolina—was published, this focus 
on multiple kinds of community health has only increased. To illustrate that point, we can return 
again to Phyllis Coley, still plugging away at the planning and execution of her yearly event. In 
the most recent of what has become a yearly profile, Coley dubbed the Durham event “‘a party 
with a purpose.’”368 Elaborating on that theme, she talked about her own upbringing in Southside 
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(one of Durham’s poorest neighborhoods and an area that Coley dubs “‘the ghetto’”) and her 
ability to use Juneteenth “‘to be able to give this back to [her] community.’”369 In some ways we 
could read this as a reiteration of the familiar bootstrap narrative, but it bears further scrutiny 
because this is coming from a woman who has served as a grassroots organizer for this 
celebration. What we can see in Juneteenth’s arrival and spread then is a new iteration of old 
narratives, a celebration adapted to the perceived needs of Black communities today. In this way 
then the universalized tradition of Juneteenth has been adapted to local needs, regardless of its 
origins or the concerted campaign to make it an official holiday. In a sense, we can see this as 
stemming from the erosion of some regional manifestations of Black culture, celebratory forms 
like Juneteenth or Jonkonnu that fell victim to white pressure and Black migration. 
Jonkonnu’s Revival and the Business of History 
 
 After Jonkonnu’s obliteration in Maggie Washington’s Wilmington, the procession went 
unperformed for decades, becoming a subject for mid twentieth-century slavery nostalgia among 
some white elites. Included in that number were a group in 1938 New Bern who briefly talked of 
reviving a whitewashed version of the practice, with every member of the procession coming 
from one of the city’s elite white families. 370 Though that performance was a one off, best 
understood as part of a long fascination with and appropriation of African American 
performative culture, it nonetheless set a precedent for re-creation of Jonkonnu that would be 
built upon sixty years later. In the intervening decades New Bern became a tourist capital. 
Relying upon its past as the first permanent colonial capital of North Carolina, New Bern remade 
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itself as an early heritage tourism destination. Rebuilt and opened to the public in 1959, Tryon 
Palace serves as a centerpiece of both the twentieth-century colonial nostalgia embedded in 
places like Colonial Williamsburg, and of New Bern’s own remaking of itself to comply with 
that impulse toward commodification and celebration of an exclusive past. This has turned New 
Bern into a paradoxical place. On one hand, the town openly celebrates a moneyed colonial past, 
with dozens of buildings restored to eighteenth-century standards by the staff of Tryon Palace, 
and many more serving as private homes for wealthy residents. It is a town of bed and 
breakfasts, cozy shops and restaurants, and lots of people employed to cater to tourists. New 
Bern’s shift to a tourist hub then is also a shift to a service economy, one that benefits 
enormously from the confluence of low wage labor and tourist dollars.  
 The boom in colonial interpretation made Tryon Palace a success for several decades. By 
the 1990s though, they were looking to expand their interpretation beyond the lives of the 
colonial elite. In what I would characterize as a plan that would both broaden their interpretation 
and attract more, diverse visitors, Tryon Palace administrators began tasking their employees 
with research and interpretation of African American history.371 This came as part of a larger 
transformation of both Tryon Palace and other historic sites who were placing a new “emphasis 
on targeted marketing towards African American audiences, a group that has historically been 
under-represented as visitors at Tryon Palace.”372 The suggestion to re-create and interpret 
Jonkonnu in particular came from Simon Spalding, a white staff member deeply versed in early 
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American music, but not specifically African American culture. According to grant proposals 
and other materials I viewed in the archives at Tryon Palace as well as an interview with 
Spalding, he researched Jonkonnu from the few antebellum sources available and then based his 
script for the event on those accounts. None of the history he researched found tangible links 
between New Bern or Tryon Palace and the performance of Jonkonnu. Accordingly, Spalding 
and others used the descriptions of the most complete antebellum source, Edward Warren’s A 
Doctor’s Experience in Three Continents, to make costumes and a program for the celebration. 
Spalding also “researched African American songs collected in New Bern...in the 1860s, 
elsewhere in North Carolina during the Civil War, and from sailors during the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries.”373 The program he created relied heavily on those songs whose 
melodies he had repurposed to “compose verses...similar in style and content to the songs sung in 
modern Jamaican celebrations.”374 In other words, the program devised for Jonkonnu’s debut 
performance at Tryon Palace was one cobbled together from a variety of sources, many of them 
historically and geographically anachronistic.  
 To complicate matters further, the first time Jonkonnu was performed at Tryon Palace, in 
2000, it was with Spalding wearing the costume of the “ragman,” a stock figure in some versions 
of Jonkonnu who is elaborately costumed. Spalding’s face was covered over with a mask, but the 
performance felt uncomfortably like blackface performance to Spalding and other 
participants. 375 Perhaps conscious of the incongruity of a largely and historically white 
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institution representing African American culture in a largely Black town, administrators turned 
the event over to Sharon Bryant, then a newly hired administrative assistant. 376 Under Bryant’s 
leadership, Jonkonnu has become a crucial part of Tryon Palace’s public identity, and a hallmark 
of its annual Christmas celebrations. Tryon Palace Christmas events draw thousands of people to 
New Bern to enjoy the hushed splendor of a candlelit Christmas, one that purports to represent 
the holiday celebrations of a distant past. Candlelit tours of the governor’s mansion transport 
visitors to “1781, a year caught in the middle of the Revolutionary War.”377 The celebration 
focuses on the promise of independence for colonial North Carolina, with costumed interpreters, 
hot cider, and carols for every paying visitor to the past.  
 In marked, and conscious contrast to this fairly sedate affair is Jonkonnu. Each year there 
are two performances of it in the context of the Christmas celebration. These performances 
consist of the whole troupe of performers, sometimes stretching to a couple of dozen with the 
many children trained for the occasion during summer sessions at the site. The main group 
though is constituted two or three terms during the year and consists both of long-term Tryon 
Palace employees and a wide variety of volunteers who sometimes receive a small stipend for 
taking multiple days off of work to participate. They show up in the late afternoon to get in 
costume and do last minute practice. Sharon Bryant wrangles children and parents while 
preparing herself for her central role in the performance. As it starts to get dark, a crowd stakes 
out the street corners outside the imposing wrought iron gates that lead to the palace itself. I am 
told multiple times by employees I interview that Jonkonnu is confined to the boundaries of the 
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park itself because it does not fit with the time period being interpreted. Regardless of motive or 
intent, this decision has the function of pushing Jonkonnu to the margins of the celebration. But 
it does allow a crowd, initially comprised of many friends and family members of the 
performers, to gather without paying the special admission price for the event. The performance 
itself begins at 6:00 with the town crier, a position foreign to historical Jonkonnu but serving as 
an important framing device here. From her shouted introduction, the whole group emerges from 
a nearby Tryon Palace property, marching and dancing in procession to the beat of four drums 
and behind the leadership of the rag man and the fancy man. These two characters are a 
concession to historical figures, as is the brief exchange with a man in colonial garb standing on 
the front porch of the restored George W. Dixon house on Pollock Street. After he hands over a 
few coins, the troupe performs half a dozen numbers, some with the crowd participating by 
dancing, giving money, or singing along. After their final number, the group recesses back into a 
nearby house for an hour’s break before their next performance. They keep up this schedule of 
two successive performances over two weekends and the next, before hanging up their costumes 
and drums until the next year. A reduced version of the troupe usually performs a handful of 
times over the intervening year, but the full performances are limited to these few nights. 
Performances concluded, the celebrants return to their day jobs as gardeners, cooks, and museum 
administrators.  
 These performers are eager to talk about Jonkonnu and its meaning to them. Lee Teal, 
one longtime volunteer, spoke to me about having to go to Tryon Palace (or “the palace” as 
many locals and employees refer to it,) every year as a student, to walk through the grand house 
and see the same costumed interpreters with the same carefully-rehearsed stories. And he’s 
conscious that Jonkonnu is a similar recreation and not an unproblematic one. Lee said that when 
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he first started, he “was kind of embarrassed, wondering why was I jumping up and down, acting 
foolish.”378But while he’s still skeptical of many of the performative elements, likening them to a 
sort of minstrelsy, Lee now thinks that Jonkonnu is important, a way to connect in place to a 
broader history of African American celebration, defiance, and liberation. Others likewise 
express its personal and communal importance, while downplaying the measure of historic 
realism that serves as the metric of quality at historic sites like Tryon Palace. Keith McClease, 
one of the founders of the Jonkonnu troupe, reflected on this issue immediately before he was 
due to go out and perform Jonkonnu for his fourteenth year: 
People come into the thing because it’s a family 
oral tradition 
that they don’t want to stop 
 
It’s 
a thing like Kwanzaa 
where somebody thought of or created something. 
But this was real. 
Dealing with real people in a real time and real pain.379 
 
McClease is acknowledging at once the constructed nature of their current Jonkonnu 
performance, and its very real precedents, both historically and in terms of more recent invented 
traditions that serve important community functions. Sharon Bryant too affirms the importance 
of Jonkonnu for people in New Bern, and it serves as perhaps the central piece of her role as 
African American outreach coordinator for the historic site. She works with schools, churches, 
community colleges, clubs, and virtually every other institution of social and cultural life in New 
Bern to recruit performers and audiences for Jonkonnu every year. Bryant then is repositioning 
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(or perhaps positioning for the first time) Jonkonnu as one of the centers of Black cultural life in 
New Bern. It’s a conscious re-creation and invention of tradition, and one that we might see as 
serving many of the chief purposes of community building that the historical practice of 
Jonkonnu enacted.  
 Perhaps the most historically accurate part of the present day Jonkonnu performance is its 
expression of place. The yearly performance takes place outside the gates of the palace, 
intentionally marginalizing it from the usual operations of the site. It’s easy to see the parallels 
between this designed marginality and the regulations that saw Jonkonnu in turn of the twentieth-
century Wilmington likewise confined to a particular data, time, and area. At Tryon Palace, it 
suggests the way in which narratives of the African American past have been appended to their 
interpretive plan but made, literally, marginal. There are broader implications for the city of New 
Bern as well. In its remaking of itself as a heritage oriented tourist city, much of the historic 
downtown has been preserved or remade to appeal to those visitors. But in the carefully crafted 
city, there are still vestiges of the poverty and inequality that is equally a part of the experience 
of contemporary New Bern. If you drive into the city on Pollock Street, the first marker of 
downtown New Bern is Trent Court, a public housing community built in the 1940s and 
1950s.380 Just beyond the end of the housing community, behind a tall hedge on one side and the 
aforementioned wrought iron gate on the other, is Tryon Palace. Separated by fewer than fifty 
yards, these two sites suggest the reality of opportunity and progress in New Bern. In some ways 
they are both manifestations of the same changes, a city that relies more on more on tourist 
dollars to fuel an economy based primarily in service. Whether that work is at the restaurants 
downtown, the less fancy chain restaurants along highway 70, or at the gift shops and historic 
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houses of Tryon Palace, it is in service of a vision of a past that is dominated by whiteness. The 
power of this Jonkonnu performance comes in part then from its performance in this interstitial 
space, directly on the strip of land that unites these two competing built representations of New 
Bern as a city.  
 Both are entangled in the economies of service and tourism. Each also each represent a 
piece of the city’s present and future filtered through different understandings of its past. Tryon 
Palace serves as the symbol of the city as it is now, a palatial representation of an exclusive past 
commodified for tourist dollars. Trent Court is more complicated. The complex was built in the 
same years as the palace. As one portion of New Bern was looking to a version of its past for a 
way forward, the building of this public housing implicitly acknowledged the deep racial and 
class inequalities that are at least as fundamental a part of the history of this place. They are two 
versions of the city’s future wrought in the 1940s and 1950s, and they have coalesced into a 
contemporary city obsessed with the idea of its own past. That fundamental obsession also gave 
rise to Jonkonnu in its present iteration. This new form uses the same vocabulary and ideology of 
New Bern’s history soaked landscape, one that celebrates history that is partially invented and 
full of omissions. But it uses that history in service of animating communal memories of struggle 
and celebration, an important function in a city, region, and nation where erasure of the African 
American past is exceeded only by active indifference to the needs of contemporary Black 
communities.  
Black History and White Development in Rocky Mount 
 
 Rocky Mount was a place born at the intersection of agricultural and industrial labor and 
bearing little resemblance to the urban forms it preceded. In the years since the June German 
ceased, Rocky Mount has more closely hewed to national trends, becoming both Blacker and 
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poorer as a city. The past twenty years in particular have seen the city go from one of Eastern 
North Carolina’s major cultural and economic centers to a city whose core, as I suggested above, 
can seem lifeless and abandoned on any given day. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the city, and 
particularly its downtown, are now in the throes of a redevelopment campaign, aimed at 
capitalizing on growing interest in urban living and on a built environment that invokes urban 
life two generations ago. Perhaps surprisingly, the centerpiece of this new redevelopment is 
Douglas Block, the one-time hub of African American economic and social life. The paradox of 
this revitalization, and many others like it, is that it manages to valorize elements of the Black 
past while largely ignoring contemporary African American people. In this instance, an historic 
Black place is celebrated, while nearby Black owned businesses and Black residents seemingly 
play little role in the vision of the city’s future.  
 Douglas Block sits on the periphery of downtown Rocky Mount, a legacy of the spatial 
segregation that necessitated two downtown shopping and entertainment districts. That spatial 
marginality is now touted as a benefit by the Rocky Mount-Edgecombe Community 
Development Corporation and the City of Rocky Mount, partners in the area’s recent 
reinvention. They stress that its location is “in close proximity to major cultural and educational 
facilities” and “easily accessible from all parts of Rocky Mount and its surrounding 
communities.”381 I read this as a way of materializing the separation of what had previously been 
the center of the city, the Main Street corridor described above, from this section of town. City 
leaders are invested in describing the revitalizing Douglas Block as full of growth, and 
convenient for those already coming to the area for other reasons (class at the community 
college, the use of the public library, a visit to the children’s museum.) It’s a separation of only a 
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couple of blocks, but one that emphasizes the separation between an area that is noticeably on a 
path toward economic progress, and one that is still plagued by abandoned storefronts and 
businesses that do not fit the narrative of upward mobility that redevelopment is premised on. 
Douglas Block today has a city-run events space in the former Booker T Theater, an upscale 
barbecue restaurant in a former row of stores, and a variety of other small businesses and offices. 
Main Street has two furniture stores, a mostly shuttered antiques store, and a store that consigns 
high-end sneakers. This separation does not amount to a reversal of the historical segregation 
here, but does speak to the ironies of redevelopment. That this enclave, once a refuge and home 
base for Black people throughout eastern North Carolina, would be similarly a retreat from the 
perceived erosion of social and economic life in downtown Rocky Mount suggests the way in 
which spatial histories can become a convenient repository for nearly any purpose.  
 As in New Bern, some sense of history is evoked throughout much of Douglas Block. At 
the head of the block is a marker commemorating the birth of Thelonious Monk. Monk, born a 
few blocks away the same year that the “Colored June German” began and the Confederate 
memorial was erected on the Nash County side of the city, is invoked frequently as a muse for 
the city’s vision of itself. Though he lived in Rocky Mount only a scant five years, it is in part his 
presence that the area seeks to evoke, a kind of ephemeral importance evidently absorbed by the 
streets of his early childhood. A block away at an area designated nearly two decades ago as 
Harambee Square, a mural representing Monk’s life dominates the street corner. It’s a 
fascinating mix of the cosmic and the quotidian, juxtaposing three linked pathways winding 
through a starscape, with representations of modest wooden houses meant to typify African 
American residential structures in Monk’s lifetime. In plans for downtown redevelopment, silk 
screened onto banners adorning surfaces throughout downtown’s vacant storefronts, is a mockup 
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of a massive mural of Monk’s face covering the side of a building. And at Douglas Block, Monk 
is an integral part of cultural heritage celebrations (including Juneteenth,) that seek to marry the 
generalized Pan African unity represented by Harambee Square with a local connection, albeit a 
somewhat tenuous one. 382 Taken together, these represent a development plan that would draw 
on Rocky Mount’s African American past in a way that commodifies its exceptional residents 
and the idea of Black life in the city, while admitting the city’s struggles only in a triumphalist 
narrative of progress. There is tentative hope here, the potential for a city’s revitalization that 
acknowledges the historical importance of Black culture. But, as with Juneteenth celebrations or 
Jonkonnu’s revival, this historicizing cannot come at the expense of Black people living in 
Rocky Mount now. The successes of Rocky Mount’s past are worth highlighting, but not at the 
expense of a story that excludes the struggles and uneasy triumphs of Black life in this city, the 
tenuous and still incomplete work of making Rocky Mount a welcome home for Black cultural 
life.  
Postscript 
 
 In Rocky Mount, in Wilmington, Charlotte, New Bern, Durham, Asheville, Elizabeth 
City, across North Carolina, around the South and throughout the country, Black public culture 
remains under threat. In the process of writing this dissertation, the landscapes of the South were 
host to the deaths of dozens of people of color, some of them high profile cases that got national 
attention, others mostly already forgotten. Cities like Charlotte, where Keith Lamont Scott was 
killed waiting to pick his children up from school, built on structures and histories of white 
supremacy and violence and played their role in an epidemic of state violence that news media 
                                               
382“Cultural Development,” Rocky Mount/Edgecombe Community Development Corporation, 2013. 
http://www.rmecdc.org/CulturalDevelopment.html 
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and much of the white public has finally begun to pay attention to. Massive protests and 
uprisings—like the ones in Charlotte and Baltimore—have made ignorance of the violence 
against Black people a near impossibility. I recognize in these forms the impulses toward 
visibility and presence that emerged more than one hundred and fifty years ago in the celebratory 
cultures of Emancipation Day and other festivals. The vocabulary has changed to one that we 
might think of as explicit protest, a function of both the passage of time and the urgent 
necessities of our present moment. The importance of celebration suggests a broader purpose. It 
was always intended to assert presence, to represent the nuances of life and experience in the 
vain hope of equality. The quiet demands of celebratory culture were simple: the rights, ability, 
and space for expressions of celebration and pleasure. In these emergent celebratory cultures, 
Black people sought to reorder southern landscapes marked by centuries of enslavement and 
exclusion. More recent articulations of Black public culture pick up from these forebears, 
creating a usable past that admits people, performances, and places largely forgotten. Now, as 
then, African American people are taking to the streets and demanding their place in the 
American South. 
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Appendix 1: Bibliographic Essay 
 
Any historical work necessarily relies on the presence of absence. Throughout the course 
of this dissertation, I have discussed in detail the means by which I have tried to cope with the 
silences of the archival record and its potential to obscure movements and reify inequalities. In 
this brief essay, I will build on those earlier mentions as a way of both acknowledging the depth 
of primary source research that remains absent in the works cited here, and conceptualizing the 
epistemological (not to mention citational) shifts necessitated by the undertaking of historical 
research in a digital age. This reflects what I think is an essential commitment to transparency 
and accessibility, one which is paradoxically easier met with digital tools, and more frequently 
omitted in the absence of shifts in the understanding of the distribution of digital knowledge. 
Here, I will discuss my own omitted source material by way of arguing for a reconceptualization 
of scholarly knowledge in the space of the digital archive.  
Oddly absent from many discussions about the digital turn in historical studies is 
sustained consideration of this epistemic shift, a fundamental recalibration not just of the 
presentation of knowledge, but of its structure and comprehension as well. Digital work requires 
particular attention to the nature of archival materials and the way we use them. In this instance. 
I am attempting to make visible the stitches of my own digital patchwork.  
 My first chapter, on Emancipation Day celebrations, is built in large part on a number of 
data visualizations. Themselves a substantial part of the text of the chapter, these compilations 
and exhibitions of data also informed my interpretations throughout the chapter and served as a 
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principal part of my evidentiary basis. The Emancipation Day visualization itself chronicles three 
hundred individual celebrations in North Carolina, ranging from 1865 to the first three decades 
of the twentieth century. To compile this data, I combed through approximately one thousand 
three hundred newspaper articles, reading and classifying each one. Ultimately, I used some 
three hundred fifty articles as the basis for my visualization, each of which is linked from the 
individual mapped records. In order to locate parade origin and other points of celebration, I 
turned to historic city directories and maps. The end product necessarily hides that labor, as it 
would with any form of textual representation. More importantly, in this instance that labor and 
the ensuing insights are represented visually and graphically, rather than textually. In this 
instance then, the textual metaphor fails. These are not sources to be read, but rather viewed, 
manipulated, and otherwise analyzed. Including them as part of the structure of the visualizations 
here is a gesture toward transparency and an acknowledgment of the democratization of access to 
previously restricted knowledge wrought by mass scale digitization. This suggests a citational 
methodology informed by the topic of this dissertation. Building from the impulse toward an 
active role for historical knowledge as part of everyday life manifest in Emancipation Day 
celebrations, we might think further about the potential to build upon and expand the access 
offered by digitized and digital resources in scholarly work.  
 The basis for such a bibliographic strategy extends beyond work explicitly labelled as 
“digital humanities.” Applying the open source ethos and imperative for transparency that I have 
outlined above to more conventional textual scholarly output requires an additional processual 
accounting. Indeed, in this instance there is a larger imperative for citational opacity because of 
the works consulted but not fully represented by a conventional bibliographic structure. In the 
chapters on Jonkonnu and the June German, I relied heavily on hundreds of articles, 
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advertisements, city directories, maps, and plans. The items of this type that are cited, 
particularly repeatedly, are the exceptional materials that offered particularly keen insights for 
me to marshal as part of my argument. I am able to make an argument though only because of 
the many other articles that informed my understanding of the broader world in which these 
sources were published and circulated. For the chapter on Jonkonnu, I read and categorized every 
instance of its performance (and the many variants in labelling and spelling used to refer to the 
practice,) in North Carolina. Totaling more than a thousand sources, they gave me knowledge of 
the extent of the practice, as well as the discursive and material worlds from which it arose. 
Additional research into the processional practices of the Good Samaritans in Wilmington 
likewise added to that knowledge.  
 The extent of this kind of research into world building was even more intensive for my 
study of the June German. Itself the subject of much newspaper scrutiny in the African American 
press, the dance had never been studied by a scholar in the intervening years. I read through 
decades of newspaper accounts--from Rocky Mount and Norfolk particularly--which are 
reflected in the chapter to some extent. What does not appear in my writing, save for a few 
scarce mentions, are the many resources that aided me in some reconstruction of the larger 
worlds these dances occurred in. Detailed accounts from the white June Germans helped me 
understand the decoration and spatial layouts of the events, while the few advertisements 
targeted at African American consumers gave me a sense of the carefully crafted absence of a 
Black presence in the ways white people spoke, thought, and wrote about Rocky Mount in the 
weeks and months leading up to the big summer dance. Not fully an archive of experience, it 
nonetheless gave me a window into the worlds in around which dance participants moved.  
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 My assembly of this digital archive of sources was one made possible largely by the 
mechanistic process of repeated and sometimes creative searches of digitized material. The 
different variations of search terms, narrowing and widening of filters, and other such strategies 
are themselves an adaptation to these new kinds of sources. Optical character recognition is not 
yet perfect, but it is efficient enough to largely replace the longstanding tradition of slogging 
through microfilm. It can also lead to information isolated from its own context. Sharply defined 
search terms can sometimes preclude serendipitous discovery, and highlighted search terms can 
rob the researcher of the valuable context derived from scanning a page in search of useful 
information. This is valuable contextual information that I have tried to replace by creating a 
larger context in which to view the digital archival materials that I have employed here. What we 
lose in more technologically advanced forms of research, we can make up for by expanding the 
scale of scholarly inquiry. My own attempts at that are modest, though influenced by the advent 
of big data in humanistic inquiry. As with the transformation of textuality through the use of 
digital sources, big data serves as the exemplar of this epistemic shift, a reminder of the widening 
boundaries of the scale of our research possibilities. In the instance of this dissertation, that has 
meant consultation and contextualization from around four thousand primary sources, a 
relatively modest total. But even those smaller numbers represent a widening gulf. The challenge 
to citational accuracy and accountability will be one dictated by presently unknowable forms of 
technology and research. We often fail to account for digital sources fully because they seem so 
commonplace, a more efficient version of the way scholars have read textual sources for 
hundreds of years. But these digitized sources have a kind of fractured materiality that requires a 
fuller interpretation, and obscures conventional understanding. More problematically, regarding 
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such sources as equivalent to archives written in paper and ink fails to anticipate the necessity to 
develop a scholarly apparatus to deal with further advances in technology and accessibility.  
This is a gesture toward a full accounting, an interim step toward a time when the tools of 
digital humanities are more fully integrated into the structures of universities, particularly in 
graduate education and scholarly output. As an acknowledgement of influence and indebtedness, 
these brief comments are inadequate, but serve, as an initial step toward what I hope will be a 
new standard of citational practice. This new standard should be one where scholars attempt to 
make available as many of our sources as possible, not in the abstracted form of Turabian 
citation but through hyperlinks, images, visualizations and exhibits. The end result then should 
perhaps be not solely about the conclusions an author has reached, but about the various 
resources marshaled toward that end. Some digital tools that help facilitate this process exist, but 
my point here is less about tool building than about widespread adaptation. We might find in this 
attention to process a form of scholarship that is more responsive and fuller, that helps better 
account for the debts we owe and the ideas we form as part of the process of writing and 
research.  
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